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Fall Tenn 
September~----··- · - -· ·-·--- -·--·---·--·--··-··--· ·--··-···----Registrat~on 
September 24 .. ------··--·--··--··--·--··--·---··-···-·--··--··--··Class Work Be~ns 
September 26'··-·····-··---·--·····--·---··-·····-·Student Faculty Reception 
November 2'3-26 ........ ---······-·-····-·---·-··--··-··-Thanksgiving ~ect~res 
December 16-17---·-·---·········------·-Fall Term Examma_tlons 
December 18-28 .... ---·-···-·········--··-··--·····--··--···-·Christmas Holtdays 
Winter Term 
December 29 ---~-------Class Work Begins 
March 12-13 _________ Winter Term Examinations 
Spring Term 
March 12, 8 a. m-------··--·--·--·---·---·---···---·--···-···Class Work Begins 
Ma 30 8:00 p. m .. -········-·--·--··-·-·--·--··-·Baccalaureate ~dd:ess 
y ' Final Exammatlons 
June 1, 2-----------·--···---··--·---·-··--·-·-··-·--··-··· . 
June 3, 10:00 a. m .. ·--·····----·····-----·----Commencement Exercxses 
Summer Term 
J 7 . ·--··--·-·-·-···-··---·-······Registration and Class Work une ·····-··--··--·- - H lida 
July 4----···---··-···---····--·····--·--·-·-----·········--·--···-----·--··-- -·-·--. 0 . Y 
Jul 10 .. ------···-···-··-··-··-···---·--·-----··-----·Mid-Term Exam~nat~ons 
Y Final Exammatlons August 14...------··--·--····--·········--·-·--··-·-··-· 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Officers 
John G. Reese__ President 
Clem Z. PooL__··----- - --Vice-President 
Herbert H. Dawson_ _____ Secretary-Treasurer 
Members of the Board 
B. F.rank Lowery Missouri 
W. W. Pace.._ Los Angeles, California 
J . D . .A.llen_ _________________ searcy, Arkansas 
B. F. Rhodes______ Searcy, A.rkansas 
L. C. Sears . - -Searcy, Arkansas 
J. L. Parrott Tuckerman, Arkansas 
John G. Reese~ -Searcy, Arkansas 
Clem Z. Po? ustin, Arkansas 
J. H. Hawkins ector, Arkansas 
Herbert H. Dawson.._ ____ _ _ ·--Searcy, Arkansas 
FACULTY 
COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
Committee on Finance 
President Benson, Chairman; Dr. Armstrong, Dean Sears. 
Committee on Classification and Advanced 
Standing 
Dean Sears, Chairman; Professor Rhodes, Dr. Coons, Profes-
sor Bell, Dr. Summitt, Miss Rhodes, Dr. Carpenter, 
Dr. Callie Mae Coons, Dr. Orrok, 
Professor Copeland. 
Committee on Discipline and Regulations 
President Benson, Dr. Armstrong, Professor Bell, Dean Sears, 
Professor Rhodes, Mrs. Armstrong. 
Committee on Athletics 
Professor Karnes, Chairman; Professor Bell, Dr. Carpenter, 
Dr. Coons. 
Committee on Grounds and Buildings 
Mrs. Armstrong, Chairman; Mrs. Cathcart, Mrs. Sears, 
Dr. Carpenter. 
Committee on Library 
Miss Rhodes, ·Chairman; Dean Sears, Dr. Summitt, 
Dr. Callie Mae Coons, Miss Score. 
Committee on Entertainments 
Mrs. Armstrong, Chairman; Mrs. Cathcart. 
Committee on Publicity 
Dean Sears, Chairman; Dr. Armstrong, Professor Copeland, 
Dr. Callie Mae Coons, President Benson. 
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6 HARDING COLLEGE 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND 
lNSTR UCTION 
1936-37 
GEORGE STUART BENSON, B.A., B.S., M.A., LL.D., 
President. 
B.S., Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, 1925; B.A., 
Harding College, 1926; M. A., Chicago University, 1931; 
LL.D., Harding College, 1932. Professor of History, Harding 
College, 1924-25; Lecturer on Oriental History and Religions, 
1931-32; Head of Chinese Missions, Canton, China, nine years. 
J. N. ARMSTRONG, B.A., M.A., LL.D., 
President-Emeritus and Dean of Bible. 
Professor of Bible and Greek. 
B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1904; M. A., Potter Bible 
College, 1905; Professor of Greek Litera ture, David Lipscomb 
College, six years; Potter Bible College, f our years; President 
Western Bible and Literary College, two years ; Cordell Chris-
tian College, ten years; Harper College, five years; Harding 
College, 1924-36. 
LLOYD CLINE SEARS, B.A. , M.A., Ph.D., Dean 
Pmfesso; of E nglish Language and Literature. 
B.A., Cordell Christian College, 1916; B. A., University of 
Oklahoma, 1919; F ellow in English, University of Kansas, 
1920-21; M.A.., University of Kansas, 1921; Dean and Profes-
sor of English, Harper College, five years; Instructor in 
English, University of Chicago, 1928-29; Ph.D., University of 
Chicago, 1935. Present position since 1924. 
WOODSON HARDING ARMSTRONG, B.A., 
Dean of Women. 
Professor of Speech and Dramatics. 
Advanced CoUrses in expression and public speaking, Pot-
t r ollege (Women's College), 1904-1905; Instructor in E.x-
J)r &ion, Western "Bible and Litera ry College, 1905-1907; 
. . , 0 vid Lipscomb College, 1915; Dean of Women and 
FACULTY 7 
Instructor in Expression, Cordell Christian College, ten years; 
Dean of Women, Harper College, five years; B.A., Harding 
College, 193.2; Present position since 1924. 
MAURINE LOUISE RHODES, B.A. , M.A., Registoar. 
Associate Professor of Modern L anguages. 
B.A. Hardi.ng College, 1928; M.A., University of Okla-
homa, 1931; Instructor in E.nglish, Harding College, 1929-30, 
and sinnme,s 1930-31· Instructol· in English, Atlanta, Texas, 
1928-29; Inst ructor in English, Des Moines, N. M., 1931-32· 
.P~·esen.t position since 1932. 
C. D. BROWN, Bursar. 
Present position since 1936. 
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL, B.S. (M.S.) 
A~sociate Pc:ofessor of Biological Sciences. 
Potter Bible College, 1902-05; Western Bible and Liter-
ary College, 1905-08; Instructor in Mathematics, Western 
Bible and Literary College, two years; B.S., Potter Bible 
College, 1909; Professor in Science and Mathemat ics, Cor-
dell Christian College, eight years; Professor oi Natural 
Sciences, Harper College, four years; twenty-seven hours 
and an approved tl1esis toward the M:.S. in the University of 
Oklahoma; graduate work in the University of Kansas, sum-
mer 1924; present position since 1924. 
A VON LEE BLAKELY, B.F.A. 
Professor of Voice and Public School Music. 
B.F.A. in Voice, University of Oklahoma; B.F.A. in Piano, 
University of Oklahoma; c<tndidate for B.F.A. in Public School 
Music, University of Oklahoma; Instructor in private studios 
three years; Professor of Voice and Piano, Northeastern State 
Teachers' College, Tahlequah, Oklahoma, 1936. 
STANLEY J. CARPENTER, B.S., M.S. (Ph.D.) 
Professor of Biological Sciences. 
B.S., Milligan College, 1930; M. S., University of Tennes-
see, 1931; Resident work for Ph.D., Ohio State University, 
Fello.w in Zoology in University of Tennessee, 1930-31; Pro-
fessor in Biology in Milligan College, 1931-32.; University 
Scholar in Zoology in Ohio State University, 1932-33; In-
structor in Biology in Eastern Tennessee state Teachers' Col-
lege, summer 1933; present position since 1934 . 
• 
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8 HARDING COLLEGE 
ERMINE HOUCHENS COLEMAN 
Assistant Instructor in Speech and Dramatic Art. 
Graduate in Speech, Harding College, 1933. Present posi-
tion since 1933. 
CALLIE MAE COONS, B.S., Ph.D. 
Professor of Home Economics. 
B. A., Abilene Christian College, 1920; B.S., Home Eco-
nomics, University of Colorado, 1923; Ph.D., University of 
Chicago, 1929. 
R. R. COONS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Professor of Physical Science. 
B.A., Simmons College, 1918; M.A., University of Texas, 
1920; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1931; present position since 
1932. 
JOHN COPELAND, B .A., M .A . 
Assoctate Professor of English . 
B.A., Daniel Baker College, 1928; M.A., Texas Technolog-
ical College, 1933; Instru·ctor of English. in public schools of 
Texas and New Mexico, 1928-1933; E.ditor of the Eldorado 
(Texas) Success, 1934; present position since January, 19S5. 
RICHARD NELSON GARDNER, B.A. 
Field Representative, Editor of "Truthseeker." 
B.A., University of Mississippi, 1933; President Western 
Bible and Literary College, eight years. 
EDITH HELTSLEY, B. F. A. 
Instructor in Art. 
Graduate of the Art Institute, Chicago; Advanced Work, 
University of Chicago; work exhibited in the Art Institute 
and at World's Fair, and in other art exhibits. ' 
HOUSTON THURMAN KARNES, B.A., M.A. 
Director of Athletics. 
Professor of Mathematics. 
B.A., Vanderbilt, 1928; M.A., Vanderbilt, 1929; work 
toward Ph.D., Wisconsin University, 1930-1936; Peabody, 
1112!1, 1932. Professor of Mathematics, Northwestern Junior 
Collt'K"C, Orange City, Iowa, 1929-35. 
FACULTY 9 
ZELMA WooD LAWYER, B.A., M.A. 
Associate Professor of English and Library Science. 
B.A., Abilene Christian College; M.A., University of Cali-
fornia, 1936. 
ETHEL ELIZABETH McCLURE, B.S. 
Professor of Home Economics. 
Student State Teachers' College for Women, Denton, 
Texas, 192.4; B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, Stillwater (Oklahoma), 1928; taught three years in 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Magnolia, Arkansas; 
graduate work in University of Chicago summer of 1929; 
Peabody, summer 1935; present position since spring of 1929. 
DoUGLAS HALL 0RROK, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Professor of M adem Language and Literature. 
B.A., Amherst (Mass.) 1928; M.A., Columbia University 
(N. Y.), 1929; Ph.D., Columbia, 1934; Assistant Instructor, 
Columbia, 1933-34; Instructor in I'Ecole McJannet, St. Cloud, 
France, summers 1929, 1930. 
L. E. PRYOR, B.A., M.S. 
Associate Professor of Social Sciences:. 
B.A., University of Chattanooga, 1923; M.S., University 
of Arkansas, 1933. Instructor and principal in high schools 
1923-24, 1927-32; present position since 1932. 
- --------- (To Be Supplied) 
Professor of Piano and Theory. 
B. FRANK RHODES, B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Social Sciences. 
B.A., Potter Bible College, 1904; advanced work in Univer-
sity of Kansas, 1905; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1920; 
Professor of History, Western Bible and Literary College, 
two years; Cordell Christian College, four years; Thorp· 
Spring Christian College, five years; Harper College, five 
years; Abilene Christian College, one year; work towar.d 
Ph.D., University of Texas, summer 1925, 1926; present posi-
tion since 1924. 
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CATHARINE SCORE 
Librarian . 
. Gr~duate, Daichmann Library School, Osolo, Norwa 
L1branan, Galloway College, 1923-33; present position sin~ 
1934. 
PATTIE HATHAWAY SEARS 
Work Scholarship Supervisor. 
Graduate of Harper College 
1929. ' 1924; present position since 
JESSE P. SEWELL, LL.D. 
Special Lecturer in Bible and Religious Education. 
~L:D., Harding College, 1934; former President Abilene 
Christian College; Minister of Church, San Antonio. 
EARL B. SMITH, B.A., M.S. 
Professor of Business Administration and Economics. 
B.A., Central College, Fayette Mo 1931· M s u · 't f w· . ' ., ' . ., mversi y 
o . Isconsm, 1935; work toward Ph.D., University of Mis-
souri, 1935. Assistant Instructor University of Wisconsin 
1934-35. Present position since 1935. ' 
WILLIAM KNOX SU:MMITT, B.A., M .. A., Ph.D. 
Professor o~ Educatzon, Director of Training School. 
~.A. , Umon. Uni_versity, 1925; M. A., Peabody College, 
1928, Ph."D_., Un_Ivers1ty of Missouri, 1933; Research Secretary 
and P~rt-t:i.rD.e mstm'Ctor, University of Louisville, 1930-31· 
Survey Department of the University of Missouri 1932: 
present position since 1932~ ' ' 
FACULTY 11 
ACADEMY FACULTY 
The faculty of the Academy is separate from the College 
faculty and is enrolled in the Academy Catalog, which is pub-
lished as the July Bulletin. It will be sent to any address on 
request. 
TEACHERS' TRAINING SCHOOL FACULTY 
The Teachers' Training School is maintained on the 
grounds for two purposes: First, to serve as a laboratory 
for the Department of Education in the training of efficient 
teachers and in working out problems in elementary school 
methods and practice; and second, to give a limited number 
of children the finest training it is possible for us to give 
them in a model elementary school. The training school 
includes the entire eight grades below the academy. It is 
under the general direction of the department of education, 
but each grade is also under an experienced and capable 
teacher, who conducts all the work, and assists the students 
who may do practice teaching in the department by sugges-
tions and criticisms of their plans and methods. 
The faculty for the Teachers' Training School is also en-
rolled in the Academy Section. 
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A SUGGESTION-BEQUEST 
Realizing the vital need of Christian training for young 
men and women, and knowing that many would like to share 
in providing such training and in helping to meet an expense 
which is too heavy for the student to bear alone, we offer the 
following suggestions: 
I. If your heart moves you to become one of the builders 
of Harding College, you might provide either by direct gift 
or by bequest, a fund to go toward the construction of some 
needed building-the new gymnasium, which is already being 
designed, the library, which is also needed, additional dormi-
tory room, or a larger auditorium. 
II. If you would become one of the endowers of Hard-
ing College to put its vital service and Christian training on 
a permanent and solid basis beyond all danger of loss, you 
might establish by direct gift or by bequest a fund to be 
safely invested and held intact forever, whose interest may 
be used for the support of the school or of some particular 
department in it. 
Such endowment gifts may be in the form of lands or 
othei- properties, bonds, stocks, or other ~ iecu:rities. Donors, 
if they desire, may consult the treasurer of the Board as to 
the best form in which to make the gift, or may suggest con-
ditions which will safeguard its use f or the purchase for 
which it is gi.ven. 
Ill. For bequests a competent lawyer may be consulted 
or the following paragraph .may bE) inserted in yom· will : 
I hereby give, devise, and bequeath to Harding College, 
a corporation existing under the laws of the State of Ark-
ansas and located in the city of Searcy in said State 
---- - _ Dollars 
(or the following real estate or other properties ) , 
to be used as the Board of Trustees of said College shall 
judge to the best interest of the institution. 
-OR-
1 here'by give, devise, and bequeath to Harding College, 
, co·rpor[!.tion existing under the laws of the State of Ark-
onsn. and located in the ctty of Searcy in said State 
·----- -- Dollars (or· the following real estate or other properties. __ ___ ), 
to '"' used for the f ollowing pnrpo.<~es, tbat iS to say: (Here 
"'"'<'ify in detuil the purpose or purpose.<~ . ) 
Street or Route _____________________________ _ ________________________________ Age _____________ _ 
Parent or Guardian __ ,_ ____ _ 
For what year of work are you ready? ________ --· 
Underscore the following in which you ha:e ha~ some 
training or experience; underline twice tho~e m _w~lCh y:; 
have had considerable experience: piano, VOic_e, VI~lmk ~~an' 
orchestra, public speaking, debating, dramat~cs,. as e ' 
baseball, tennis, track, wrestling, school pubhcatwns, others 
-~------------
Check the courses which you plan o pursue: t Work toward 
B. A. degree? ________________ ; B. S. degree. ---·-·----------• ? • B. M. degree? 
Specializing in what department? 
• ? • Pre-law? ___ _ Pre-medical course· ·-------·-·-·---• Pre-engi-
. ? • Other profes.sions ____ _____ _ ··-~---neermg . ----------------' 
--- -----------------------~---·---
Teaching? _______ ; n Ig I h' h schools? ____ ; What sub-
jects? ----------------; In junior high?----------····--; In upper grades? 
____ ; In primary?------
d . e? What priced room do you esir · ---·· 
Shall we select it for you? ________ __________ _ If not, please 
give at least three choices of room __________________________________________________ , 
1936-1937 Harding College Catalog
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Have you a room-mate selected? ______ _ _ _ 
If so, 
whom? __ _ 
- - ----- - - ------ Shall we reserve 
your room fo~ you? ____ ; If so, please enclose room de-
posit of $5.00. 
Do you wish us to reserve the Special Cash Scholarship 
for you? . If so, you should enclose the reser-
vation fee of $10.00. This scholarship reduces the tuition 
from $150.00 to $99.00 for the year. 
Do you wish to take your meals in the regular College 
Club?- - --- - - or do you wish to apply for the Self-help 
Plan?___ ___ The latter must be limited to those who 
are clearly unable financially to meet the regular cost. 
List below the courses you wish to take during the fall 
quarter, including fine arts courses and what extra-curricular 
activities you wish to engage in. 
Courses and Activities Desired 
--- --- -------------------
--·------- ----------------------
~----- ---- -------
. --~------·-- ·------------------ -------
·······-·---·-------·-- --·------ -----
------ - - ·------
-- ---· ------- ------------
General Information 
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16 HARDING COLLEGE 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
HISTORY 
Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas, is the result of rapid 
college growth and the consolidation of Arkansas Christian 
College of Morrilton and Harper College of Harper, Kansas. 
Harper College was founded in 1915. In the nine years 
of jts work it had inc:reased in enrollment from fifty to over 
three hundred students, and has secured full junior college 
standing with the state and membership in the American 
Association of Jc:nior Colleges. But the lack of adequate 
buildings and the fact that the location was outside the cen-
ter of support impeded further progress.l Arkansas Chris-
tian College had been_ started in 1922 and had partly com-
pleted an excellent administra.tion building. 
By combining the two colleges with all their resources 
the resulting institution was able to open in 1924 as a stand-
ard senior college. Being located in the very center of the 
great field of the churches of Christ, its enrollment in the 
next ten years outgrew the college plant. Students were 
enrolled from twenty-five states, three provinces of Canada, 
and Old Mexico. Dormitories were filled and an equal num-
ber were crowded into private homes in town, while class-
rooms became inadequate to accommodate the necessary num-
ber of classes. 
In this emergency the Galloway College plant at Searey 
became available through the consolidation of the three 
Methodist colleges in the stl).te. The plant was three times 
as large as that at Morrilton and offered the necessary room 
for a normal healthy growth for many years. Aside from 
the s-mall encumbrance ;;~ssumed, the plant represented a 
clean gift to the scllool in buildings and grounds of over 
$500,000.00. The location was equal in almost every respect, 
and even superior in lllany ways to that at Morrilton. It was 
therefore decided by the Board of Trustees to dispose of the 
plant at Morrilton in a way 1satisfactory to the one creditor 
concerned and to accept the offer of the new plant for the 
establishment of Harding ·College, Searcy, Arkansas. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 17 
NAME 
Th1• name "Harding College" was given to the. institu-
tion in memory of James A. Harding. It was considered a 
nulnl{ tribute to the life of a great man, who ha? probably 
dorll' more for Christian education, and had given more 
••nlhusiasm and impetus to the work than any other man of 
1 h11 eentury. It is similar to the honor paid to ~is great 
1•11 .(11 borer by David Lipscomb ·College of Nashville, Ten-
'"'"Hee. These two schools now stand as monuments to the 
rrll'mory of the two great friends who gave the most to such 
work and to whom the church of the past fifty years owes 
1 hl• largest debt. 
THE PURPOSE 
CHARACTER AND IDEALS 
Harding College and its sister schools are _the outgrow~h 
of the far-reaching vision of James A. Hardmg and David 
Lipscomb, who saw a need in the education of t~e you:h t_hat 
was not being supplied by the already established mstitu-
1 ions of learning. . 
The supreme purpose of the College is to bmld men 
and women; it is dedicated to the architectu~e of cha~a~ter. 
But a vital element of genuine character IS the rehgi..ous 
and moral nature. Hence Harding College teaches the Bible 
118 the most effective means of cultivating the moral and 
spiritual nature. It is designed, as these founders expressed 
it, "to teach the Bible as the revealed ~iii of God ~o man, 
und as the only and sufficient rule of faith_ and pr~ct~ce,. an~ 
to train those who attend in the pure Bible Chnshamty. 
Or as it is expressed in the deed holding the pro~erty:_ "T~e 
pr~perty shall be used for maintaining a scho_ol m which, m 
addition to other branches of learning, the Bib~e as the re-
corded Will of God and the only standard of fai~h and prac-
tice in religion shall be taught as a regular dally study to 
all who shall attend said school." 
Harding College is, therefore, a new type of. sc~ool: O~her 
groups of religionists have established splendid mshtut10ns 
of learning in which they maintain Bible de_r~rtments, the~­
logical courses, for the training of young mimsters, but this 
daily teaching of the Word of God, the naked Book, as the 
Word of God, not to a class of preachers only, but to every 
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student in attendance, puts Harding {:o!Iege in a class by 
itself. Save its own sisters, there is not another such school, 
so far as known, in all the world. The teachers of the Bible 
at Harding College studiously and consci(mtiously steer cl~ 
of sectarianism or denominationalism. 
"What has God said?" is the thing stressed at Harding 
College. Each individual heart is then largely left to dis-
cover God's meaning for himself. 
Should there be those among the students of Harding 
College who object conscientiously to the taking of a Bible 
course because of the difference of church relation, they are, 
of course, exempt from this requirement. 
GENERAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
Recognizing the fundamental value of a liberal education 
not only in the development of character and personality but 
as the foundation· for professional training, the conege alms 
first to give .evecy student such basic knowledge of the arts 
and sciences as will 1!-Cquaint him with the richness of his 
heritage from the past and the natme- of the world in which 
he lives, and pl'Ovide him the keys by which he may unlqck 
the future. It r elates this knowledge, in the next place, to 
such specialized training as will equip the student for a 
ehosen profession, such as teaching in its various .fields, busi-
ness in its many forms, home demonstration work, soeial 
service, the ministry, foreign missions, etc., or for e'ntrance 
into the professio-nal schools of engineering, law, medicine, 
pharmacy, nursing, and others. 
LOCATION 
Harding College is in the edge of the foothills of the 
Ozarks, in one of the most beautiful, fertile, and healthful 
sections of the state. It is about fifty miles from Little Rock 
on the national highway from Little Rock to St. Louis, and 
is served by the main double-track,ad lines of the Missouri 
Pacific from Little Rock to Memphis and St. Louis through 
Kensett Junction, and by three local lines. 
F'or the benefit of those who motor to Harding College, 
WP nrc three hours from Memphis; four hours from Fort 
:-; 111 i th; live hours from Texarkana; seven hours from Okla-
hornn City; eight hours from St. Louis; eight hours from 
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N11olwiiiP, Tenn.; ten hours from Dallas; twelve hours from 
K11"""" City; fifteen hours from Amarillo; seventeen hours 
from Chicago. 
Th1: country around Searcy offers excellent opportuniti~s 
lo rnrnilics who want to move to a Christian school. It IS 
IIIII urnlly adapted to fruits of all kinds, peaches, apples, 
itrll(li'R, and berry crops grow in abundance. It has for years 
produced some of the finest strawberries in the South and 
Hhips them by carloads to markets all over the country. 
CLIMATE 
The climate is as nearly ideal as one may find. The 
winters are exceedingly mild-almost like spring throughout. 
The temperature here has been known to fall to zero only 
u few times in the history of the state. There is abunda~ce 
of sunshine, very little wind, and the proper amount of ram. 
The summers are tempered by breezes and are pleasant. The 
temperature through the summer rarely rises higher than 
95 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. 
SCENERY 
The scenic beauty of the Ozarks is unsurpassed. Younger 
mountain ranges like the Rockies, are higher and more 
rugged, but the verdant freshness of the . Ozarks in the sum-
mer and the rich profusion of colors m the fall, browns 
min~Iing with gold and the deepest of reds, against a back-
ground of perpetual green, create a fairyland of beauty. 
While Harding College is only in the foothills of the 
Ozarks it is surrounded by many places of great beauty and 
interes~. To the northwest the foothills lead up to the moun-
tains which follow the course of the river and are traversed 
by an excellent highway. There are II_Iany pictur~sque val-
leys and peaks. Red River is a beautiful mountam stre~m 
bordered in places with lofty cliffs and ledges. Its sparkling 
rapids and deep clear pools make a paradise for the game 
fisherman. To the east are lakes abounding in fish. 
The mountains afford scores of beautiful spots for out-
ings picnics and mountain climbs, while the river, creeks, 
and 'lakes offer the finest opportunities for fishing, out-door 
swimming, and boating. Arrangements are made for every 
student who will to enjoy these advantages. 
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Many years ago Ca:rdinal Newman, in discussing the 
location of a university, insisted upon the element of beauty 
because of its cultu:ral and spi:ritual value in the lives of the 
students. When choosing you:r college, why not take into 
account the natural beauty of its location? It will give you 
priceless memories for after years. 
EDUCATIONAL STANDING 
The State .Board of Education on June 4, 1926, approved 
Harding College as a standRrd four-year college. 
Harding is, therefore, a standard Senior College, author-
ized by the State to confer the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of 
Science, and Bachelor of Music degrees. Students working 
out a major in any depar~ent are qualified to enter the 
graduate schools of the larger universities. Students from 
other states or those who may desire to teach in other states, 
can secure tl1eir teachers' certificates in those states_ without 
examination upon the completion of the necessary :Profes~ 
sional courses in Rarding College. 
CAMPUS 
The College campus consists of about twenty-nine acres 
within easy walking distance of the business section of town. 
The college buildings are in a woodland of beautiful oaks 
and elms. The east half, which is open and level, is being 
developed into an athletic field, consisting of tennis courts, 
baseball field, and track. 
BUILDINGS 
The buildings on the campus, exclusive of equipment, are 
valued at from $500,000 to $600,000. 
SCIENCE HALL 
This is a three-story brick, a hundred and sixty-five feet 
long, and fire-proof throughout, completed in 1926. The 
two upper floors contain the various laboratories for chem-
istry, physics, biology, and home economics, teachers' offices, 
supply rooms, and lecture rooms. The first floor contains the 
of!"icP:; of the president, dean and registrar, general class 
•·ooms, and the nursery school for the home economics de-
pnr t. JJH'Ilt. 
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PATTIE COBB HALL 
Tht! girls' dormitory, named in h?nor o~ ~rs. James A. 
llnnling is a large three-story bnck bmldmg, fire-proof 
lhl'tlugh~ut with room for over a hundred girls. Most of the 
rooms ure ~rranged with a connecting bath betwee~ each two 
~ to be shared by the four girls together, while several 
room. ' h t I t that rooms have private baths. Each room as wo c os~ s so 
..vury girl may have her individual closet and pnvate key. 
Tht: rooms are furnished with single beds. On the upper 
floor is a completely equipped hospital apartment, and on the 
Hceond floor are the reception rooms, guest rooms, and the 
family apartment for the dean of women. 
DINING HALL 
Occupying most of the first floor of Pattie Cobb Hal~ are 
the college dining halls and kitchens. These are attractively 
finished with tile floors and will seat over five ~undred. The 
kitchens and storage rooms are furnished With the most 
modern equipment. 
MEN'S DORMITORY 
This immense three-story brick building, over two hun-
dred feet long with two wings extending back at the ends, 
will accommodate over two hundred boys. All rooms are 
furnished with closets and most with single beds. . 
On the first floor of the men's dormitory ar~ spacw~s 
reception rooms, some class-rooms and laboratories, t~e li-
brary, and the college postoffice. On the second floor IS ~he 
college auditorium, and the music, speech, and art studios. 
GYMNASIUM 
The present gymnasium is a fire-proo~ brick _structure 
with an excellent hardwood floor, and is furmshed ~th stand-
ard gymnasium equipment, such as parallel bars, rmgs, wres-
tling mats, etc., as well as a basketball court. 
SWIMMING PooL 
This is a beautiful modern building, steam-heated, with 
brown tiled floors, and white tiled pool. Along the w~Ils are 
dressing rooms each furnished with a shower. It Is. ~ur­
nished with equipment for complete and constant stenhza-
tion of the water, which is also changed regularly. 
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POWER PLANT 
~ large concrete and stucco building houses the central 
he~tJng_ plant, _which i~ !urn.isheq with three large high pres-
sme _boil~rs with. sllff~Clent capacity to allow for future ex-
Panslon m ~e co~ege plant. Through a complet E! circula-
tory system 1t also furnishes hot water to every part of the 
campus day and night. · 
LAUNDRY AND CLEANING PLANT 
In order to furnish labor fm· students and care for the 
laun~ and cleaning for the entire school the college oper-
ate~ Its ~WJJ laundry. It is one of the most completely 
equ1pped m the state, furliished with rotary steam washers 
dry~rs, mangles, s~am presses, s team drying room, dyein; 
~qwpment, et_c. It g1ves the .:finest qu11olity of service available 
1n larmdry and cleaning work. · 
"GREY TOWERS" 
T~is three-story frame structure accommodates the piano 
praetzce rooms and ~he Practical Housekeeping Apartment 
for the home econonucs students. It contains also additional 
student rooms and apartments. 
''DEANERY" 
This han.dsome two and a half story English style cot-
t~e ?f native stone exected recently, partly through con-
t1.1butions by Dean and Mrs. L. C. Sears, will be used as the 
dean's home and will conta in additional guest room. 
THE COTTAGES 
A group of two frame cottages and one small brick cot-
tage are used for teachers' homes. Two of these are steam-
heated from the central plant. 
THE WORKSHOP 
This i~ a large brick structure equipped for machine work 
~·arpcnterm.g ?r manual training, plumbing, scenery design~ 
mg- und pamtmg. 
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THE FARM 
The· l'ollege farm of forty acres near the campus is fur-
"'"'"''1 with a large farm home and dairy barn and accom-
,.,,•,.lnfo·M lhe college dairy. 
ATHLETIC FIELD 
An excellent athletic field is being developed on one 
"'"''ion of the campus. It has the baseball diamond, track, 
I'll" for ·pole vaulting and jumping, and tennis courts. The 
•••nior class of '36 and the W. H. C. Club are' adding .two 
Aclclitional asphalt surfaced courts this spring. 
AUDITORIUM AND STAGE 
The auditorium and stage are equipped with a view to the 
needs of the dramatic arts, speech, and fine arts departments. 
The acoustics is excellent and the stage is furnished with 
everything necessary for the finest dramatic productions. 
The dramatic club owns several different sets of stage scen-
ery, both interiors and exteriors, together with practical 
doors, windows, stairways, etc. The stage is equipped with 
electric devices for rather elaborate lighting effects, includ-
ing spot lights, flood lights and foot and border lights with 
different circuits for different colors and with dimmers for 
each circuit. The entire equipment makes it possible to pro-
duce satisfactorily and with great naturalness, plays or scenes 
requiring unusual lighting effects, settings or costumes. 
LIBRARY 
The li~rary at the present time contains over 16,000 vol-
umes besides periodicals and bulletins. The selections have 
been made with the utmost care. There are almost no gifts, 
and consequently nearly every volume is in the shelves be-
cause of its actual value. The reading room is supplied with 
the best works of reference, including standard encyclopedias 
such as the Britannica, the Americana, the Catholic, New 
International, the Jewish, Hasting's Encyclopedia of Religion 
and Ethics, Shaft-Herzog, etc.; scientific dictionaries and 
encyclopedias; the Dictionary of National Biography; numer-
ous historical works; and works dealing with languages, fine 
arts, travel, exploration, etc. A more detailed statement of 
the works for science, English and other departments will be 
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found with the description of the courses of each department. 
About fifty periodicals related to the work of the various 
departments come to the libn~,ry regularly. The library is 
provided with the Reader's Guide to make the periodicals 
more usable. It contains also the United States Catalog since 
1899 and other bibliographical works. The entire library is 
carefully catalogued by the Dewey decimal system, and a 
triplicate card index makes all material inst;;mtly available. 
LABORATORIES 
The school maintains standard laboratories for chemistry, 
biology, physics and home economics. 
CHEMISTRY 
The chemistry laboratory is furnished with equipment and 
appat·atus valued at appro:timately $7,000.00. Besides the 
standard chemistry tables, which are supplied with water 
and gas, the laboratory has an electric drying oven, electric 
furnace, accurate balances, gas hood, distillery, cillorimete.r 
and supply room for chemicals and equipment. It is thor-
oughly equipped for all advanced COUl"Ses offered, and for com-
mercial analysis of ores, coal, minerals a nd water. 
BIOLOGY 
The Biology Laboratory is one of the best equipped in 
the state. Approximately $7,000.00 worth of equipment has 
been installed. It is furnished with standard biology tables, 
high-powered, d_ouble-nosed microscopes, binoculars, the best 
make of. dissecting microscopes, a large compound balopticon 
with hundreds of prepared slidl!S, a microtome for preparing 
additional -slides, dissectable t orsos and other models and 
casts, ske-letons, life histories, and collections of birds and 
insects. 
PHYSICS 
The Physics Laboratory is well furnished for the courses 
-offered. It is not the plan of the college to offer a major in 
physics at present. It is to confine its work in this depart-
ment to beginning courses, but for this purpose it has an 
('Xc t•llent equipment, valued at about $3,500.00. 
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HoME EcoNOMics 
. rt t · all of its various work The' home economics depa men m b ' b "ld" 
... , u p I ··~ fourteen rooms in the scie~ce hall, ~ys d :; ~~:; 
••••I ••t:rcy Towers," and have eqmpment. va ue. t d 
I .. ooo 00 The foods laboratories are furmshed with s an.-
.;;, tn.hl~s with hardwood or white tile tops. Edaclh tt~ble I~ 
. . . t gas burners, an e ec nc an .,qu ipped with electnc s oves or C k" g 
rang-es and ovens are supplied for general use. oo. m 
ItA" "I· are of aluminum and graniteware. An attractively 
"
1
''""
1 
s . . an ed with everything needed rurni~hcd dinmg room IS arr g f d" h f different 
fur :;crvice, including several sets o Is es o 
clc•xil{ns. · h d "th 
The clothing and textile laboratories are ~urms e :VI 
lllnndard cutting tables, work cabinets, sewmg machmes, 
tlt ti ng room, etc. 
The nursery school is elaborately furnished and offers 
faci.li"ty for the courses in child development. ••very . . 
The ractical housekeeping apartment occupies SIX ~o?~s 
und bat: in the Grey Towers and furnishes adequ~te facihtles 
for the practical housekeeping courses under direct super-
vision of home economics instructors. 
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
CHAPEL 
0 f the chief features of the school is the daily chapel 
~e o The chapel talks are intended to prepare the stu-
~:~~c~:; dealing sanely with the probdlems of hli!~ !~/;~ 
ro er ideals of true manhood an woman o ' 
~~l;~rf ap desire for accomplishing great:r b!~::::· th!v~~~ 
student is expected to _atten~ chapel. f W the chapel talks 
conscientious student wlll denve more rom 
than from any regular course of study. 
MONDAy NIGHT MEETING 
E h Monday night the school comes together . for the 
ac . . Bible topic. All boardmg stu-
purpose of discussmg some and the general public is cor-
·dd~nltls ~re.texdpec::dt~:sec:e:tings are discussed all questions 18 y InVI e . 
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of interest to Bible student s and r . . . 
ends are sought in the t' g owmg ChrlStians. Three 
mee mgs-the d I 
men as public workers th t hi eve opment of young 
. ' e eac ng of truth vatwn of spirituality a d . , and the culti-n consecr,:~.tion . 
JAMES A. HARDING DAy 
The first James A H d ' 
roary, 1926, by stud~ts a~e~n~ Day was _observed in Feb-
College, in grateful me~wr c ers and fri:nds of Harding 
cause of Christian educ.atio: b of ~he serVJce rendered the 
lege bears. By vote of th Y bhim.l w.hose name our Col-
. e assem . y th d h 
an annual event. In the fntuxe it . . e . ay as be_en made 
Brother Harding's birth month. Will be observed m April, 
HOMECOMING DAYS 
Two homecoming days for alum . d 
held each Year, one on Thanks ivin m _ an ex-students are 
Wednesday before the cl . d g g and the other on the 
social meeting is held ~s;:-gh :J of school. A business and 
invited to attend. .,_, Jc 1 ex-students are cordially 
THANKSGIVING MEETING 
Each Thanksgiving the school h - . 
friends of Christian educ ~• as a meeting to which all 
awon a:r:e inv"t d A 
speakers are always secur d d l e . .number of able 
.• ~.., _ e , an every servic · 'c.h . 
loU.Uigs. Brethren wiU pro•,;d h · e 18 l'l_ m good 
ha . • • e omes for all h you ve never visited th c.h w o come. If 
meeting and get acquainte; s _ tho~~ you should come to this 
W I e work that is being dqne. 
SCHOLASTIC STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
All scholastic clubs and 0 . . 
of student activities must r r~amzatwns for the promotion 
eceive a charter from the sch I 00. 
THE HARDING FORENSIC LEAGUE 
A club for training and ractic . . 
debate is open to student . t p ~ m pubhc speaking and 
· s m erested m deb t' 
m debate sponsor the L a mg. The coaches eague. 
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INTER-COLLEGIATE DEBATING 
ll n••ding- College has established an excellent record in 
' "'"• ...,ll••g-iate debating. During 1924-25 the Harding teams 
,. "" lin·<·<' of the four debates held with other colleges. 
For the spring of 1927 debates were scheduled with five 
.\ • ~ n 11 Kns colleges and with three Oklahoma colleges. Of this 
rorunhe r, Harding lost only two decisions, and two opposing 
• ollr·l{r·~. because of unforseen conditions, were forced to 
• .,,,. ... 1 their contracts. During the spring of 1928 Harding 
ol.,hnters won four out of the five debates held with other 
• ullt·g-Ps. The record for 1929 and 1930 was similarly sue-
' ' '""ful. In 1931 a Harding men's team and girls' team went 
lnt,u the finals in the Savage Tournament at Durant, Okla-
huma, being the only out-of-state team to go through the 
l"'•·liminaries undefeated. In the March State Tournament 
t h•· Harding girls' team won first place in the state, and a 
nu•n's team went through to the finals and was the only team 
In the state to finish the preliminaries undefeated. 
In 1932 the Harding girls' team won the state champion-
"hip again for the second time, and also the championship 
in the mid-South Tournament. The program of debates in-
.-luded the National Pi Kappa Delta Tournament. 
In 1933-34 a Harding men's team won first place in the 
State Tournament, and another went to the finals at Durant. 
In 1936 a Harding men's team won second place in the state . 
Each debator who engages in an inter-collegiate debate 
is entitled to an honorary medal, a solid gold pin with the 
monogram of the college and the year in which the pin is 
awarded set in gold upon a black background. Each inter-
collegiate debater is automatically a member of the League. 
ARKANSAS FORENSIC LEAGUE 
The Arkansas Forensic League was organized in 1929-30 
for the purpose of promoting interest in debating and oratory 
in the state. Harding is one of the charter members of the 
organization. Each year a state contest is held in oratory 
and extemporary speaking. The two contests come in con-
nection with the State Debating Tournament which is held 
each year in December. A second tournament known as the 
Mid-South Debating Tournament is sponsored by the league 
each year in February or March. To this tournament are 
invited teams from all the surrounding states. 
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JUNIOR COLLEGE DEBATING LE~GUE 
In 1931 Harding College oecame 
College Debating Leagu h" h b a member of the Junior 
each year in May. All e£r: lC . olds a state tournament 
are eligible for these· tournam::. and sophomore students 
THE CAMPUS PLAYERS 
At the close . of the session 1925-26 . -
the dramatic club of Rardin C 11 ' The Cam~us Players, 
bership in' th.is club is g o ege, was: orgaruzed. Mem-
The club is a self-gover~:; ~~ dboth teachers and students. 
strong, instructor in pubr o k~· sponsored by Mrs. Arm-
. . - Ic spea mg and und th 
s~erVIswn of the faculty. Fortni h' . . er e general 
Whlch the drama is studied a g tly meetings are held, in 
are produced. an one-act and full evening plays 
. A valuable addition to the work f . 
m the designing and paint ' f 0 the club Is the course 
expects t o direct plays n -~;!-g o stage scenery. Anyone who 
e~ a CJ>urse of this kind. 
COLLEGE LYCEUM 
For eight successive year th p 
and, with the aid of th s "- e layers have sponsored 
. o er lWe art,s depart t mven a lyceum course of fi - men s, have 
A · . ve numbers of UDus a1 
s:imilar com~e will probabl b · u excellence. 
In 1934-35 the Players Y e Presented each ye;tJ'. 
college. auditorium and st und:ook the remodeling of the 
course went to retire the o;~e. ti ~venue from the lyceum 
took for Harding. - ga on t s group of-young people 
PLAY TOURNAMENT 
The Campus Players in 1931 . 
difficult venture of a three-a t 1 ca~led out the unique and 
own organization. Such a h~ ~!! ay ou~nament within their 
been undertaken by -any coli g b:amatic contest bas nevei· 
dramatic club was divid ~ . etge . ore, so far as known. The 
't e m o SIX casts of abo t I . 
1 y, and each cast presented full . . u equa abil-
were directed by older a b ev-erung play. These plavs 
undel" the general supervis~em""eMrrs of. tbe Campus Playe~s 
b · lon °"- s Armstro " h . CJng entirely responsible for. sta . . n.,., eac grottp 
mg, make-up, and all the details ge setting, costum,es, light-
P rfo,·mu nce. Cups were -giv f -netcheessary for a successful 
- en or best production, and 
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lhc "c•cond best, and for the best man and woman actor, and 
I he• nuw and woman who had made the greatest improvement 
clu.-ln~ the year. 
llt•cause of Harding's entertaining the State Little Theatre 
1'uurnnment in 1931-32 and the expected State Tournament 
lh•• following year, the local tournament was discontinued 
unl i I I 934-35. The tournament work is considered a valuable 
pnrt of the dramatic program. 
STATE LITTLE THEATRE TOURNAMENT 
'Each year but one since the organization of the Arkansas 
J.ittle Theatre Association the Campus Players have either 
<'f1lcred a play or been host to the annual State Tournament. 
In the Tournament of 1936 the Campus Players' production 
won first place honors both as the best performance and as 
the best directed play, while second honors were given to the 
two leading actors. 
A part of the annual state tournament is the poetry read-
ing festival. 
MEN'S GLEE CLUB 
The Men's Glee Club is open to all students whose voices 
qualify them for entrance. Credit is given for the work done 
in the Glee Club and practical training is given in breath con-
trol, voice placement, pronunciation, enunciation, and diction. 
Members of the Glee Club automatically become members of 
the Music Club. 
GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
The Girls' Glee Club is open to all students whose voices 
qualify them for entrance. The training in voice through 
the work in the Glee Club is of great value to any student. 
ORCHESTRA 
The orchestra is one of the special activities of the college. 
All students of the school interested in the work are invited 
to bring their instruments and take advantage of this splen-
did orchestral training. Only the best orchestral material is 
studied, and the experience gained helps students to prepare 
to fill profitable positions in professional orchestras. One 
hour each day is devoted to both sectional and full orchestra 
rehearsals. Several public concerts are held throughout the 
year. 
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BAND 
Another enjoyable and valuable organization is the col-
lege band. Students who own any kind of band instrument 
should bring it with them. Those who have never played in 
a band before can secure the necessary group and private 
instruction from the cfu-e·ctor. Those who wish to join the 
Harding b?nd an.d dO' not own instruments should wait until 
they come. and try ont with the cfu-eator before selecting and 
purchasing their instruments. The director can give them 
helpful suggestions. 
HONORARY AND SOCIAL CLUBS 
Ali honorary clubs and organizations must receive a char-
ter from the school. 
SOCIAL CLUBS 
A number of clubs combining in varying degrees both 
social and literary activities have been organized in order to 
give evecy student an opportunity for the best soeial develop-
ment. The clubs for young women are the Woodson Harding 
Comrades, established in 1926, the Ju-Go-Ju's in l!J26, the 
0. G.'s in 1932-38, and the Los Companeras in 1933-34. In 
addition to these are the Junior W. H. C's., Ju-Go-Ju's. and 
L . C's., all organized in 1935-36. 
The men's clubs are the Cavaliers, established in 1928, 
the Sub-T's., in 1929, the T. N . T's. in 19-33-34, the Koinonia's, 
1934-35, the Calliopeans and the Lambda Sigmas in 1935. 
"H" CLUB 
Membership in this club is open to all men and women 
who have earned letters in inter-collegiate athletic contests. 
ALPHA HONOR SOCIETY 
Membership in ·the Alpha Honor Society is limited to 
those whose scholarship is of the very highest e:x:cellence. 
Only a limited number may be admitted from each junior or 
senior class. Moral and, social qualities must also be of 
s.intila.r e.." cellence. Meetings of the society are held annually 
~ t he alumni homecoming during commencement week and 
t oth r times through the Year. The purpose of the society 
f encourage superior scholarship with high moral attain-
Ill nt . 
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ATHLETICS 
. which athletics is held by a 
llw ,. x Ira vngant form m . t considered in keeping 
...... ,.., ,  .. r :-~ehools at present IS nod ofitable school work. 
· t ts of earnest an pr 1
,,,., br
1
Kt m eres . "thin such bounds as to 
to keep athletics WI hf I !~ •• " !11 purpose enc to maintain a healt u 
••••l•'l 11" full value as a~ agh Y . d works We believe 
h b d while t e mm · . 
. ..... tll inn of t e o Y ll t ain a mental discipline . le enter co ege o g t 
• uok nl." ns a ru f 1 k owledge rather than o · ount of use u n ' 
.,,,., " <"<'rtam am h h d a wholesome and en-hi t On the ot er an • t ,,.,, •11ur• at e es. . f t d ts is a valuable asse t f exercise or s u en . . 
/i' •l nlolr • ~ ys em_ o f the work required by conscientiOus 
. .. llu· accomplishment o I t" through interest in a game 
•• ndwrs. The general re ~xa IOn vous tension prevalent 
''"" much value in breakmg up ner 
h d king students. 11 
•ulnng ar -wor f thletics except footba are 
For this reason all f~~m:n~ :chedules of inter-collegiate 
"l"•nsored and encourag ' . ports Because football 
ed for the maJor s . h ~~:nmes are arrang th students' time, and as h h avy demands upon e . 
mnkes sue e. . . s to health and so expensive to mam-
lll ·un found so InJurwu . d I "ts place regular schedules 
. · h b discontmue · n I I b 
lnm, It as een d between classes and c u s . al sports are arrange 
of mtra-mur d student is given an oppor-
during the fall quarter, an every d much more satisfactory 
. 1 This plan has prove 
1 umty to P ay. . d has allowed a greater em-
than inter-collegiate footballh, an ts that can be carried 
1 d pon t ose spor 
phasis to ?e P ace u f recreation and health. 
into later hfe as a source o II e under the direct super-
All the athletics of the co_ ege arN student whose grades 
. f th f lty at all times. o 
visiOn 0 e acu . will be allowed to par-
and deportment are not ~at~sfac~~~ unbecoming a Christian ticipate in any contest. o ang 
is allowed on our grounds. 
BASKETBALL 
. . winter sport is encouraged, both for intra-
This maJor p t"cally every student mural and inter-collegiate games. rae I 
t . the intramural contests. takes par m 
BASEBALL 
. d The founding in 1933 of 
Baseball is hearti_ly suppor:e-ll. League of which Harding 
the Arkansas Colblegi~te :a~:ga this a major sport. 
is a charter mem er, IS 
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TENNIS 
Excellent courts for tennis have been p:r:ovided, and the 
management heartilY' encouraged· this health-giving exercise. 
Each spring the two players who make the best record in 
tennis are sent as representatives to the annual Tennis Tour-
nament at Little Rock, in which all colleges of the state participate: 
SWIMMING 
This most healthful and -delightful of sports is made pos-
sible all winter long by the beautiful steam-heat-ed swinuning 
pool on the campus. Instructors are arranged to teach swim-
ming to those who wish to learn it. The time _is divided be-
tween the young m.en and young women, so that the pool is 
accessible to both every day in .tl1e week. No mixed swim-
nting is allowed. 
TRACK AND FIELD 
Track and other field sports are encouraged, and track 
meets a.re arranged with other Arkansas colleges. Harding 
is also a membel! of the A. A. U. and participates each year 
in the All-State meet. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES 
THE W. J. CARR SCHOLARSHIP 
The W. J: Can: Scholarship was founded by a gift of 
$2,500.00 from W. J. Cal'l' of Junction City, Arkansas. This 
gift was really made back in the early days of Harding Col-
lege but recognition of it was not made till in 1934. The 
interest on the above sum pays the regular tuit ion on one 
student each regular school ~<ear. 
There are so many deserving students who need aid, and 
to invest in these students for tbe kingdom of heaven's sake 
is so worthwhile a work, that Harding College invites others 
to foll_ow Mr. Carr's eJCa.m.ple. 
VALEDICTORIAN SCHOLARSHIPS 
It has been the custom of Harding College to grant to the 
valedictorian or the graduate mth highest honors from each 
hig-h school, a scholarship covering the r egular tuition for the 
year im mediately f ollowing his graduation. Such students 
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... , " "'~ 
t!i~it• '•· r 
f of $10.00 each t h.. regular fees and a term ee 
'THE CAJ.J::IARINE Fl\g~AR AWARD 
.....____ . I through the generosity of Dr. 
lloi" nwnrd, made ~ossib e r of her mother, is given each 
• .u ... ~In" Coons and m bono on the subject "What 
th of the best paper . 
t••• to t.he au or Me, The award is a scholarship 
w, llomt• Has Meant To . Il . fall quarter. The con-
'''" '"'1111-: the tuition for the fohowmgs and J'uniors enrolled 
t f shmen sop omore , 
lui '" open o re : . t' . et either minimum or . C II ge N 0 hmita IOn IS s , f 
I•• II" nllng o e . th of the paper, nor upon its . orm, 
'"q•lmum, upon the !eng other form. Apnl 1st 
e drama or some 
•lwt ht·r prose, vers ' ' b 'tt d Dr Coons reserves 
II must be su mi e . . 
h 1 lw date a papers d year when none of the lh•· rig-ht to withhold the ~war any 
l•n pns seem deserving of It. 
INTER-CLUB DEBATE CUP 
' . I lubs compete in a debate for l•:aeh year the mens socm c won by the Sub-T's. 
" silvPr loving cup. In 1936 the cup was 
PRESS CLUB MEDAL IN ORATORY 
dal each year to the winner in 
The Press Club ~ffers a me Th winner in 1936 was Mr. 
Hll all4!oiiege oratoncal contest. e 
1 I wen Pearce. 
SCHOLARSHIP MEDAL 
. . onferred each year by the Alpha 
A schol~rship medal IS c duate with the highest scholar-!! on or Society upon the gra 
ship record. 
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REGULATIONS 
DISCIPLINE 
For discipline we appeal to the hearts and coDl!ciences of 
our students and depend mucb upon the Bible study and teach-
ing. Love and justice are the moving principles of our gov-
ernment, and we demand only that the students do right. 
If after patient effort we cannot reach a student in this way, 
we advise him to go home. 
HONOR SYSTEM 
The dean of women uses the honor system with the young 
women of Harding College. The young women are placed in three classes: 
1. Those who everywhere and at all times uphold the 
standat·ds and ideals of the college. 
2. Those who are showing marked improvement. 
3. Those who fail to live up to the standards in scholar-ship and conduct. 
Young women who have never been students of the school 
are not classified until after the first mid-term examination, after registration. 
SOCIAL REQUIREMENTS 
NON-STUDENTS 
It has been the custom to permit worthy young men who 
are not members of the student body to enter into the social 
life of the. college. This is a custom we are glad to continue 
under proper conditions. 
All young men who are not students of the institution 
must be presented formally to the dean of women. It shall 
be necessary that they present at this introduction letters 
of recommendation from th_e minister of the ch'Ul'ch which 
they atterrd regularly, and from two business men of unques-
tioned standing in the town in which they live. These recom-
mendations must ·testify concerning the moral character of the young man. 
Any young man who is thus permitted to enter the social 
life of the college thereby pledges himself to obey all social 
regulations of the college. Any young man who violates this 
pledge will be promptly excluded. 
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call into conference at any time 
'"'" ''"'"' of women may. . r and regulations to help .. ••· ull y rommittee on drscrp me 
,.....,. • oluuhtful case. 
LOCAL STUDENTS 
to all social regulations ap-1 ,.,. "' Htudents shall conform h on the grounds and in 
b d. g students w en · 
""'•"''' to oar m . . class outings and on any trrps 
'"- huildings; on all pr_cmcsf Harding College. The college 
•~ahno•vi•r representative o . ht of local students on the 
t h the general oversrg . h 
-"•v.•·mcn as . . d t ll other trmes w en I" and in the bmldmgs an a a ....... u ' . "t" 
,.rlldputing in college actiVI res. 
BOARDING STUDENTS 
. d to room in our student All boarding students are reqluit~e "n town or work for 
th tay with re a rves 1 • t" humr•, unless ey s . it is clearly an inJUS Ice d b ard or m some way h h ll,.lr· room an o f It must approve t e orne I h case the acu y h 
lu them. n sue All such students, owever, 
wh•·•·c such student ~aly startions of the school. 
"'""t observe the socia regu a 
SECRET MARRIAGES 
. . f a secret or unapproved mar-
'l'he contractmg partres o d t body of Harding Col-
I within the stu en d 
rluge, taking P ace th liege and all credits earne lo·g~, shall be excluded from e c~ 
within that year shall be c~~celle ~h marriage by performing 
The student-preacher ar mg su I "th 
the ceremony shall be similarly dea t WI • 
March 22, 1934. 
TOBACCO 
. onsible for the influence on Those who are drrectl~ r_esp f H ding College believe 
d · th burldmgs o ar It 
the grounds an In e . . J·urr'ous to the user. · any form rs m . that the use of tobacco m . the use of tobacco m 
h f e to discourage h is our purpose t ere or h deep interest in those w o 
We ave a h 1 every way that we can.. . "t and desire only to e p 
· d the habit of usmg 1 • have acqurre 
them quit the habit. . t in the use of it we insist that 
But, if they WILL persrs und others the least pas-
they must use it so as to throw aro 
sible temptation. 
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Hence, the use of t b 
the buildings is stricti o tee~ on the college campus and in 
may be s t Y orbidden except in such places as 
e apart for that purpose. 
HOLIDAYS 
Stu~ents will not be permitted 
~ny hohday tmtiJ the school ad. to leave for home t o spend 
It be by written consent of th JOurns f or such holiday, unless 
such per~ission hi"s b e p;;trents. Even if one obtam· s 
• . a sence from hi 1 cused and will count "th S; c asses will be. unex-
. h. Wl other unexcu d b 
l.ng JS . grades, deducting from his s~ a sences in lower-
from his Cour se s· "1 1 credits, or excluding him 
· uru ar v any 1 · 
late return a:11ter a holiday. will b c ass missed because of a 
as above. Parent" should e. unexcused and will count 
tud - ~ note thiS well d 
s ents t o miss classes a t such times. an not encourage 
CLASS ABSENCES 
N.o cl~ss _cutting will be tolerated. . 
a recitation m any class h When a student misses 
absences a satisfactor 'exe must ?r:sent to the committee on 
tUI·ns to t he class. Y cuse Withm two days after he re-
The following 1 • regu atwns apply to ab 1 Wh sences: 
· en a student has thre 
any class, he shall be dr d f e unexcused absences from 
reinstated only by t-h oppe rom the course. He may be 
e recommend t• 
payment of $1.00 fee. a Ion of the dean and the 
2. Any student who has t 
all classes and chapel shall f rf e? tmexcused absences from 
absences discount two h o eit one bolll: of credit· twenty 
d ours of credit tc ' nee not occur in a single class b . ' e . These absences 
3. If in th . d ut m all classes combined 
' e JU gment of the co · · 
ures may be more effective . D_Imitte~, any other meas-
student, it shall be at lib t ~n dealing With any individual 
to substitute others. er y o add to the above penalties or 
CLASS CHANGES 
No student is permitted to h 
out the approval of th d c ange or leave a class with 
the class. After the fi~st e:;:o and the teacher in charge o; 
II class will be charged f weeks any student changin()' 
a ee of $1.00. "' 
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Air)" c-ln~s dropped without the approval of the dean will 
.. marko•d F, and this grade will be entered in the record 
l!f lh" ntuclent. 
Nu c-luss changes will be permitted after the fourth week 
el AllY ll•rm. Any class dropped after that time because of 
hiiiiiiC grades will be marked F. 
EXAMINATIONS 
Examinations will be given regularly at the close of each 
l•nn and during the term, at the discretion of the instructor. 
Nn "tudent is excused from these examinations. In case a 
•tuolcnt misses an examination for any cause, he may secure 
a apecial examination by applying to the dean and presenting 
till' Instructor a receipt for fifty cents examination fee. 
REPORTS AND GRADES 
Reports will be sent to parents or guardians at the end 
or each term. Should a student be doing unsatisfactory work, 
A report to this effect will be sent to the parents at any time. 
The rank of the student will be indicated by letters as 
follows: 
A is the highest grade, 90 to 100. 
B is good, 80 to 90. 
C is fair, 70 to 80. 
D is the lowest passing grade, 70. 
I is "Incomplete." It implies nothing as to the quality 
of the work, and may be removed by completing the 
work of the course. 
E is "Conditional failure." It may be removed by pass-
ing a satisfactory examination on the course. 
F is "Failed." Credit for the course may be had only by 
repeating it in class. 
TRANSCRIPTS OF CREDITS 
Each student is entitled to one transcript of credit with-
out charge, but a fee of $1.00 will be charged for each addi-
tional copy. 
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INFORMATION FoR NEW STUDENTS 
HOW TO REACH US 
The two main lines of the Missouri Pacifi,c from Little 
Rock to Memphis and from Little Rock to St. Louis pass 
tlu·ough Kensett, which is less than four miles from the col-
lege campus. Fourteen passenger trains stop at Kensett 
daily. A branch line of the Missonri Pacific runs several 
t:!'ains each day from Kensett to Searcy, and students may 
stop at the colleg-e station. Students arriving at Kensett on 
trains not connecting With the Kensett-Searcy loeals will be 
met by college ear-s, if they have notified the-col1ege on what 
train they will arrive. Students who have not notified the 
college on exactly what train they will arrive, may telephone 
from the station and they will be met promptly. Students 
coming from Memphis can make connection with the bus a t 
.Bald Knob about 9:80 p . m. 
Students f~·om western Oklahoma may take th.e Rock 
Island to Little Rock and transfer to the Missonri Pacific. 
Students from northwest Arkansas find a direct ronte over 
the MissoTll'i and North Arkansas line from Eureka. Springs through Searcy. 
In addition to the train Service four busses pass through 
Searcy each day from Little Rock to St. Louis, and one daily 
from Memphis to Searcy. 
EXPENSES 
The eXpenses outlined below are for college students only . 
. ExJJenses in the academy are outlined in the ;_tcademy catalog. 
It is our desire to keep expenses at Harding College as 
low- as possible consistent with efficiency. 
The boarding student who takes advantage of the Special 
Cash Scholarship e:x;plained below can meet all school ex-
penses for $256.50 to $333.00 for the year. This includes 
regular tuition, term fees, room and board. The resident 
student can meet all e:x;pell.'les for $12!.50 for the year. 
PERSONAL EXPENSES 
In estimating school expenses the following facts should 
not b~ overlooked: Young people at home spend money for 
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such things should not be and incidentals; hence If students are 
I A part of the sc_hool exptenfs:;· any amount they 
h k n their paren s It . lo write c ec s 
0 
.11 be much greater. Is lo IIJiond, their expenses Wid' g without the help and 
llol" for us to control spen m 
' •n nt of parents: . t ake bills with the 
. h their children o m t 
rah1ntM WhO WIS • h • bills sent home for paymen ' 
...,hantK in town, haTing t ;~r bout the matter. We are 
..... lei write directly to the eant a event making of unap-
h. · our power 0 pr ts 
.. averyt mg m t th merchants and paren 
CVIICI bills. During the pa.s h' e d we have together h t'ly Wit us, an k 
M ro-operated ear I 1 expenses low. We as 
iMIJIOtl students to keep :heir perso~i:n in the future. 
t to continue their co-opera .. filii K 
TUITION, FEES AND ROOM RENTS 
1 of nme mon . ths (thirty-six weeks) is 
The schoo year f twelve weeks each. 
divided into three terms o t and at the beginning 
The expenses are paid _by thbe er~ the school must have 
Th' ·s requued ecaus t an 
of the term. .Is I . fficient service, and paren s c 
thu money due It to give e t more easily than the school arrange for one expense accoun 
ean arrange for many. t ·n be refunded and no 
No part of tuitions, fees or re~ s ~ Students should 
. de for late re~stra IOns. deductiOns are rna t 
b · ·ng of a erm. 
c•nter at the e~nm f h' own accord does not 
A student who withdraws obi' ~s tion to refund tuitions, 
h liege under o Iga f or thereby place t e co d t forfeit all tuitions, ees fees or rents. Expelled stu en s 
rents. . transferable certificate ~ll 
In case of protracted Illn~~s, a d nts. Under no Cir-
be issued for all unused tuitions an re 
·u fees be refunded. cumstances WI 
REGULAR TUITION AND FEES 
$50.00 Tuition, College (each ~r:~i--~-t~d~~t~--~~~~--~~~h-----------
Entrance Fee (pay~ble Y 9.00 
year on registration) ------------------------------ 8.00 Activity Fee (each term)______________________ 1.60 
Library Fee (each term) 
• 
l 
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Fifteen hours and the Bible is a full course. and should 
one take more work, one is charged $2.75 for each term hour 
above the fifteen and Bible that one t akes. 
SPECIAL CASH SCHOLARSHIPS 
Fo:r: the coming year the college is arrJmging fo:r: aoo· schol-
arships, covering the regular tuition for the year, to be sold 
f o1· $99.00 each to those who :first apply. These scholarships 
reduce the cost of the year's tuition from $150.00 to only 
$99.00 and place the work a t Harding College within easy 
reach of _practicl!-lly any student. Because we are forced to 
limit the total enrollment of the school, it is impossible to 
arrange for more schola:r:shlps at present on this extremely 
low basis. The first ones, therefo1·e, who apply will be given 
the opportunity to buy these scholarships, and as soon as the 
300 have been taken ot her applicants must enter upon the 
regular basis of $150.00 f or the year. 
To· secure the scholarship one must pay at least $10.00 
down when .reservation is made. Th,e balance is paid as fol-
lows: $23.00 at the beginning of t he f all term, $33.00 at the 
opening of the winter term, and $33.00 a t the opening of th e 
spring term. No work or credit :from other payments will be 
allowed on t hese scholru:ships, Students g:t·anted work for 
tuit ion pay at the rate of $50.00 a term. F or this reason the 
scholarship is f~r better than work. The discount allowed is 
equivalent to nearly two hours of work a day, but the s_cbola:r-
shlp student has all his time for study and for those varied 
activities which develop persona-lity, such as the dramat ic 
club, the press club, debating, the music~! organizations, and 
others. The scholarship l'epresents a pure gift· of $51.00 with-
out obligation of work t o the first 300 who reserve it. 
Fra~kly, the scholarship is an effort to place the work of 
H arding College within the reach of every hoy a nd gil'l. It 
is also an effort to give those who desi re it t he opportunity to 
take more of the :fine arts work, which is so rich in cultural 
advantages. The scholarship student can take the regular 
college course and private work in piano, voice, public speak-
ing, violin, or art for $159.00 a year-less than the regular 
tuition in many colleges. 
Remember, that the number of Special Cash Scholarships 
is limited to 300, and make application for yours at once. 
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d F'll it out and mail it ltholnrship Contract is enclose · . . I. t 
h k for $10 00 as the Imtial paymen . wtth your c ec · 
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR PREACHERS 
reparing to preach, who ac-I.,..At~hcrs and yo~ng _men p k re granted scholarships 
tially make this their l:fe f ':~:i; :egular tuition. This re-
.,.rlniC half the amoun o th year Such students are 
.... Jon amounts to $75.00 fo~. e oun~ which becomes due 
... ulred to sign a note fo; f~ ~~ea~hool: if at that time they 
"'- years after they have e. t th ministry If at that 
.. d t 've their time o e · 
•• cease o gi d . eaching the notes are ... they are actively engage m pr ' 
lafte't!lled. . . k advantage of the Special 
Young preachers wishmg to:~ e scholarships for $66.00 
Caah Scholarship may secure ese 00 and the balance quar-
..._ paying the initial payment of $101. h' They will then 
_, . h f other scho ars Ips . 
.. rly as m t e case o I ft which is cancelled five years 
•l•n a note for the $75.00 I ~f 't that time they are actively atlor they leave the schoo I a 
enraged in preaching. . these scholarships will be ex-
Young men who recei.ve the ideals of the institution. 
pected to uphold at all times ng men who desire to 
IL Is our purpose to en~ourage y~~holarship so given costs 
h b t t the same time every . t . 
preac ' u a d 'f the student can assis m 
the college the f~ll. amolun~, :nth~t he do so. No young man 
'h hool work It IS on Y JUS • 
• e sc . t'tled to this consideratiOn. who uses tobacco Is en I 
SPECIAL TUITIONS AND FEES 
l'lano, Voice, Violin, Art: m ----------------------$20.00 
Two private lessons a week, per ter ---- ------- 12.00 
One private lesson a week, per term _________________ _ 
Speech (private lessons), each term: 20.00 
Mrs. Coleman 25.00 
Mrs. Armstrong - ----
ROOM RENT 
. I 'th private lavatory, $19.50 up, a ter~; 
Rooms for gir s, WI $
22 
50 up a term; with 
with bath shared between tw; :r:oom:~ry ~ccordi~g to location. 
private bath, $30.00 a term. rices 
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Rooms for men range f 
pending upon size, location r;~ $15.00 ~o $22.50 a term, de-
can be had for $24.00 up. . convemences. Single rooms 
All rooms are furnished a r . 
with single beds unless the /Pbol XIbmat~ly alike, most of them 
ou e ed Is preferred. 
RESERVING ROOMS 
All students away fro h . 
housekeeping, are required ~o ro:e, .either boarding or light 
and apartments. Th nl o m. m the college dormitories 
· · - e o Y exceptlon ~- th' Is With students who hav . . .u·om Is requirement 
may stay. e relati-ves Ill town with whom they 
Since new students do not kno 
they may make thc!ir reservations bw the ~oc~tion of rooms, 
the room they desire and . Y specifying the Price of 
possible for them Fl lwe will .lllake the best selection 
1 . • oor P ans of the d 't . -ocat10n, size and p..;c f onm ones, showing 
' L• e o rooms will b 
When they arrive the will h ' e sent on request. 
selection if they wisf;: .E - ave opportunity to change the 
· d b very re-servatio t b pame Y a deposit of· $5 oo In - n ..mus e accom-
from coming, the reser~ation case_th: student is prevented 
request is made to the college n ~efosit IS refunded, provided 
the opening of the fall term. ;h ater tha~ two weeks before 
at the close of the yea . e reservation fee is returned 
r rnmus any br ka 
rooms or furniture or is a I' d ea ge or damage to 
school. ' PP Ie on any bala:nce still due the 
FURNISHINGS FOR ROOMS 
Each student should bring with h. . . 
sheets, and at least enough lrn pillow, Pillow cases 
d cover for a b d · · ' an such other toilet arti-e! h e In wmter, towels 
t esasemad ' ' o these things the oc t Y esire. In addition 
. h . - cupan s of a room ar . 
~Is Window shades and electric li h e required to fur-
IS that these articles receive tr t g t bulbs. Our experience 
expensive to the college 0 ea ment that makes them very 
less expense is to make t~! ur o~y recourse from this use-
tnd ws reqmrement W fi d a s ent pays for such artie] . e n that when 
treats them with more -'d es ~ut of his own pocket he 
const eration Stud ' ~ged to bring a:ny pictures xu . . ents are encour-
mgs ·that will make their ' gs, pennants, or other furnish-
rooms more attractive and homelike. 
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l 1l I·:CTRICAL APPLIANCES AND RADIOS 
.... "'" nre allowed to bring such electrical appliances 
IIMtm AM irons and hot plates, but a fee large enough to 
lhe coHt of operating them will be charged. To dis-
tho use of radios in the dormitories as well as to 
lhco co11t of operating them, a fee of $2.00 a month is 
I for each radio. 
DORMITORY LIFE 
C')nll of the superior advantages at Harding College is the 
.,.!lory life of the institution. At much cost and keenly 
IIIII rttllponsibility student homes are maintained that a rare 
.... life may be given our students. 
Thl" phase of school life has been studied perhaps more 
.. ,..rully and more thoroughly than any other branch of our 
.Vrk. It has been our object to compensate, if possible, for 
,._ lo11s a child sustains in leaving his own home and -enter-
In• a boarding school, and we are prouder of our accomplish-
••nt along this line than of almost any other of our under-
takings. To throw around our boarding students a safe in-
ftuonce without making the home a "prison" to the young 
boy or girl who has been brought up in the lax home life of 
today is really a difficult undertaking. To give to the stu-
dents a home life that has in it the care, protection, and 
training that ought to be in every Christian home and at the 
1111me time make it attractive to the students is really an art. 
While we fall far short of what we should like to do, we have 
MO far succeeded that, after observing our care of the girls 
entrusted to us, many parents have frankly expressed the 
conviction that our dormitory is better for girls than their 
own homes-homes, too, that are as carefully directed homes 
as can be found in the country. 
Our student homes are steam-heated and thoroughly mod-
ern, and since these advantages are given at less cost than 
they can be had anywhere else, all boarding students are re-
quired to live in the school homes until they are full. So we 
request no arrangements be made for boarding save through 
the faculty of Harding College. 
MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL SERVICE 
In 1927 we installed for the first time in the history of 
our Christian schools a health department. A small hospital 
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was furnished and a graduate nurse was secured to care I 
the students. This service has been extremely valuable. Mmt 
students who are not ~hysically strong when they come 1:,.,.0 
strong under tl1e care and advice of the nurse. 
For the coming Year there will be no fee for this nur 
and hospital seJ.'Yice. Each student, however, will pay for 
any medkine needed and for the doctor's service if one I called. 
Our boarding students, therefore, receive the constan 
service of a skilled graduate nurse without any additional cost. 
BOARD 
THE COLLEGE CLUB 
The College Club is a co-operative organization in which 
both students and teachers receive their meals at the actual cost. 
In 1924-25 the mem-bers of the club voted upon themselves 
a tax of $1.00 a month apiece to finance the erection of a 
dining ha}J. On the new campus the d.i.ning rooms and 
kitchens occupy one full floor in the woman's building, and 
it is necessary to continue the $1.00 as has been the policy 
for eleven Years. This money will be applied as the club's 
share of the retireme.nt of the debt on the college property. 
Aside from this self-imposed tax, members of the club live 
at actu&] cost of op~ation. 
Regular boarding students are asked to make a deposit 
of $45.00 at the beginning of tbe year in order that the club 
may have sufficient funds _to buy in wholesale qua-ntities an·d 
reduce the cost as much as possible. After this initial deposit 
the student makes nine monthly deposits of $9.50 each, one 
at the first of each month. This mak~s a total of $:130.50 for 
the Year, or an average of $14.50 a month. 
Students who are not regular members, but who wish to 
eat occasional meals may buy meal tickets. 
EXPLANATION OF THE POLICY OF THE 
COLLEGE CLUB 
The following articles set forth the general policy of the club: 
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the co-operative plan, ... C~c,llco~rc• Club is run on 
f fit from the board. • 
•• mnkcs a penny o pro f either the Col-
t members o All hoarding studen s are 
or lho Self-Help Club. r of the Club in 
.... • right to help formd tht~ep::~unt of food, and 
'- th~ kind of food serve ' 
cost. . f any month exceeds In c-allc the cost of operation or hall be paid in ten 
th such excess s 
.... ll tor the mon • f th month has been an-lh•r the operative cost o e 
h I club shall be responsible, .. In case of loss, the w olel b II the members of the 
h II be borne equa y y a 
weh loss s a If Help Club also. 
This applies to the Se -. e at the beginning of the 
' 
ll'orty-five dollars deposit du. months. This deposit 
' 5 00 month for nme F tu 
represents ~ . a . for wholesale buying. . o~ s -
•aclo to furmsh c_apital ear this entrance depos~t IS re-
entering later m the y th that has passed smce the lltlhlc by $5.00 for each mon 
... nlng of the fall term. d ay for any visitors they 
H All members must report an p 
' · to a stu-.. )' have. . reat inconvemence 
II Occasionally It causes g t In a limited number 
•nt. to meet the $45.00 yearly pay:~:~e 5, 1926, to accept 
of Much cases the club vo~e! ~onth, payable i~ advance. 
monthly payments of $1!! excess in operation JUSt as do All monthly payers pay y 
rogular depositors. b d upon the school month of 
10. All club dues are t::ecalendar month. 
four weeks and NOT _upon ff' of the College Club an~ of 11 Since the busmess o Ices ted as the offices 
. pletely separa I 
Harding College are as com . our town, both the co lege 
of the plumber and the ~rocer m ~cial favor if all checks for 
and the club will accept It asbal spt the College Club and sent 
made paya e o club expenses are ted above. d 
directly to the club as req~:~ who withdraw before the en 
12. Members of the c a $1 00 withdrawal fee .. 
of the school year are ch~rgedre refunded at the opemng of 
13. All unused deposJts a 
the next school year. 
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SELF-HELP CLUB 
In an effort to meet the needs of a number of students 
who had been doing light housekeeping to reduce expenses, 
we arranged for the year 1934-35 a Self-Help Co-operative Club. 
Only those students who clearly cannot meet the expense 
without it will be permitted to participate m this Self-Help 
Plan. They will be required to go 90 hours of work each 
term, in . the dining hall, kitch.en, or on the campm; or f arm. 
Any student w.ho fails to do his quota of work must pay 
cash .for each hour he falls short. Students whose work is 
unsatisfactory and who show no mclmation ·to improve will 
be charged full board or asked to withdraw from the college, 
as the case may be. 
Students on the Self-Help Plan must deposit $32.50 for 
the fall term of thirteen weeks, $27.50 for the winter term 
of eleven weeks, and $30.00 for the spring term of twelve 
weeks. Monthly deposits, however, are $11.00. 
As with the student who pays full board excess running 
must be paid proportionately by each student on the Self-
Help ~Ian also, since no one makes a dime of profit. All un-
used deposits are refunded at the beginning of the next school yea:r. 
TOTAL EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR 
The following is the exact amount the stlldent will need 
for the year for his regular expenses. The difference between 
the low and hig.h figoxes represents the difference in tb.e cost 
of the room students may select, and in the club arrangement. 
On the Self-Help Plan the deposit f or the year is $90.00 or 
$99,00. In the College Club the- yearly· deposit is $130.50 or 
$139.50, dependmg upon the plan of payment. 
The actual cost of the meals will, of course, vary some-
what from the amount of the deposit. If conditions remain 
comparatively as they have been the cost will be under the 
amount of the deposit; but if prices should rise considerably 
it might be more than the deposit, and t.he student would be 
called upon for a slight additional cost for the meals. We 
are not e:x:I)ecting this, however. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Low 
. ------·-·--------··-·-------·-----------·----------$15~:~~ 
~ ~00 
fee 4.50 
· ~ ~~ 
,.. rent 90.00 
(deposits)- -------
Total for year -----·----------------------·----------.. --$307 .SO 
COST FOR SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS 
Low 
- -----$ 99.00 f\altlon (Scholarship) 
lntrance fee --- ·-----
Ubrary fee ----
Al'tlvity fee - - - - -------
9.00 
4.50 
9.00 
loom rent - - - - 45.00 
.. Dnls (deposits) 90.00 
Total for year--------·----·-----.. --·---------·-----·$256·50 
WITH EXTRAS 
47 
High 
$150.00 
9.00 
9.00 
4.50 
72.00 
139.50 
$384.00 
High 
$ 99.00 
9.00 
4.50 
9.00 
72.00 
139.50 
$333.00 
The Cash Scholarship student can carry two priv_ate les~ 
Ions a week in piano, voice, art, violin, or expression an 
dramatics for only $60.00, or $75.00 additional per year. 
SPECIAL AIDS TO STUDENTS 
EMPLOYMENT 
The school each year furnishes a limited num?er of wo~k­
lng scholarships to deserving students covermg var~-mg 
amounts of the regular tuition. Students who must ave 
work to help with their expenses should apply early. We 
naturally prefer to grant such aid to students who have bee_n 
in school long enough to prove their faithfulness. For thi~ 
reason students who do not find work one ye_a~, may, ?Y en 
t .· ' d showing their faithfulness and abihty, receive all 
enng an . A in because of the work necessary the followmg year. ga ' h h 
unfaithfulness we often have to replace a student w o as 
b . work This gives opportunity to others who may een given · h lly 
be on the waiting list. Consequently, students w o are rea 
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faithful, who want an education a d . . 
anything to get it, enter each fall n . are Willing. to work at 
and find places when th h With no promise of work 
ese c anges are made. 
WORK SCHOLARSHIPS 
Students granted workin 
must realize that th Y g s<;holarships of any amount 
. e are asslliUlng an bl" ti 
specified amount in faithful . o lga . on to pay th • 
their own to see that the dserv~ce. ~e responsibility is 
t.hey fail te do so the Y :ranter the semce required. Should 
cash. amoun of the scholarship is due in 
'Ilhe student shouJd also rec . 
are a sp·eciaJ favor extended to o:;::e tha~ such scholarships 
be willing to uphold at all tim . h ~ and m return he should 
student granted a workin sc~' t e l~eals of the school. Any 
lates regulations or disre g d o!;rship, who persistently vio-
his scholarsh:ip revoked. ga,r s I eals of the school will have 
Applications for such schola. hi 
regular form furnished b th r~ ps must be made on a 
panied by a $3.00 reservation f:e co ege and must be accom-
of good faith. For a st udent to. ia~t~se fees are a guarantee 
been reserved for h:im ft 0 come aftet· ·work has 
o en results in th 1 
student for whom the work ld ha e oss of another 
the scholarship cannot be . cotu ve been saved. In case 
wise all such fees go intog:a~ue~ the fee i~ returned. Other-
materials for those who a· nki to furmsh equipment and 
. . re wor ng. 
It lS strongly urged that students 
than is absolutely necessary. To w no.t apply for more work 
place the student at a di d ork too many hours may 
sa vantage scholasti 11 
an even more serious loss of h lth ca Y ox cause 
more than three hours a day :ust 1i All_Y student who works 
class hours accordingly. mit the number of his 
LOAN FUNDS 
Instead of work it is often adv· b 
a part o"' the tu ·t· lSa le to secure a loan for 
' ~ 1on or other expense Thl . 
who e~ect to find employment the follo . s .ls true .of those 
tbat Will enable them t b . - wmg su:n.una or year 
o egJn repa.n.,,. th 1 who have such secm·1·+-... ., • ......_ . e oan, or those ~.r or en -~orsements ·as will k 
safe ior a longer pel'iod. Th A k ma e the loan 
ciation has funds avail bl f e r. ansas Student Loan Asso-
wil! assist in findin-g otah e or this pnt~ose, and the college 
e:r mearu; als~. · 
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PLACEMENT SERVICE 
hr the purpose of aiding graduates and other deserving 
to find employment the college maintains a regular 
"' nt service. Students who desire teaching positions, 
,.._ltlons with commercial or industrial firms, file their 
1 l'l credentials in the Placement office, and these are 
I t to the attention of prospective employers. The effort 
.. de to find the kind of position for which each student 
a..t qualified. While this service is intended primarily 
tho student it is also available for former students and 
' ul. In order that its value may be as great as possible, 
II requested that all available openings for teachers or 
... "' be reported to the office as soon as known. 
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
With the Self-Help Plan we believe it will be unprofitable 
r.r atudents to do light housekeeping. Too often light house-
... pers injure their health, sometimes perhaps permanently, 
~, Irregular eating and insufficient or poorly prepared food. 
lut for those who must resort to this plan rooms may be 
found through the college near the campus. Any arrange-
Mont for light housekeeping must be approved by the college 
In advance. 
A CONFIDENTIAL WORD TO PARENTS 
The school cannot do the work it should do without the 
ro-operation of parents. For the first few weeks of every 
year, and after visits home, students are often homesick. 
We all want our children to love their home and would be a 
little disappointed if they were not homesick. But with the 
hearty welcome they will receive from the older students, 
and with the beginning of active work, they soon become 
happy and contented. It never helps students to recover for 
the parents to stay with them. Such a course usually results 
in the student's returning home or in his getting a poor start 
in his work. 
Do not encourage your children to come home for any 
holiday before the regular time, or remain longer than the 
time appointed. Should the student be of "B" or "C" scholar-
ship, it is very probable that those absences would cause the 
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loss of an h -
· our of credit and · · 
his work. Constant visits h IDJure the student's inte 
l~ssness and homesickness _ome often create a feeling of 
his work, and ruin the ~cause a student to lose inte 
en re Year for him. 
WEEK-END VISIJlS WITH FRIEN 
Our ."lllany years cif e . DS 
en~ spent away fro~ th;;r~ence h~ve taught us that w 
de~nnenta1 to the student o ;ge Wl:t'h friends are often v I 
wntten consent of parent~ or or this. reason we require t 
students these prJ'=i] guard1ans before ,.. •· eges Su h . . · •• e perm 1 
rectly to the dean . . c permiSSion lll"~t b t · ...., e sen rlr 
Ufo~NERAL INFORMATION 51 
TrAcHERs' CERTIFICATEs 
Ct•rtificates of various types are issued by the 
mcnt of Education to students who fulfill the 
1 for such types. 
following curricula are designed to meet these re-
They are in harmony also with the most ad-
lhoory and practice in the training of teachers: 
II EE-YEAR ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE 
C!Ortificate is based upon the completion of one year 
,.1 work, including not less than sixteen hours of 
' 11. It authorizes the holder to teach in non-classified 
C and D schools. At least three hours must be taken 
.. lid literature, health, public school music, and public 
art. 
'nlo following arrangement of courses will meet the re-
111 tt for this certificate: 
Fall Term Winter Term 
Term Hours Term I-IourB 
ldul·ation 102 __ . 5 English 101 or 102 ________________ 5 
ldurntion 105 5 Education 104__ _ _ __ 5 
loe!lology 103 ------ 3 
Art 110 3 
Physical Education 102 ________ 0 
Geography lOL ____________________ 3 
l'hysical Education lOL ____ 0 Education 115 · 3 
16 16 
Spring Term 
Term Hout·s 
Biology 108 (Health) _____ 5 
Educ. 106 or 112 ______________ 2% 
Education 140 _ _ ~-- 3 
Music 110 __________________________ 3 
Physical Education 103 ___ 0 
Electives ---·- - - -·- 2% 
16 
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. It is und~rstood that !;!,ll stud -
Bible Class, in additi t th . ents take at leaat one d 
on ° eu other work. 
II. FOUR-YEAR PRIMARy 
This certificate re . CER TIFI CAT : 
college work, includingqu~ets lt.be completion of two year ,, 
term h . o ess than 24 
Olll's ln Professional · nor more than ilO 
counted in public school m co~ses. Additional Work may 
and physical education. USlC and art, children's literatur 
Of the subject matter 
required in each of the follco~ses at least three honrs ar 
~re, Plays and Games Mns~:Wgd l:t,ealth, Juvenile Litera. 
BlOlogy, History and Geogr.a h a~ i. at .least six each in 
The f ollowing ="" . p Y' and Dlne m English 
d . ~., ... ops1s shows th . · 
an subJect matter coq.rses and . e reqmred professional 
plan of selection~ ' suggests the most economical 
FIRST YEAR 
Fall Term 
English 101 Term Hours 
Ed t' ---~ 5 uca Ion 102. 
Art 110 ---- - - 5 
Electives _ -~ 3 ----- 3 
16 
Winter Term 
English, 102..______ Term Hours 
Geography 101 -------- 5 
Education 10
4 
--------------------- 3 
Electives -~----------------------- 5 
- -- ·-- 3 
SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term 
Education 105 Term Hours 
Bot. or Zool. l<ll·--·---... _________ 5 
History 107 -- 5 ----- 5 
Winter Term 
Education 115 Term Hours 
Ed -- 3 ucation 140 
Electives --- 3 
-·---.10 
15 
16 
Spring Term 
Education 103' Term Hours 
Education 106 or 112 ________ :¥.! 
Education !140_ 
3 Geography 115 __ 
3 
16 
Electives 
2 
151,2 
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SIX-YEAR PRIMARY CERTIFICATE 
•lllion to the requirements under II above, this cer-
t:octulres the completion of the four-year college course, 
not less than 35 nor more than 40 hours in pro-
1 courses. During the junior and senior years, the 
1 11hould elect such courses as will meet the require-
for major and minor departments. Teachers in ele-
r)' grades are urged to select as their special depart-
at least two of the following groups: 
Jo~nglish (including public speaking and dramatics). 
Social Sciences (History, Political Science, Sociology). 
I. Natural Sciences (Botany, Zoology, Chemistry). 
•· Art. 
I. Music. 
IV. FOUR-YEAR INTERMEDIATE AND 
UPPER GRADE CERTIFICATE 
The requirements for this certificate are exactly the same 
11 for the four-year primary certificate with the following 
••ceptions: 
Term Hours 
Education 110 2% 
Education 111 ~ 2% 
Education 112 ---------- 2% 
To be taken in place of: 
Education 105 5 
Education 106 ---------- 2% 
V. SIX-YEAR INTERMEDIATE AND 
UPPER GRADE CERTIFICATE 
The requirements for this certificate include the require-
ments for the four-year Intermediate and Upper Grade Cer-
tificate. In addition to this the requirements listed under 
III above for the six-year primary certificate. To all of the 
work outlined for these various certificates a daily Bible 
Class must be added. 
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VI. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CER T IFICA Tl 
This certificate requires the completion of two yeara " 
college work, including not less than 13.5 nor more than 2' 
term hours in professional c_ourses. 
A student eXpecting this certificate must select a t len 
two gJ:oups of subject matter in which he wiU specialize 1u 
teaching. The following combinations are approved: 
Englis.h ---Latin, F r ench, Ol' Spanish 
English_ ---SociaL Science 
Mathematics ----- Science 
Mathematics --- - Social Science 
Science _ -Social Science 
Home Economics - - - Science 
Home Economics ~---Social Science 
In his selected groups the ·student will be eXpected to 
complete at least the number of hours indicated below: 
Term Hours English~- -- -18 Mathematics ____ _ 9 
Science: 
Biology 12 
General Science } 
Chentistry- o-r Physics___ 12 
Biology ____ _____ ~ 
Latin, French or Spanish_ _ 18 
(Three hours may be deducted for each 
high school unit in the chosen Jan-
guage ; maximum deduction ~ term 
' hours) . 
Social Science: 
History ·------ --·- 10 
Three of the fo11owin_g ___ 12 
Economics, Sociology, 
Government, Geography 
Total in Social Science __ 22 
PLAN OF SELECTION 
The courses should he selected as nearly as possibl~ in the following order: 
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FIRST YEAR 
Term Hours 
... lfllllh 101, 102.-----. ----~ - --- ----=- _ __ 10 '"'''\'I'S (not EducatiOn) _______ , __ _ 
SECOND YEAR 
t:uldish 105, 106, _______ ------
t:•lueution 102 
r..lucution 120 -------~--
t.:<luration 140 __ _ 
llrw of the following ____________________ _ ______ .. ___ 3 hours 
Education 224, ___ ----------------·-------.. _3 hours 
35 
10 
5 
5 
3 
3 
Education 226 ~3 hours 
Education 22'1- --- - -- - 3 hours 
i;~::::: ~!=~=-=~~~=~~-==~~-=; ~:::- 20 
I•:Iective 
46 
SCHOOL CERTIFICATE . 
VII. HIGH . . d senior high 
l"d 'n both JUmor an 
This certificate, va I I. f four-year college course, I Ols requires the completiOn o a than 40 term hours in .,. 10 ' 24 or more b 
Including not less tha~ h'nh not more than 9 hours may e l•rofessional courses, o w IC 
··••mpleted in the first t":o yea~. . or departments, the stu-
In selecting his maJOr a~ove~I:ombinations given u~d~r 
•h•nt should consult the ap~ficate The following table mdi-
the junior high school cerh d~d for both a minor and a 
th number of hours nee t·ates e . 
. I·n the different groups. 27 maJOr 
English -·- ----.-------- ___ ______ 22.5 
Latin, French, Spamsh_ be deducted for each 
(Three hours ~ta! the chosen languages, h'gh school um m ) 
I • deduction nine hours. but maximum 22.5 
Mathematics be -deducted for 
(Three hours ea~h h~a: school, but maxi-h unit earned m rg 
~a;:_m deduction nine hours.) 
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Social Sciences: 
European_ and American Hi t 
Economics, Socio]o.....,. Am s_ ory __ 18 
G ooT, encan 
overnm.ent, and Geography 
~not P~ysical) (at least 8 
ours m each of the fir t 
three) s 
12 Total Social Sciences 
General Science: -------- 30 
Biology 
Physics o;-;r:-C<;:h:ern=:is::try=:--- ------- 6 
a~~ 6 
Chemistry ---------- 12 
Biology~- 12 
-- 12 
PLAN OF SELECTION 
The best plan for the sel . 
following outline: ectwn of courses is given in the 
FIRST YEAR 
English 101, 102.. Term Hours 
Elective (not E~d:u:ca::t:;-io::-n-;):--_-:.=------. 10 
----- - 35 
45 
SECOND YEAR 
English 105 106 
Education 102 ------- -- 10 
Elective 5 
------- --- -82.5 
47.5 
THIRD YEAR 
Education 201 
Education 202 -------- ----
Education 2()3 2.5 
Elective - -------- 2.5 
- - ----- ---JI2.5 or 37.5 
5 
47.5 
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FoURTH YEAR 
Of lha following : -------- ---- 3 to 8 
Education 224 -· 3 
Education 225 5 
Education 226 3 
Education 227 3 
Education 228 3 
Education 229 3 
Education 230 3 
Education 240 3 
P:lcctive _ ______________ 35 to 44.5 
47.5 
VIII. HOME ECONOMICS CERTIFICATE 
This certificate, valid for six years and authorizing the 
~lder to teach home economics in the four-year high schools 
of the State, is based upon the B. S. in Home Economics. 
ltudents must meet the following requirements: 
HOME ECONOMICS: Term Hours 
Food and Nutrition -- 18 
Clothing and Textiles ---- - ----- 12 
Home Management Residen 3 
Child Development (This may include 
Child Psychology) ----- ------- 9 
Family Relationships 3 
Home Nursing 3 
Household Economics - -- ------ 3 
51 
RELATED SCIENCE AND ART: 
Elementary Design__ 9 
Costume Design___________________________________________________________ 3 
Home Planning and Equipment 4% 
House Furnishing ------ 3 
General Chemistry .. 12 
Organic and Physiological Chemistry____ _ 6 
General Zoology or Human Physiology 4% 
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Household Bacteriology _ _ 6 
Sociology --- ----- :1 
EDUCATION: 51 
Educational or Adolescent or Child Psychology_ 9 
.Adult- Education 3 
Special Methods in Teaching Home Eeonotnics_ 3 
Supervised Observation and S·tudent Tea·ching__ 71,1, 
P.rihciples of Secondary E ducation. 3 
Technique of Teaching_ - ------- 3 
Tests and Measurements_ _ 3 
ACADEMIC AND ELECTIVEs: 31 'l2 
English _____ --- 9 
English or Modern Language____ __ 9 
Journalism - --------- - 4% 
Additional Electives - ------- - 39% 
62 Complete Total - - -- --192% 
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OF COURSES 
SELECTION . Ian to follow in the 
. t economical P_ nomics: fnlluwing IS the ~osthe certificate m home eco 
' • II of courses or 
I;IHST YEAR 
Fall Term 
101 _ _ _ _ _ 
Hours 
5 
5 
5 
16 or 15 
Winter Term 
Hours 
5 5 Inglish 102 ..................   
H. E. lOL 
3 Art 3 
F.con. 102--------~-
or 5 
Chern. 102 --- ------- -
- - -
16 or 15 
Spring Term 
Hours 
5 
5 
3 
or 2 
Chern. 103 ........... . 
---
16 or 15 
SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term 
H. E. 11."'------
Language 
Chern. lOL ___ _ 
Hours 
5 5 
5 5 
5 
or 3 
Sociol. 103............ 3 
Econ. lOL ________ --_-_ _ _ 
15 or 16 
Winter Term 
E 111__ _ ___ 5 H. · 5 
Language ~--- 5 
Chern. 102 -- ---
or 
Art 
Econ. lOlL ___________ _ 
Hours 
5 
5 
3 
3 
---
15 or 16 
Spring Term 
Hours 
5 5 H. E. 121 
5 
5 
Language 3 · 3 
H. E. 203 
2 Chern. 103 ___ _ 
or 
Art 3 
15 or 16 
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THIRD YEAR 
Fall Term 
Hours 
FOURTH YEAR 
Fall Term 
H. E. 213 5 
Educ. 102 5 
Chem. 20L __ 5 
II H. E. 212 5 
H.E. 225 __ 3 
Educ. 240 _____ 2 
Bioi. 206 _ 5 
15 
·Ttrinter Term 
15 
Hours 
Wimer T erm 
H. E. 221 ____ ___ 3 
or211 _ _ _ H. E. 222 ___ 5 Houn 
Educ. 104._ 5 
Educ. 202...__________ 3 
Chern. 202 ,__ __ 5 
3 H. E. 211 __ 3 
5 or 22L ___ _ 
3 H. E . 228 5 
5 Edoc. 2® __ 2 
Edoc. 231 __ 3 
3 
5 
2 
3 
16 or 16 
Spring Term 
-18 or 18 
Spring Term 
Hours Hours H: E. 204 __ 5 5 H. E. 224 ___ 5 5 
H. E. 202 ___ 5 Educ. 2{)~ 3 3 
or Biol. 109- 5 Educ. 240 ___ _ 3 3 
Educ. 103 _ _ __ 5 5 Biol. 108-l09 __ 6 
or H. E. 202____ 5 
15 or 15 
17 or 16 
IX. COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATE 
This cer tificate, Valid for four years, requires the com-
pletion of two years of college work, including a minimum 
of 13-% hours in education and a maximum of 30. 
Required courses in business and commerce include 3 
hours each in business English, commercial law, and com-
mercial geography; 6 in ofi'ice management; 9 each jn type-
Writing, English; 12 in stenography; and 18 in bookkeeping 
or accounting. (Three hours may be deducted for each high 
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t ewriting and book unit completed in stenography, yp 
PLAN OF SELECTION 
. I plan of selection of courses for the Tih most economrca 
o . I certificate is as follows: •· rc1a 
FIRST YEAR 
Fall Term 
Term Hours 
1 b 101 __ ~~ 5 
Ad. 102 _______________ : 
Ad 105 ............... . • . 3 
, Ad. 111... ............ . 
or Econ. 101.. ........... . 3 
---
16 
Winter Term 
Term Hours 
Inglish 102 : 
Bus. Ad. 103 ................ 3 
Bus. Ad. 106................ 3 
Bus. Ad. 113...... ------
SECOND YEAR 
Fall Term 
Term Hours 
5 Bus. Ad. 107 ____ 
Edue. 102 
3 Educ. 228 
3 E:conomics 101. ___________ _ 
or Bus. Ad. 111.. .... 3 
---
16 
Winter Term 
Term Hours 
Bus. Ad. 108.... : 
Educ. 120 -
3 Educ. 141)_~~- ·· 
3 
or Eeon. 102 ............. . 
or El~ctive .......... ------
3 3 Economics -- --
or Bus. Ad. 113-------- 3 
16 
Spring Term 
Term Hours 
English 110 .................. 5 
5 Bus Ad. 101... .... . or · 
5 Bus. Ad. 104................ 3
Bus. Ad. 107 ................ 3 
Bus. Ad. 114---- --------
or Econ. 103 ............. . 3 
---
16 
---
16 
Spring Term 
Term Hours 
5 Bus. Ad. 109'................ 3 
Bus. Ad. 115 ................ 5 
Bus. Ad. 201.. ............. . 
Economics 103 .............. 3 
or Bus. Ad. 114.. ..... . 
or Edue. 140 ........... . 
3 
3 
----
16 
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X CERTIFICATES tN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUM 
FOUR- YEAR JVNIOR HIGH CERTIFICATE 
The department of education grants two certificate 
teachel"s of p·ublic school music. The four-year Junior Ill • 
School certificate ill based upon a two-year course and •11 
titles the holder to teach public school mus.ic in any j:unr 
high school in the State. 'l'he m:i.nimu.m require..m.ents as follows: 
Term Hou r Applied Music _____ ---- - 9 
Public School Music Methods____ 6 
Practice Teaching or Obl)ervation.... ___ 3 
Psychology ----- 4¥.! 
English . _ ____ 9 
Ear Training and Dictation______ 6 
Harmony -----:--------- 12 
Music Appreciation.------- 3 
History of Music_ _ 6 
Conducting (Chorus or Orchestra)_____ 3 
Eiectivel:i (Music or Academic) _____ 31:1,4 
Total .........._ ___ .......____ ____________ 93 
SIX- YEAR firGH SCHOOL CERTIF1CATE 
This certificate. is ba.sed upon a four-year course and 
autho1·izes the lJOJder to teach public school music in any 
senior high school ilJ the State. The minimum requirements are as follows: 
Term Hours Applied Music ----------- - 9 
High School Music Methods __________ _ 
Counterpoint ----........_______ 6 
Form and Analysis -- 6 
Technique of Teaching ________ 4% 
Educational Psychology ---- 4¥.! 
School Orchestration _ ___ 6 
Conducting (Chorus or Orchestra) 3 
History of Music _ 6 
Mnsic Appreciation ·--- 3 
English -----------· 9 
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.._ t' Teaching or Observa~on .... ------------------:~_123 ,-nac tce . d Academic) ___ ___ ~ r.lactives (Music an 
6 
192 - -----
Total - -- ---- ~ - - -~--B M degree and the 
Tho complete requirements for !r: se~ fo~th in the School 
lor selecting the above courses 
Music. 
SPECIAL CERTIFICATES 
XL . in the lower h teaching of music . . . Other certificates for t e the completion of certam mmi-1 
may be secured upon_ b t hich may be secured ,., cs . f matwn a ou w 
llum requirements, m or f the Music Department. from the dean or the head o 
CERTIFICATES FOR OTHER STATES 
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATES. ther 
' rtificates in thts or o Students desiring teachersB ce the fee of $1.00 for the 
t to the ursar 's re-States should firs pay . . nd present the Bursar 
tion of the apphcatwn: a h will then make ap-prepara 1 to the Registrar, w o ceipt and approva 
plication for them. 
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-
ADMISSION 
The College of Arts a1:1d Sciences_ is planned to t. 
the completion of a standard high ~>chool COUl'se ol 
units. By a unit is meant a course of study Pur.su I 
,five period::; a Week through at least thirty--sbc weeks, 
recitation period being at least forty minutes in leng-t!) 
each lt;~boratory Period at least eighty. 
Students from accredited high schools will be ad mit 
by transcript properly signed by the s-uperintendent or p ' , 
cipaJ. Students f:rozn -unaccredited high schools may b 
znitted by exa:znination, or by passing an intelligence teat expla ined below. 
ARI<ANSAS STUDENTs 
in accordance with the unifonn entz·ance. requi:remen 
adopted by the colleges of the ~>tate, students :U-om Arkan. 
sas high schools should note Well the following instructions: 
1. Appli,cants front all high schools should write the dean 
of the college for a blank certitieate of entrance~ have it 
properly filled out and signed by their superintendent or 
Principal, and return it to the dean as ear~y as Possible. A 
notice will then be sent them of the acceptance of their ap. 
plication, or of any conditions to be znet for entrance. 
2. Applicants from nnaccl"edited schools and students 
wit hout sufficient high school credit may be ad.rnitted in three ways: 
(1) Applicants eighteen yea1·s of age or older Whose 
entrance u:nits have been reduced to not less than. thirteen, 
but l ess than fifteen, may ente.r by passing an intelligence test. 
(2) AppHcants tinder twenty-one :Years of age who come 
from unaccredited schools or who have insuft"ici~nt high 
school credit, may be ad.nUtted by examinatil)tJ. 
( 3) Applicants twenty-one years of age or older, who 
come from .unaccredited schools, or who have insufficient 
or no high school c-redit, may enter by passing an intelligence test or by examination. 
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MOTHER STATES 
STUDENTS FRO f ther states will 
dited high schools o_ o . Students iludtHJts from accre . t without exammatwnh. insuffi-1 
l d by transcnp t d nts who ave 
ldm l e . d hi h schools or s u e x lained under 
unnccredite ~-t may be admitted as e Pt the dean 
hi h school ere I h uld be sent o 
ltb All transcripts s o d classification. II a ove. fi d for enrollment an , the date xe 
EXAMINATIONS 
ENTRANCE . the first week 
"II b held durmg II s examinations WI • e d pted by all the co ege l':ntrance d d examinatwn a o •rhool. A stan ar 
the state will be used. 
ENCE TEST 
lNTELLIG I intelligence 
th a genera 
Some time during the first ;::;~osis of college success. . II freshmen for P 
leilt is giVen a UNITS 
D ENTRANCE 
PRESCRIBE . d for admission to ·n be require · courses WI 
The followmgt nd Sciences: 3 units 
the College of Ar s a -- ------ 1 unit 
English ---- -- 1 unit 
Algebra 1 unit 
Plane Geometry 1 unit Am
erican History - - --- ----- - -
Laboratory Science --
. 2 units 
-- 6 units Foreign Lang~u=a=g~e---_ -_ ----- -----Elective --
Total ---·--·- . fi d by physics 
be satls e atory science may 1 unit, zoology Note 1. Labor •t biology 1 unit, botany vided each 
5 units - -----
1 unit, chemistry 1-~~~~h of botany. or zool~gi::b~:~tory work 
1 unit, or by lh um . d by 160 mmutes o ccompanie 
course was a have been taken 
each week. "t of language must The two um s 
Note 2. e . and plane 
in the same lanhgua:q~irement of algebra \:n~~ correlated 
Note 3. T ~ r be met with 2 um t 1 umt may geome ry 
mathematics. 
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Note 4. The six elective units 
the following: may be presented fro,. 
English 
Solid Ge~--- 1 unit 
Plane Trigonometry * unit 
Advanced Algebra % unit 
History __ _ · - % unit 
F ---~reign Language ....___ ·-- 2 units 
Science ----- 2 units 
P 
--sychology ------- 3 units 
Observation and Practice --* unit 
Classroom Management ~- -- -* unit 
N ----%unit ot more than foux un 'ts -
from the f ollowing gron-n. fl m~y be offered for entranc 
and t -.- o vocational and fin no more of each sub · . · e arts courses 
designated below; Ject mli be accepted than the units 
Manual Training 
Home Economics --~------ 2 units 
Book:Jteeping __ -~ 4 units 
Commercial Arithme~-- 1 unit 
Typewriting _ - - % unit 
Shorthand __ ~ 1 unit 
Music __ 1 unit 
Pub . --------li~ Speaking or Dramatic Art 1 un~t 
Drawmg or Painting ----------- 1 umt 
N t ------- 1 unit o e: Two years' work (tw 1 
~r public speaking shall count oo ess~ns a week) in music 
Ing one unit will be allo d f ne umt. In art and draw-
utes each week for thi' t w~ or five periods of ninety min-
r Y-SIX weeks. 
DEFICIENT CREDIT 
Students who .have the · tift . 
but lack some of the abo~ r r:e_n uruts of high school work 
work out these requiremen~ e~~~m_ents will be allowed to 
example, ii a student had no f . ell' college course. For 
school ·he Would b all oreJgn language in the J..'-h 
I ' . e owed to take . . . -- -s anguage in fhe colle e fo nu~e a dditional hoUJ:-s of 
school. At the same !m ~each deficient unit in the high 
full toward his degree. e s language work would count in 
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ADVANCED STANDING 
( :n!dit will be given for collegiate work done in other 
... ndnrd colleges upon approval of the Committee on Ad-
•nrt!d Standing, provided that the applicant presents proper 
~h•ntials of his work from his college. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES 
The college confers three degrees: the Bachelor of Arts, 
l .. l·helor of Science and Bachelor of Music Degrees. The re-
'IUirements for each degree are given separately below. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
The degree of Bachelor of Arts requires the completion 
uf one hundred ninety-two term hours of college work, to-
ll'Cther with a scholarship record of two hundred twenty 
honor points. At least forty-five must be completed in resi-
dence, twenty of which must be in the student's senior year. 
Should a student enter with advanced credit from another 
college, the number of honor points required of him shall be 
in proportion to the number of college hours carried here. 
DEFINITION OF TERM HOURS 
A term hour of credit requires one hour of recitation or 
lecture per week for twelve weeks. Each hour of recitation 
is supposed to be accompanied by not less than two hours of 
preparation. In laboratory courses two or three hours of 
laboratory work is equivalent to one hour of recitation. 
DEFINITION OF HONOR POINTS 
For each grade of "A" the student is awarded three honor 
points for each term hour. Similarly a grade of "B" counts 
two points for each hour. A grade of "C" counts one point 
for each hour. A grade of 'D" is passing, but counts no 
honor point s. A grade of " I" allowed to remain on any course 
is failing and detracts from the student's record one point for 
each hour. A grade of' F" detracts from the stu_dent's record 
two points for each hour. 
PLAN OF WORK 
The work of the College of Arts and Sciences is planned 
to follow the major elective system with certain modifications 
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which will safeguard th . 
of the eoUege is divided~ Intere_sts of the student. • 
Int{) thirteen gr ' 
I. Ancient L oups as folio 
Including ~ngu~ges and Literatures 
v II. A _.. ree and Latin. , 
=,..-~ and Architectur 
ffi. Bible and f"'l._, • e. 
liT . vu.nstian Edu-cati 
. Bwlogical Scie on. 
V. B . nce,s. 
usmess Adrninistr t · 
VI Ed · a ron and Ec · · ' tlcation and p h · · ononucs. 
VII E li syc ology. 
. ng sh Langua 
Including Publicge and Literature. 
uTrr Speaking d J 
• J...U. Home E . an ·OitrnaJis-conottucs. "'· 
IX. Mathematics. 
X. Modern La 
Including Sngu~ges and Literatures. 
XI Pamsh, French d . Phy.sjca} Ed an Getlllan 
' ncation · 
Including Cberni ._..:. 
Xli. Ph . . s~•.r and PhySics. 
YSical Sciences. 
XIII. Social Sciences. 
Including Histor . 
d G Y, Socrology Pol "t• al an .eograpby. ' 1 Jc Science 
. PRESCRIBED WORl( 
Dunng the fr 
Will b eshman and s h 
loWin: ;:e~~~~~dt~~~:plete as 
0
~u
0
c~o: :::~1=~: student the end of th . . , aU of which must b fi . the foi-
l. ....._ e Jnruor Year: e rushed before 
~ wen.ty honrs i En 
102 and 105-106, req~ed glish, consisting of English 
students, except tha of all freshmen 101-
Economics al·e exe t students working for the~d so?horuore 
2. Fiit mpt from 105-106 · S. m Home 
een hours in · · 
entrance require a smgle foreign Ja 
entering With ~ents of two units in any I nguage aboV""e the 
bon~ in co11 no Ol"eign language must ~nguage . Students 
lallguage and e!:~t· St.udents entering wi~~ro:le~e twenty-five 
twenty hours in UllluJng t~ same languag smgle unit of 
a. Twen co ege. e must complete 
d ty-five heurs mu t b 
an IV combined. At lea . s e taken in groups IX 
st ten hours of thi . ' XU, 
s req_lllrement 
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bo In either group XII or group IV. Five of the twenty-
.. y be in group VIII if desired. 
t. At least ten hours must be taken in group XIII. 
I. At least five hours must be taken in group III. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR REQUIREMENTS 
least sixty term hours within the total required for 
llnchelor's degree must be taken in courses numbered 
and above, and these must be taken in the junior and 
r years only. Any 200 course taken by permission earlier 
l·ount as a 100 course. Junior and senior students tak-
11« freshman courses will be discounted one-fifth of the credit 
t.r l~ach course. 
Not later than the beginning of the junior year each 
lludcnt is required to choose a department in which he de-
llrcs to specialize, and in which he shall complete not less 
lhnn forty nor usually more than sixty term hours, as the 
hc:nd of the department may specify. At least twenty-five of 
these hours must be in courses not open to freshmen and 
aophomores. Each student should advise with the head of his 
chosen department as to the selection of courses Within his 
department and in other departments. 
With the advice of the professor in charge of the depart-
ment in which he is specializing, the student shall choose two 
other departments, in one of which he shall complete not 
less than thirty and in the second not less than fifteen hours. 
Students who enter with two or more years of college 
credit from another institution will be expected to follow 
the requirements outlined above as fully as possible. Those, 
however, who enter with three full years of college work may 
be released from the major requirement if it should be im-
possible to arrange their work to meet it. 
ELECTIVES 
Aside from the required work of the freshman and sopho-
more years, and the requirements for specializing in his 
chosen department, the student is at liberty to elect such 
courses as he may desire. The following regulations govern 
the selection of all elective and required courses: 
1. No student may be enrolled in any subject in advance 
of any other which he has yet to take and which is offered in 
the schedule. 
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2. Dulling the freshman and sophomore Years n(lt 
than thirty hoUrs may be taken in any one depa1·tlll rll 
8. No freshman or sophomore may carry .more tl~nrr 
honrs in any one group at .one time without special pe1•rn1 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
The degree of Baebelor of Science also requires th t·,, 
pletion of one hundred ninety-two hours of college WO.tk, 
gether with a scholarship record of two hundred tw 11 
honor Points. At lea.st forty.-five hours must be complet I • 
r·esidence here, twenty of which must be in the stud rtl 
senio1· yeru.. Should a student enter with advanced credit tit 
~um~e.r of honor points required will be proportionally i'1 d ced  
During the freshman and sophomore Years the stud 'ltl 
must me.et the requU-emeots in English, foreign Ianguag<• , 
social science, and Bible that are required for the Bachelor of Arts deg.rtle. 
He must select at least four sciences (s·och as physiC.'!, 
chemistry, mathe.rnaticE!, botany, zoology, physiology) in two 
of which he must complete .fifteen hours each and in two 
others ten hours each before tbe end of the junior Year. 
A. t{)tal of one hundred term hours of science must be com-
pleted in the following groupings : fifty hours .in one group 
and forty in two other-groups combined; o:r forty hoUrs in one 
group and fifty in two other groups combin·ed. 
BACHELOR OF Musrc 
The CO!Jrse leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music is 
designed t o cover fol.U· Years of infe.nsive study, not only in 
achievin,g a high degree of proficiency in the major subject, 
but also in attaining an underst41lding of the theoretical and 
esthetic principles of Musical .Art. The reguiz.ements a.re set 
forth fully in the Division of the Fine .Arts. 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
. Additional work may be required of candidates f or grad-
uation as a Penalty for improper conduct. No student will 
be g:radnated who is guilty of any gross o.tl:"ense, or who has 
failed to make satisfactory arrang-ement for his fees and tuition. 
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AMOUNT OF WORK 
"th an additional course in Bible, Three majors of work W1 • the normal amount of lotoling fifty hon" ';' :'\::.:;,:who ~npnch a co=: 
4Jrurk allowed each stu en .t department such as piano, ar ' 
11\Ay enro m o . d"t· those w o carr 
II 
· ne fine ar s ' h y more 
upression, or voice, Without ::: ~ust limit the amount of f the fine arts cour lhnn one o d" ly 
their regular work accor mgt~ n three hours a day for ex-
Students who work more a f II schedule of college Jl(•nses WI "II not be allowed to carry a u . 
work. rades for the term imme-s
ophomore students whose g f II below B minus may 
diately preceding have ~If hours but receive no credit or carry seventeen and a . no case a en . f 
Bible. h grades for the term imme-
Juniors and seniors_ w ose f II n below B minus may d. h ve m no case a e . d diately prece mg a "th Bible accred1te · 
d a half hours w1 . 
carry seventeen an d t to carry the maximum 
·se for stu en s h" a But it is never W1 th minimum and ac Ieve 
load It is far better to carryt e ho work for their school 
· . d Studen s w T arry high scholastic recor . . proportionately. o c 
expenses should limit t~eir c~::~~es is ruinous both to health a full load under such circum 
and habits of thoroughness. 
COURSE NUMBERS . 
II ourses Is as . f the numbers given to co ege c The meanmg o 
follows: below 100 are high school 
1 Courses with numbers d t entering with n o credit 
. ffered for stu en s f .U ing courses and are o for the college courses 9 ow . 
in them. They are neces~~rye courses t oward the degre.e. 
No credit is allowed on es 100 t 199 are primarily for 
2 Courses numbered from o be elected by juniors 
· h es They may t 
freshmen and sop omor_ . f the head of their departmen . 
and seniors with the adviCe o 200 upward are open only to 
3. Courses numbered from 
juniors and seniors. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
-
I. ANGlENT LANGUAGES AND 
LITERATUREs 
The wo1·k of this department is des-igned primor I 
those who -wish to gain a knowledge of Greek for th 
pose of biblical study. For those who wish to major in 
forty-.fiye hours are required. 
GREEK 
101 , 102, 103 . ELEMENTARY GREEK 
A study of the grallllnar and syntax; of the Greek l '' 
guage_ together wjth i ts literatm;e. In the fust course I I• 
regular conjugations of the Greek verb are mastered and tll 
epistles of John are read. The second c01n-se cont inues tJ 
grammar with further readings from the New Test ament 
The third cou:z·se finishe.s the remaining Portions of the gram 
rnar, and covers the gospel of John and as much as possibl 
15 Hoc 
of Mark. Fau, Winter, Spring. 11:30. 
104, 105> 106. ADVANCEDGREEI( 
The three cou.rses contain a further study of Greek gram-
1llar and syntax together with systematic work in Gr eek com. 
position and continuous vocabtilat·y revieWs. In the firs t 
course the gospels of _Matthew and Luke are read. In the 
second, the sho~·ter Pauline_ epist les are begun, and in the 
third the remaining P.auline epistles a:re cove1·ed_ with the 
exception of Romans and the two letters to the Corinthians. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. 1:15. 
15 Hours 
201. NEw TESTAMENT GREEK 
This coul'se covers Romans and First and Second Cor-
inthians, wi th liberal use of commentariea. Fall. 
5 Hours 
202. NEW TESTAMENT G!<EEK 
Thi-s course continues t be study of tbe New Testament 
with the epistle to tlle Hebrews, the general epistles, and the Revelations. WJ.ntet·. 
5 Hours 
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5 Hours AMENT GREEK d in NEW TEST h New Testament are rea "'" rl'maining part.s of t e 
lut quarter. Sprmg. 1 0 Hours 
2
05 THE SEPTUAGINT f th year selections , . ters of the our . b 
lturing the first two qua: t and patristic Greek Is. elgdun. f 
the Septuagm ' d This me u es rlllld rom d z hn's edition is use . and 
• urt, Harnock, an a f Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, llpistles of Clement o 
, t . Fall, Winter. 
l Oll PATRISTIC GREEK 
. . f tristic Greek The readmg o pa I . diom. 
t the vernacu ar 1 llhmtion o 
5 Hours 
is continued with special 
Spring. 
AND ARCHITECTURE 
II. ART 'd to mental discipline · aluable a1 It 
The study of Art Is a ~aste and general charac~er. ill 
nd to the development of he regular course, which w ~. d"i<ablo that 'tu;;:•~,!:'::d: of thore taking •;: '"'.~0';: ho modified to meet e k t h'ng when practlca e WI ation Outdoor s e c 1 ' 
decor . t the course. t important ~tiven through~uArt Exhibit is one of tht\ ~o:rom the col-
The annua k is allowed to be a e . I ts No wor 
KOcia ev.en ft. the exhibition. lege until a er 
CERTIFICATES . 
. ted upon the completiOn 
A Certificate in Art Wlllfbe gll:ag~ work including twenty hours o co of ninety-fi~e term 
term hours m Art. 
COURSES 
3 Hours ARY DRAWING D aw 1 0 1. ELEMENT . le objects and casts. r . -
Drawing in charcoal :frod~ s~m~nd water colors; courses ~nh 
'II l'fe pen an In • One hour eac ing from st1 
1 
• . •
1 
d water color. . t' g 1n 01 an spective pam m . 
per w· t Sprmg. 
term. Fall, m er, 3 Hours 
ND PAINTING . 
102. DRAWING A length casts, workm~ human 
Charcoal drawin~ fro~ ~u~~etching, painting in oil, water head, outdoor sketchmg, tim 
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colors, and pastel f 
Winter s . rom nature. , prmg. One hour each term 
1 0 3. PAINTING AND SKETc 
. P~stel and water colors fro HING 1 II 
pai~tmg on tapestry. One h m copy, Pen and ink skt•l I 
Sprmg. our each term. Fall, 
1 
105. STILL LIFE p 
D · :A:INTING 
mod ;a.Wlng and Painting from still]if 3 Jif 
. e s. One hour each term. Fall .e. landscape, ani'J I 
11 
0 
• Winter, Spring. 
. . PUBLic SCHOOL ART 
Tlus and the followin 2 ~ H Ort 
needs of teachers in th; ;~~s-es are intended to mee I 
covers art for p.l:ima · c schools. The ·first. ' 
hand Paper cutting ryla grades: elementary drawin cout 
Fee ~3 F · • c Y modelin.... g, r ' .,. . . all. 1:15. . ........, , water color Work, 
111. PUBLic SCHOOL ART 
Intermed ' t h · 2 r/ 18 e andiwot·k· b 72 Hour~ 
gesso, wax mod l' ' asket weaving fab . . 
grades. F ~ e m~, etc.. For teach ' ~Ic painting, 
ee '1'3. Winter. 1:15. ers of Intermediate 
112 PUB. 
. LTC SCHOOL ART 
Advanced handi 2 r / H 
for teachers in uppe:o;~d:~~~:! ;;d ;a~er colo:~ain~:: 
113 C · Prmg. 1:15. 
. OMMERCIAL ART 
Practical a 1' . 3 H lett . PP Icatwn of art to . ours 
2:15~rmg, and the designing and e~~:~ercial needs, including 
ng of advertisements. 
11: ELEMENTARY DESIGN 
t . c_ourse especially for h 3 Hours 
. o aid In the choice of th ome economics students de . 
Ing and i h e proper color co b' Signed 
st , n ouse decoration. C 1 m Illations in cloth-
ressed. Fee $3 w· t o or, proportion hal 
· In er. 2:15 • ance, are 
118. A~PLIED DESIGN . 
A continuation of 117 · 3 H ou 
Executing of d . In flat pattern de . . rs 
tiles. Three h esigns for rugs, linoleum wa~~gmng and color. 
ours per week. $3 f ' . paper, and tex-
ee. Spring. 2:15. 
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ARCHITECTUAL DRAWING 2 Hours 
,·ourse in free-hand drawing in pencil and charcoal of 
life, geometric objects, and outdoor sketching. $5 fee. 
, Winter, Spring. Class of four is required. Time to 
arranged. 
ARCHITECTUAL DRAWING I 2 Hours 
Hhndes and shadows, perspective, elementary design, and 
•urking drawings. Class of four required. $5 fee. Fall, 
9t'lnter, Spring. Time to be arranged . 
122. ARCHITECTUAL DESIGN II 2 Hours 
Continuation of Architectural Drawing I. Original de-
•hrning, working drawings, and rendered executions in vari-
uu:l mediums of problems adaptable to the architectual field. 
$ri fee. Fall, Winter, Spring. Time to be arranged. 
206. TECHNIQUE OF SCENE PRODUCTION 2 Hours 
Theory of scene construction, including design, color, light; 
the use of materials; and actual training in the construction 
of scenes for specific plays. Fall, Winter, Spring. Same as 
Speech 206. Fee $4. 
218. HISTORY OF ART 3 Hours 
Painting in ancient, classic, and mediaeval times; and the 
Italian. Practice in interpreting selected examples. Fall. 
219. HISTORY OF ART 3 Hours 
French, Spanish, Dutch, British, and American painting. 
Winter. 
220. HISTORY OF SCULPTURE AND 
ARCHITECTURE 3 Hours 
A survey of the great periods of sculpture and architecture 
with an analysis of the difference in types. Spring. 
III. BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
The library contains a fairly large collection of the best 
works dealing with the Bible and Biblical history. Besides 
a number of the standard commentaries, it has Hasting's 
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, the Schaft's Herzog's 
encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, Schaft's Church His-
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- _H_A_. R_D_lN-..:...:G::_:C~OL':;L~E::' ~ 
"· tory compl t e e, together .tlt 
WOl'ks; the works of t Wl a lltUnber or I 
bell, McGarvey, and he early Fathers, th ' 
~he l'lfillenmaJ Harbin ;tbers of the restor I It 
lsh Encyclopedia / r, tbe Ca tholic Ency l 
, a1J many other valuabJ \1 ', 
r. BIBLE 101 . JI ·..-~V1A1TH:Ew 
A. study of the fir I I 
content and Purp st gospel as to its hi t 1 
linhistory and Cu.sto~~e~f ~~=ntit.ion . is given t~ t~l I I e and me121 s ne w the d 
pretation F o~y WOI'k, hut the main eJ ~s _o£_ ht· l 
. a . 9:00 and 10:30. np sts Ill Upo 
102. THE AcTs 
A Study f J 
church u o the esta blishment 2- j II 
line of ~Lndebr the leadership of th a nd development ' t 
"'-'e ook a d e apostles An 1 .Pbasis upon th _n .. geography of the R . a ytl I 
ciaiiy that of ; a:lSSl!,nary z eal of the eru-~:~~n~pir . 
· ••mter . 9·0o and rst1an , 
103. HEBREWs . 10:30. 
. A careful study of . . 1 2-3 H 
trinaJ content of th the ~'storical situation mu 
effort is made t b e treabse to the Heb and th t/ 
in its spirit an: s ow_ the superiority of th:ews. A sp I 
from the Law f ;orkmgs over the Old p New Covenun 
o oses. S:prU.g. 9:00 . . ~rallel readfn 
104. T HE p and 10:30. 
ENTATEUCH 
A study of the i · 1 2 3 H 
of the Patriarch ns:prred a ccount of t he b . . - Our, 
a:t•e Studied a 1 s, and of the Law Th· fiegrn.tnng of things 
s c osely as ti . e ve books .., .... ' 
.omy is empb · me P~rmits. Th . 0-< ••Loses 
10::30 and 2·I~s.IZed es:pecially a s a dev : book of Deuteron-
. . o ona] study. Fall 
105. THE IiEB . 
A study of I s R.E'W ~ATION 
~!"1der J oshua t t:brael s .history f:J;orn th ., bl 2-3 Hours 
t'-! 0 e Bah 1o · e ... ee 1e beg· · 
UJS Period are st . -:' Dian captiyi~ 'l'h lllnmgs 
Throughout this ·. ~died . ln their :Proper . h . t e . Prophets of 
With striking tnenr.:n erestl1Jg Pe:.."iod of Bible lS ?rlCaJ setting. 
interesting pe and Women, God is h id history, replete 
rson of them a11. llis atti~ up as the most 
de towards man in 
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., "lruggle with sin, which is the supreme ques-
1'- AICt"H, is stressed continually. Winter. 10:30 and 
" 
R1 s I ORATION AND INTER-BIBLICAL 
lfiSIORY 1 2-3 Hours 
••u•l)' of Jewish history from the coming out of Babylon 
birt h of Christ. Ezra, Esther, Nehemiah, Daniel and 
., llu• hooks of the Apocrypha are studied. The prophets 
wroln during this time of the Restoration are read in 
proper connection. Considerable attention is also given 
• •·ontemporaneous history of Babylon, Persia, Greece 
1Cumc. Spring. 10:30 and 2:15. 
. I 08, 109. HOMILETICS 5 Hours 
A t•nurse in the preparation and delivery of sermons. ln-
•Vtt study of various biblical themes and practical experi-
W• In speaking. Fall, Winter, Spring. 8:00. 
JOHN 1 2-3 Hours 
A close study of the fourth gospel by analytical outline, 
M.,mory work, and historical interpretation. Special em-
tlhAHis is placed upon this gospel as the exponent of the spirit 
of Christianity. Prerequisite: Bible 101-103. Fall. 1:15. 
202. ROMANS 1 2-3 Hours 
A careful study of the epistle to the Romans by analytical 
outline and doctrinal content. A close following of the de-
velopment of the theme of the book. A thorough grasp of the 
argument and teaching is sought. Winter. 1:15. 
203. FIRST AND SECOND CORINTHIANS 1 2-3 Hours 
A consideration of the founding and historical connections 
of the Church at Corinth. A topical outline and an interpre-
tation of Paul's Corinthian epistles. The many fundamental 
principles and practical lessons of the books are emphasized. 
Spring. 1:15. 
205. EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY 1 2-3 Hours 
Pantheism, materialism, agnosticism and evolution con-
sidered as attempts to account for the origin of the world and 
its present conditions. Failure of such attempts pointed out, 
leaving the way clear for Christianity as the only scientific 
explanation. Prerequi~ite: Bible 201-203. Fall. 
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206. INTERPRETATION AND EXEGESIS 1 2-3 Hours 
A general study of tbe fundamental principles of inter-
pretation and exegesis as applied to the Bible as a whole 
and as apJJlied to the various books of. the Bible in their rela-
tion to the whole. These principles are also applied to indi-
vidual texts. Spring. 
208. LIFE OF CHRIST 
The cours~ consists of a comparative study of John a.nd the 
SJmoptic Gospels. An attempt is made to arrange the events 
in the life of Chxist chronologically so that the student may 
get as full and orderly a conception of the development ·of Iris 
personal ministry as possible. The sermons, miracles, and 
parables are stu,died especially, in order that the teachings of 
the Lord may be emphasized. Farrar's Lite of Christ is used 
in connection with the sacred tm. 1-3 Mj. Fall. 
301. SHORTER EPISTLES OF P AUL 1 2-3 Hours 
First Thessalonians, Second Thessalonians, Galatians, the 
four "Prison Epistles" (Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians 
and Philemon), and he three "Pastoral Epistles" (Fil'st Tim-
othy, Titus, and Second Timothy) are taken up in. the order 
in which they were written_ Historical setting, correlation 
with the author's lite, and teaching of each book are gone 
into closely. Fall. 
302. GENERAL EPISTLES 1 2-3 Hours 
An intensive study of the letters of James, Peter, John 
and Jude. Historical setting, peculiarities of style, doctrines, 
and spirit of each are emphasized. Winter. 
303. APOCALYPSE 1. 2-3 Hours 
A detailed study of the Revelation of John. The book is 
considered its own interpreter largely. Parallel readings 
from the Old Testament, especially Daniel. Spring. 
II. RELIGIOUS HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY 
208. CHURCH HISTORY 2~ Hours 
This course deals with the early development of Chris-
tianity covering the period from the beginning to 1562 A. D. 
Fall. 
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209. CHURCH HISTORY 2~ Hours 
This course continues the narrative down to the twentieth 
century. Winter. 
2 12. COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS 3 Hours 
This course will include a study of the ongm, teaching, 
and fruits of the chief world religions. Those religions of 
human origin will be contrasted with the origin, faith, and 
fruits of the Christian religion. Winter. 10:30. 
III. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
1 0 1. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OF THE 
CHURCH 2~ Hours 
This course is an introduction to the study of the educa-
t;ional work of the church, including the responsibilit~, the 
aim of its work direction and supervision, the preparatiOn of 
the teachers and their relation to pupils, grading and classifi-. 
cation, curriculum, agencies and methods, organization and 
administration. Fall. 9:00. 
102. THE CHURCH AND HER PUPILS 2~ Hours 
In this course a study is made of the capacities and needs 
of the pupils of the church from the viewpoint of Christianity. 
A study is also made as to ways by which the church can 
properly develop these spiritual capacities a~d ~eet these 
spiritual needs. The pupil will be followed m h1~ growt~ 
from infancy to maturity and through adulthood. H1s capaCI-
ties and needs will be studied during each period of develop-
ment and methods of meeting these needs successfully will 
be considered. Winter. 9:00. 
103. THE CHURCH AND HER TEACHERS 2~ Hours 
This is a study of the nature, character, qualifications and 
work of the teachers of the church. Jesus is accepted as the 
standard. He is the Master Teacher. An effort is made to 
learn His will as to the nature, character, qualifications and 
work of those who teach in His church. Spring. 9:00. 
IV. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
The courses in biology are intended to meet the needs of 
those students who desire to obtain some knowledge of 
biology as part of their general education, those who need 
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work· b' · 
m lOlogy to sati_sfy the re . 
me!lts, and those wb . . . qw.rements of other d 
o Piopose to sp ·a1· . fJ 1 
The biology department ·. · ee1 · lze m biology. 
usually well equipped Tb l~ composed of .four rooms lUI 
~~ 1 the best standard ref:r!b:ear~ contains a large num bc 
IO .ogy. The laborator~es fu or~ and periodicals " 
eq~JPmeni for nndergrarluate are rn:shed with high-grad 
terJOlogy, and Physiology. courses m botany, zoology, bnc 
fi Students desiring to major in 1 
v~ hc;lllrs exclusive of 107 Thzoo ogy must complete for Y 
QUtred f · 11 . • e followi 
• 0 a ma;ol·s: 101 . - ng courses are r . 
It lS advisable that stude~t~02, .;o1, 202, 203, 2()6, /.lnd 207. 
~oology should obtain a br d w ~. p:opose to specialize in 
;g work in the related soie~=es s:I~ntific fo.llndation, includ-. r:ch ?r Getman. They should ~ a l'eadmg knowledge o! 
m emJStry, 2 or 3 courses in h P ~ to take 4 or 5 courses 
n;tathematies. Those ma 'or· P. ys~cs, and 2 or 3 com·ses in 
follow the curl·iculnnl J mg m zoology should careiull 
suggested below: · Y 
CURRICULUM FOR MA 
p JORS IN BIOLOGy 
reshman Year 
B' 1 T.,.mHour 
JO ogy 101-102-103 ~ 
English 101-102 --------- 1o 
Mathematics 10i.10;-- lO 
Elective, Group XIII.__-- 10 
Electiye - 5 
. ----- 5 Blble 101-102-.1(}8 -
--- 5 
50 
Sophomore Year 
Ch . Term JOI'ours emtstry 102-103 
Engjjsh 105-106 -- 15 
B' I ----- 10 
lO o~y 104-105-108-109_ 16 
Elective, Group XIII______ 
5 
Junior Year 
o, I Term Hours 
~·0 ogy 2{}1-202-2(}3 
.Fr h -- 15 enc or German 
El --+' --- 15 e-...,ve, Group VITI 
or X 
- - 15 
45 
Senior Year 
B' Tarte Hon;r. 
Jology 206-207-208 8 
Ch · -- 15 '*F €lll1Stry 201-202 _ __ lO 
rench or German_ 
Elective - 10 
----- 1o 
46 -
. *Students havin h d 45 
Will be required to g a two units of French 
languages in college. take only fifteen hours or"re/f£'::-an in high school 
of these foreign 
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COURSES 
I 0 I. GENERAL ZOOLOGY 5 Hours 
A course dealing with the general principles of Zoological 
"cience. It includes a study of the structure, function, rela-
tionship, and economic importance of the invertebrates. Rep-
resentatives of the more important phyla will be studied. 
Lectures and recitation T., Th., S. 8:00, 9:00. Lab., W., F., 
8:00, 10:00. Fee $4. Fall. 
I 02. GENERAL ZooLOGY 5 Hours 
A continuation of Zoology 101 in which the vertebrates 
will be studied. Lectures and recitations T., Th., S., 8:00; 
Lab., W., F., 8:00, 10:00. Fee $4. Winter . 
103. GENERAL ENTOMOLOGY 5 Hours 
This course will give the student an introduction to the 
insect life of this region. It will include a study of structure, 
classification, life history, and habits of insects and their 
economic importance. Lectures and recitations T., Th., S., 
8:00; Lab., W., F., 8:00, 10:00. Fee $4. Spring. 
104. GENERAL BOTANY 5 Hours 
An introductory course in Botany to give the student 
fundamental principles regarding the structure, function, and 
reproduction of representative seed plants. Lectures and 
recitations T., Th., S., 1:15; Lab., W., F., 1:15, 3:15. Fee $4. 
Fall. (Alternates with Zoology 201. Given 1937-38). 
1 0 5. GENERAL BOT ANY 5 Hours 
A continuation of Botany 101 presenting the classification 
of the plant kingdom with a study of representative types 
from the algae to the seed plants. Lectures and recitations 
T., Th., S., 1:15; Lab., W., F., 1:15, 3:15. Fee $4. Winter. 
(Alternates with Zoology 202. Given 1937-38.) 
106. GENETICS 3 Hours 
A study of the laws of heredity and their application to 
plant and animal breeding. Prerequisites Biology 101 and 
102 or 104 and 105. Lectures and recitations T., Th., S., 11:30. 
Fee $2. Fall. 
10 7. PERSONAL HYGIENE 5 Hours 
This course is designed to teach the student the value of 
correct living habits. The structure and care of the various 
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systems of the human body will be studied. This en r• 
strongly recommended for those planning to teach in lh• ... 
mentary grades but does not give credit toward a mnJor 41if. 
a minor in Biology. Lectures and recitations each •• "--I 
day 11:30. Fee $1. Winter, Spring. 
108. GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY 
An introductory cow·se in Bacteriology dealing wl h • 
morphology and physiology of the most important grou 
bacteria. P:rerrequisites: Biology 101 and 102, or BioloJo• J 
and 105 or Chemistry 102 and 103. Lectures and recit t " 
T., Th_., S., 1:15; Lab., W., F., 1:15, 4:15. Fee $4. Depo!!l 
Spring. (Alternates with Zoology 203. Given 1937-3 .) 
109. GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY 
3 Now 
A continuation of Bacteriology 108. This course will It 
particular attention to the relation of Bacteriology to the v t 
ous arts and industries and tbe cure and prevention of 
eases. Time and credit same as in preceding course. 
201. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE 
ANATOMY 
5 Houn 
A representative of each class of the vertebrates is th t 
oughly dissected and studied and homologies established. ,. 
1·equisites Zoology 101 and 102. Lectures and l'ecitations i ., 
F ., 1:15; Lab., T., Tb., S., 1:15, 3:15. Fee $4. Fall. (All r 
nates with Biology 104. Given 1936-37.) 
202. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE 
ANATOMY 
5 Hours 
A continuation of Zoology 201. Lecture and recitation W., 
F., 1:15; Lab., T., Th., S., 1:15, 3:15. Fee $4. Winter. (Alter-
nates with Biology 105. Given 1936-37.) 
203. VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY 
5 Hours 
A course dealing with the fundamental facts and processes 
of development, the cell and cell division, .maturation, fertili . 
zation, and cleavage. Emphasis will be placed on the chick 
and pjg. Prerequisites Zoology 201 and 202. Lecttu:es and 
recitations T., Tb., S., 1:15; Lab., W., F., 1:15, 3:15. -Fee $4. 
Sprin,g. (Alternates with Bacteriology 108 ai:t.d 109. Given 1936-37.) 
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5 Hours GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY 
l (l. . h siological processes of the 
This course deals Wlth the PI Y stem circulation, diges-
. 1 d" g the museu ar sy • . 
rrt n body, me u m nd excl'etion Prereqm-
IIOn. sense organs, nerve respon~~e~istry 102 a~d 103. Lec-
iUett: Zoolog! 1?1 and 102 a~d 3·15· Lab., W., F., 3:15, 5:15. lares and recitations T., Th., ., · ' 
p.., $4. Fall. 
HNIQUE 5 Hours 207 HISTOLOGY AND MICROTEC . d 
· . t of the tissues an 
A study of th_e mi~o~copi;::r~cb~;:tory will consist of 
orr,rnns of t~e amma~ o ~~sues for microscopic study. Pre-
lhll preparatiOn of amrnald 202 Lectures and recitations W., 
l'fii(Uisites Zoology 201 an 
3
.
15 
· 
5
.
15 
Fee $4. Winter. 
1". 3:15; Lab., T., Th., S., . , . . 
' 5 Hours 8 FIELD ZOOLOGY AND ECOLOGY . 
20 · . . · d lassification of the prm-
A study of the Identifica~IOn a~ c This course will also 
. 1 ps of this regiOn. . 
clpal amma grou . f these animals to the physi-
Include a study of the ~e.latwns; which they live. Lectures 
cal and biological conditions un her T Th S 2·15 5:15. Fee 
11nd recitations W., F., 4 =15; La ., ., ., ., · ' 
$4. Spring. 
S ENCE 3 Hours 
227. TEACHING o_F CI t . l and methods for teach- ' 
A practical c~ur~e I~ the ~:e:~~: shigh schools. Attention 
ing the sciences m JUnior an "fi 
1
·ms and to methods 
th icula to spec1 c a • 
is given to e c~rr. ' "ect matter, and testing results. 
vitalizing and clanfymg subJ h . es in the high schools. 
Required of all w~o ~Ian tote;~ s~Ie~;:30. Fall. 
Lectures and recitatiOns T., ., ., 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
V. AND ECONOMICS . 
t the needs of three 
The work of this depar~m~:!i;::e: ~usiness training that 
classes of students: tho~e '!". ~ tive positions in the business 
will qualify them for a mmi~e::h business courses in high 
world; those who _plan to . nd those who wish a general 
schools or commercial collegeds, a si·ngle phase of their 
f b · s proce ure as a 
knowledge o usmes d . f 11 toward meeting the re-
. . t" ay be offere m u . · th m1mstra Ion m d Those majormg m e 
quirements of the Bache~or'; t::r~=~artment of business ad-college work. The wor o 
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department must elect Economics as a second minor; w 
those planning to teach commercial subjects in high ""'"• 
must elect 228. 
I. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
1 0 1. BUSINESS ENGLISH 5 II oult 
A review of fundamentals of composition and applic:al141!11 
to business correspondence. Practice in the use of c:orr_.. 
forceful English in writing business letters and reports. 1-la• 
cia! attention to the sales letter for deducing fundarnt•• tt.a 
principles of psychology and English techniques, whil'h aN 
applied to the construction of letters concerned with ndJu•l·· 
ments, credits and collections, inquiries, orders, respon,..., 
follow-ups, introductions, applications, recommendations, an.t 
routine business. Prerequisite: English WI and 102. Gh·•• 
in 1936-37 and in alternate years. 
102, 103, 104. STENOGRAPHY 15 Houn 
This course covers the fundamental principles of l; ''''If 
shorthand. Special emphasis is placed on phonetics .,.. 
shorthand penmanship. The latter part of the work involvN 
actual practice in secretarial work. Fall, Winter, Sprin1, 
11:30. 
105, 106, 107. TYPEWRITING 9 Houra 
Students will be taught proficiency in typing, includin1 
accuracy and speed, together with an understanding of th• 
various business forms most commonly used. Students n f• 
required to master a speed of thirty words a minute for tha 
first term, and a speed of forty words a minute for the ,.,.,. 
ond term, if credit is expected. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
108, 109, 110. PRINCIPLES OF 
ACCOUNTING 15 HourA 
The :fu-st COUl'Se in accounting does not req]lire previ u 
knowledge of hookkeepmg. Prerequisite f or 109 is 108. Pr 1 
1·equisit e for 110 is 108 and 109. The first two courses d 1 I 
with account ing theory and practice. They cover methods t 
keeping a set of boqks, and making financial statements at t h1 
close of the fiscal year. The student becomes familia1· witl 
all the business fohns and vouchers . Analysis is given t 
the problems dealing "With partner.ships an d corporation 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 85 
Course 110 is advanced accounting which consists of a study 
uf the general principles developed particularly from the 
point of view of the use of accounting and accounting re?orts 
by the management of a business concern. Fall, Wmter, 
Spring. 8:00. 
I B LAW 3 Hours II . USINESS 
General principles of the law of contracts, bankruptcy, 
agency, bailments, sales, mortgages, and negotiable inst:n-
ments, presented in practical business problems. Presentmg 
the facts, the judgments, and the judicial opinions upon. such 
cases as are considered most pertinent to modern busmess. 
Given in 1937-38 and in alternate years. Fall. 1:15. 
Il3, 114. OFFICE MANAGEMENT 6 Hours 
Practical course in the methods and technique of office 
management. Given in 1937-38 and in alternate years. Win-
ter, Spring. 1:15. 
115. CoMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY 3 Hours 
This course deals with the natural resources of the coun-
try and their relations to commerce and busi~ess. It cov~rs 
the business developments of outstanding nations. Attentron 
given to these factors as fundamental to industrial and com-
mercial developments of the United States. Spring. 2:15. 
201. AUDITING PRINCIPLES 5 Hours 
Auditing procedure; balanced sheet and detailed audits; 
working papers and reports. Prerequisite: 108, 109, 110 or 
taken concurrently. Spring. 11:30. 
202. INVESTMENTS 5 Hours 
Principles governing the proper investment of personal 
and institutional funds. Prerequisites: Business Administra-
tion 108 and Economics 101 or taken concurrently. Fall. 2:15. 
205. PRICES 5 Hours 
The purpose of this course is to get the student in the habit 
of analyzing any given price situation in terms of the funda-
mental principles involved. Emphasis is placed .u~on the 
elasticity of supply and demand, price trends, cychmcal and 
seasonal variations, purchasing power, and the part played by 
the futures market. Prerequisite, Economics 101-103. Of-
fered 1936-37 and alternate years. Winter. 2:15. 
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206. S TATISTICS 
. ~ course deals wjth gra hie . 5 H 
dlstrrbution_s, averages P presentatJOns, f:requl h 
i d ' measures of skewn d n ex numbers, analysis of time . . . ess an varinUII 
conelation. Offered 1937-38 dse;les, hnear and non-Hn ' 
ter. 2:15. an m alternate years. ' n 
207. PRINCIPLES OF M 
ARKETING 5 
The .Plac.e of mar keti . Hom • 
analysis· of the present mng ~n . our economic structure; '"' 
institution::;, and comxnodi:es etmg struc~u~es by function~. 
101. Spring. 2:15. . PrereqUisites: Economk-
208. MONEY Al\"D BANKING 
Money, coinage paper . . 5 Houn 
s~ver production, ~aneta~ s~:rr;nc:,; bi-me~allism, gold and 
tzc and foreign exchang H' n. ar IU'!d Price levels, domes. 
'th e. LStory and pr· . l 
Wl special attention to the F d rnclp es of banking, 
as Economics 204.) Fall. ll :;Oe.ral Reserve System. (Samu 
210 . 
· CORPORATION F INA CE 
. Study of the different . . 5 Hours 
Jtal is provided for bllS' types of securtties by which cap-
ti mess corporations . th 1 . mo on, capitaliza tion fin . • e va uatwn pro-
zati f , anCJng, conso.lidati d ' 
on o SUch corporations (G' . . on an reorgani-
yea ) S . IVen m 1936-37 and . I rs, ame as Economics 206 w· m a ternate 228 · J.n.ter. 11 :30. 
. TEACHING COMMERCIAL 
SUBJECTS 
This course deals wjth b. 3 Hours 
for teaching commercial su~~ Ject. ma~ter and best methods 
1937-38 and in alternate Jects zn high schools. Given in 
years. Fall. 9:00. 
II. ECO N OMICS 
101, 102, 103. PRINCIPLES OF E . 
The principles of economic wjjl CONOMICS 9 Hours 
the first course, and in the Iat s . be emphasized through 
~e studied in connection wjtb er courses_ these principles will 
lll 1936-37 and the years alte .:~:e spe.Clfic problems. Given 
tl'a tion 111, 113, 114. Fall 1 atmg Wit~ Business Adminis-
' Winter, Sprmg. l:15 
105. A:MERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY . 
Attentwn is given col . 1 5 Hours trade. After 1789 th O~Ia . agriculture, industry, and 
' e mam hnes of study are banki ng, 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 87 
trnnsportation, tariff, the development of the natural re-
~ources, the rise of manufacturers, and the expansion of cor-
porate methods in industry and trade, wjth special attention 
l(iven to the history of American labor. Spring. 11:30. 
20 1. LABOR PROBLEMS 5 Hours 
The conflict between capital and labor. Labor legislation, 
l'ITiciency and welfare of the wage earner. Fall. 
208. MONEY AND BANKING 5 Hours 
Same as Business Administration 204. Fall. 11:30. 
210. CORPORATION FINANCE 5 Hours 
Same as Business Administration 206. Winter. 11:30. 
VI. EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY 
Courses in the department of education and psychology 
are designed to meet the needs of those preparing for the 
teaching profession in its various fields. The requirements 
for the various types of teachers' certificates have already 
been outlined. A well organized training school under skilled 
critic teachers is maintained for observation of methods and 
for practice. 
COURSES 
102. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 5 Hours 
A study of the learning process; fundamental instincts 
and capacities; the organization of experience as habit, per-
ception, memory; the transfer of training; attention and in-
terest; reasoning the emotions. Prerequisite to all later 
courses in education. Fall. 11:30. 
1 0 3. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 5 Hours 
A study of the physical and mental growth of the child. 
Its instincts and emotional development in relation to the 
problems of teaching. Spring. 11:30. 
104. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING 5 Hours 
An intensely practical course in methods of teaching in 
primary and elementary grades, together wjth observation of 
classroom work. It is designed to precede courses in prac-
tice teaching, and should give the student a definite working 
knowledge of procedure and technique. Winter. 11:30. 
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105. TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN PRIMARY 
GRADES 
T?is course includes the teachin 5 H(lutt 
~:ihhndg, language, and literature i: of reading, wl'ithlf 
o s are demonstrated before th the primary gruel.,.' 
room. Fall. 8:00. e class in the primnr); 
106. !_RITHMETic AND NATURE STUDY IN 
r- .«.IMARY GRADEs 
. -'\ be~ning is found for the t . . . 2% Hour 
cluld s nwnber interests Th eachlng of anthlnetic iu t 
methods in numbers and . 'th e ~ourse deals with the b. t 
ti ar1 metic and cov coun ng, measuring tr . ers_ such top icl! 
ada.J?ted to nm:nber ~o::nsmout~t!Ot~ . work, plays and gam 
Th . • Iva zon drills t e mterest of the hil' d . ' ' e c. 
g · 'd . c ln nature calls f · . uz ance and stimulation d thi· or mtelhgeut 
th d • an s coul'se me o s for nature stud.,. S . · covers materials and 
"' Przng. 9:00. 
11 0. ENGLISH AND LITERATURE 
I TE IN 
- RMEDIATE AND UPPER G 
A study of specific aims and . . RADES 2% Hours 
r~als for the teaching of Englis:~~~~ves, methods and mate-
glVen to various problems . l e grades. Attention is 
motivation and .procedure :: ~guage and grammar, and to 
8:00. gzanzmar and literature. Fall. 
111. USOC!AL STUDIES IN lNTERMEDIA TE AND 
PPER GRADES 
The course covers aims, th 2 50 Hours 
tory. ' geography and go me ods, and materials for his-
th • · vernment a d 
ese subjects by relating th ' n ways of vitalizing 
a t . ·ti em to the stud t' . c JVI es. Winter. 9:00. en s Interests and 
112. ARITHMETIC AND NATURE S 
MEDIATE AND UPPER GRA TUDY IN INTER-
. Similar to 106, but desi ne DES 2 :U Hours 
ls made of m,ethods of m:tiv~:or :~ uppe~ ~ad_es. _ Study 
advanced work in arith t' ~ d clarifymg tl:ie more 
me IC, and 10 sec · 
CUl:acy. Nature study is reu;ted t th .nrlng speed and !lc-
att~ntion is given io collectin a o e ?i~erent seasons, and 
t heir relation to man S . g 9nd classifymg specimens and - . prrng, :00. , 
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115. CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 3 Hours 
A study of the various types and sources of children's 
literature. Extensive reading is done to acquaint the pros-
pective teacher with the wealth of material and practical ex-
perience and training is given in the art of story telling. 
Winter. 8:00. 
120. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROBLEMS 5 Hours 
In this course are carefully studied the problems that are 
peculiar to the junior high school. Attention is given to its 
organization, aims and functions, programs of study, and 
extra-curricular activities, but special attention is given to the 
teaching problems. Spring. 1:15. 
201. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY 
EDUCATION 5 Hours 
A study of the fundamental principles underlying secon-
dary education. Special attention is given to the adolescent 
period. Includes a study of the program of the studies, meth-
ods of organization, and administration, and the relationship 
of secondary education to both elementary and higher educa-
tion. Fall. 1: 15. 
202. PROBLEMS OF SECONDARY TEACHING 20 Hours 
A study of the main problems which a teacher will meet in 
high school teaching. Winter. 1:15. 
203. HIGH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND 
SUPERVISION 20 Hours 
A practical course dealing with the problems of organiza-
tion and administration of the high school, the supervision 
of instruction, school extension, community relation, etc. A 
thesis on some administrative or supervisory problem. Win-
ter. 1:15. 
204. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 3 Hours 
A study of various types of tests for the measurement 
of ability and development of children. Spring. 2:15. 
205. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 
AND SUPERVISION 2 Hours 
This course is designed for supervisors and administrators. 
It deals with the problems of organization, buildings, equip-
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ment, records sa,;-t ti· 
ti ' .,_. a on, transportat· . 
ons, school legislation d Jon, commum y 
, an super..n~ 1• 8 . • .., on. pnng. 2:111. 
224. TEACHXNG ENGLISH 
. An examin~ttion of the aims 3 II ' 
?rgh _school E.ngJjsJt. Vario ' methods, and materinl• 
m English teaching are stu:::e~ro~em~ and ditficultie$ t u• 
to teach English. Same as En l:_heqwred of those p lanllh 
- gl..U!l 224. Fall. 2:15. 
225. TEACHING HoME ECONOMICS . 
A stnqy of the development ft . . 3 H 0141 
ment, curri_cula the pla . o _he b.ome economics mo\· 
te hi ' nnmg of course d ac ng. Prerequisite: One m . . s, an some pra tJ 
Same as Home Economics 2""" FaJor m methods of teachin. 
"""· all. 9:00, 
226. TEAC.HZNG THE SOCIAL 
. A course in the methods an sc_IENCEs 3 H our, 
hJstory and the social . d _matenals for the, teaching t 
th SCiences m hi h .1.. • 
. ose planning to teach the soc ·a g. sc.uool. Required ot 
tory 226. Fall. 2:15. l l Sciences. Same as His 
227· TEACHING OF S Cl.ENCE 
. A Practical course in the ai 3 Hours 
hi!?h school sciences. Re uir d ms and methods of teaching 
scJence in high schools Fq lLe of those planning to teach 
· a .11:80. 
228. TEACHING COMMERCIAL SUB 
~ course covering methods and ~ECTS 3 Hours 
~UbJects in secondar;r sch ls I matenals for commercial 
m commerce, and is reqW:od . t precedes practice teaching 
mercia! work in high schoole ofFtbllose who plan to teach corn-
s. a . 9:00. 
229. LTHE TEACHING OF FOREIGN 
ANGUAGES 
A_ course in the methods and . 3 Hours 
Spamsh, French or Lat" . h matenaJs for teaching of 
' m In igh sch 1 · 00 s. Wmter. 2:15. 
230. THE TEACHING OF MATHE 
Reasons for teaching d . MA TICS 3 Hours 
of teaching mathemat:i : an general and special method 
I ems and selected top· cs m sec_ondary schools. Current prob~ 
te ch Ics are dJscussed 0 
a ers and to juniors and . . pen to experienced 
semors. Fall. 2:15_ 
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2 3 1. ADULT EDUCATION 3 Hours 
This is a course in the methods and materials of parental 
und adult education designed to meet the needs of those 
whose professions make it necessary to educate and direct the 
thinking of parents and other adults. It is especially adapted 
to home demonstration agents and others interested in social 
welfare. Winter. T., Th., S., 9:00. 
140, 240. DIRECTED TEACHING 
The work in practice teaching is done in our training 
school and academy under the supervision of regular teachers. 
At times the practice teacher is required to observe the meth-
ods of the instructor, but he is required to plan the daily 
assignment so that he may be called upon at any point in the 
recitation to take charge and proceed with the lesson. At 
other times he is given entire charge of the class. The prac-
tice teaching is divided into two sections: 140 consists of 
directed teaching in the primary and elementary grades and is 
open to sophomores; 240 is high school teaching and is lim-
ited for the most part to juniors and seniors. 3-6 hours. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. 
VII. ENGLISH, SPEECH, AND JOURNALISM 
I. ENGLISH 
Besides some historical maps, the equipment for this de-
partment is the college library, which is provided with the 
works of all the standard English and American writers and 
translations from the great writers of other nations; with 
numerous biographical, critical and historical works, including 
the Cambridge histories of English and American literature; 
with the Varioum Shakespeare; with the standard periodicals, 
and with many works of more general interest. 
Students specializing in the department must complete 
fifty-four hours, including 101-102, which are required of all 
freshmen; 105-106, which are required of all sophomores; 
five hours in advanced composition; and the two following 
groups: Chaucer (203), Shakespeare (201-202). Ten hours 
in speech may be counted toward the English major. Stu-
dents are also urged to acquire a reading knowledge of French 
or German during their course. 
Those who expect to teach English in high school must 
include 224, and at least five hours in speech. 
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COURSES 
99. E GLISH R EVIEW 
For th,ose enter " . h . . . . . No credu 
!ish t o do th ul mg Wit out suffiCient f oundation in Eln 
fered Th, . e r~g ar college work this review course is I 
. ose w ose work is below par in 101 
to carry h e review coUrse in addit~on. Fall. 2;-:;Y pe ask., 
101, 102. FRESHMAN COMPOSITION 10 H 
A study of the P in · 1 our.~ through0!it th r cip es ~f composition with written work 
e <lOurse. Special emphasis is iv t 
tence, the parag~:apl:i th ch . . ~ en o the sen-
' e me ames of writing d b 
Iary building Evnositi . t . ' an voca u-. . .... on Is reated m the first t R 
qmred of all freshmen Fall w· t erm. e-
Spring, 2:15. · ' In er. 8:00, 11:30, 1:15, 2:15. 
1 0 5. HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE 1 0 H 
A comprehensive survey of th ours 
of English literature from the ~- gro~h. and development 
M . ear ... Jest trmes to t h asterpteces of both prose and poet are . . e present . 
tury Readings in English Liter tux ry. studied. The Cen-
the course with parallel reading . a R e l~ udsed as a basis for 
Fall, Winter. 8:00, 1:15. s . equne of all sophomores. 
110. ENGLISH GRAMMAR, PRACTICAL AND 
HISTORICAL 5 A f H~~ course or advanced students who de . 
plete knowledg f Sire a more com-
for those who ~~ang~~~:.~~ t~an li~ hgiveAn in hi!5h schools, and 
d"ff" 1 ng Is · ttenhon is g· t I Icu t constructions and t d' "d d Iven o 
1:15. o IVI e usage. Spring. 8:00, 
281. SHAKESPEARE 
A tud 5 Hours s Y of Sbakespea1·e's · d 
dxamatic artist The cour b g_eruus~ an development a,s a 
t ent ion is paid .to the gene::!;;;: ;~li~:~::Y ~lays . At-
collateral readings from t n rama and 
.. . . con emporary dramatics are re-
qun·ed. Prerequisite 101-W2, 105-106. FalL 8:00. 
202. SHAKESPEARE 
5 Hours A o tin · c n uati.o.n of the preceding COUl.'Se A 
later plays with collat eral readi f . . . stu~y of the 
dramat ists . Prerequisite 101-10~1s·o5r.lom06 othe~ Elizabethan 
"" · - · Wmter. 8:00. 
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203. CHAUCER 5 Hours 
A study of Chaucer's language and literary art. Some 
attention is given to changes and development of the English 
language through this period, and to Chaucer's social back-
ground. Prerequisite 101-102, 105-106. Spring. 8:00. 
205. WORDSWORTH AND COLERIDGE 20 Hours 
A detailed study of the poetry and poetic principles of 
Wordsworth and Coleridge; and Coleridge's principles of 
criticism. A close reading of the shorter poems, along with 
selected passages from The Prelude, The Recluse, The Ex-
cursion, and from Biographia Literaria, is required. Fall. 
9:00. 
206. BYRON, SHELLEY, AND KEATS 20 Hours 
A detailed study of the biography, background, and poetry 
of Byron, Shelley, and Keats. A close reading of the shorter 
poems and selected passages from the longer poems of these 
men is required. A research paper is also required. Win-
ter. 9:00. 
207. BROWNING 20 Hours 
An interpretative study of Browning's best shorter poems, 
his plays, and The Ring and the Book. Some of the plays 
and longer poems are used for collateral reading. Special 
attention is given to his thought and art. Winter. 11:30. 
208. TENNYSON 5 Hours 
An intensive study of Tennyson's best shorter poems and 
as many as possible of his longer ones. The dramas and 
other longer poems are used for collateral readings. Atten-
tion is given to him as an artist and a representative of the 
thought of his period. Winter. 11:30. 
210. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE 5 Hours 
A comprehensive survey and study of the historical back-
gTound, the development, and the significance of American 
literature from its beginning to modern times. Lectures and 
class discussions, daily readings, and weekly papers are re-
quired. Spring. 8:00. 
ENGLISH 211. MODERN AMERICAN 
LITERATURE 3 Hours 
A survey of modern and contemporary American litera-
ture, tracing its development, its significance, and its prospect. 
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Particular emphasis is placed on the relation of contelll not 
literature to social and economic life. Some attention is 
to form and structure. Lectures, class ruscus:t~ions, dn ll 
readings, and a research paper are required. Spring, T., Tl1 s. 1:15. 
214. LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY 
POETRY 
5 Hour.1 
The course deals with the poets o:r the later nineteenth 
century, exclusive of Tennyson and Browning. Arnold Clough, 
the Rosettis, SwiJleburne, and Mo:tris, are studied in succeM· 
sion, while the minor poets are also given attention. The in-
fluence of the pre-Raphaelite movement and the discoveries of 
science as they aJfect the poetry· of the period are noticed. Spring. 11:30. 
218. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH 
NOVEL 
5 Hours 
This course includes a study of the English novel from 
Defoe to Meredith. Attention is given to the rise and develop... 
ment of the novel and to the different types of fiction from 
the adventure stories of Defoe and the historical novel of 
Scott, to the _reali1stic novels of Hardy. The <:ourse is critical 
as well as historical, and novels representative of various 
types and movements are read. FalL 11:30. 
220. MODERN DRAMA 
5 Hours 
A study of the major contemporary dramatists of Eng-
1and, America Ireland, France, Germany, Norway, Russia, 
Spain, Italy, etc. Attention is given to the changes in dra-
matic technique brought about by Ibsen, to the one-act play, 
and to pre,sent tendencies in the drama. Lectures and parallel 
readings. Offered 1936-3'7 and alternate years. Spring. 9:00. 
ENGLISH 221. POETRY WRITING 
2 Quarter Hours 
A study and practice in technique of versification and 
poetry- writing. Attention is paid to different genres, 
rhythm, imagery, figures, and tropes. Some attention is given 
to interpretation and appreciation of poetry. Daily reading 
in poetry and daily practice in poetry writing are required 
in this course. Spring. W., F. 1:15. 
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5 Hours CED COMPOSITION 
ADVAN . will be devoted to the com-
The first half of this course. 'ting except the short 
11 f of magazme wrl . t position of a orms d half will be given o 
story drama and poetry. The seco~ll emphasize technique 
' "t' The course WI . 
::;hort story wri mg. "8 d alternate years. Sprmg. und style. Offered 1937-.:> an 
!l:OO. 3-5 Hours 
223. PLAY WRITING . h to apply the principles of 
A course for those who :'.Is f 1 s Various dramatic 
. · th tual wntmg o P ay · . h 
dramatic art to e ac . t d'ed for developmg t em. 1 ed and ways s u l . d situations are ana yz . t and the suggestiOn an . t' of the mstruc or 
Under the direc IOn h student works out one or more 
criticism of the group eac t of a longer play. Pre-
. · gle play or an ac d 
situations mto a sm S . Time to be arrange · requisite or co-requisite, 220. prmg. 
G OF ENGLISH 3 Hours 
224. THE TEACHIN . - thods and materials of 
An examination of the aims, bml e and difficulties found . h V "ous pro ems 
high school Enghs . an d' d Same as Education 224. in English teaching are stu Ie . 
Fall. 2:15. 
II. SPEECH 
ment of speech is adapted to thr:e 
The work of the depart h . h to cultivate refinement m clas~es of students: those w o WIS . h to develop ease and 
d h those who w1s . 
manners an speec • d d s and those who desire 
power as public speakers an re~ .er 'that will make them 
. 1 d actical trammg t. 
the techmca an pr . king expression, drama IC effective teachers of pubhc spea ' 
art, or English. . S h for the Bachelor's · t ecialize m peec 
Those plannmg o sp h in the department, 
1 te forty term ours 202 degree must comp e. . E 1" h including English . th Wl'th a mmor m ng Is , toge er 
and 220. . h to complete the re-. d t who do not WlS . h 
Special stu en s d . to specialize m Speec f degree but es1re 
quirements or a . 
1 
. Speech upon the com-
. 1 b ted a dip oma m h" t 
alone, Wll e gran . h de artment, together with t Ir Y Pletion of forty hours m. t e 02p d 220 
r h . ludmg 2 an . 
hours in Eng IS , me t . l des an excellent library 
Equipment for the d:partm~~mm:s u Players' Workshop in covering every course, the P 
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which every type of costume and stage scenery is desi ned 
:~~t~~o1uced; . the wa_rdrobe, which includes all cost:mes 
l r hro_m time to time; and an excellent stage with un-
usua Ig tmg and sound machinery. 
COURSES 
101. VOICE AND DICTION 2 ~ H 
A practical course in the development of . t2 ours 
· t h b" VOice, one and ~orr~c .a Its of pronunciation and enunciation. Trainin 
Is ~Iven In correct breathing, relaxation of the throat cor~ 
~c;wnf of vocal ?efects, and in introductory phonetics. 'Fall. 
ai Y or first SIX weeks. Fee $4. 3:15. 
102, 103. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL 
INTERPRETATION 
6 
H 
Ani t d t ours 
. n ro uc ory and fundamental course in the oral inter 
p~ett.atwn of the printed page, including pronunciation enun-
Cia wn, t~ne, phrasing, rhythm and bodily expresslon a~ 
~eans of Interpretation. Individual instruction twice a week 
ass once a week. Fall, Winter. By appointment. . 
104. LITERARY ANALYSIS AND 
INTERPRETATION 
3 
H 
The f d 1 ours are . un amen~a principles of analysis and interpretation 
apphed to vanous forms of literature Att t" . . 
to characterization. Individual instructio~ twicee: ~~e~ ~~ven 
Sonc~ a week. O~ell to those who have had 101 and 1~~s prmg. By appomtment. · 
105· 106,107, ADVANCED0RAL 
INTERPRETATION 
A 9 Hours 
t ;ore a?v~nced course in the interpretation of litera-
. ure. l o~e difficult selections are used demanding more skill 
m ana ysis, tone,_ rhythm, dramatic thinking, and general 
f.ower~t oi expr~sswn.. Material is prepared for frequent pub-
Ic reel as. Pnvate Instruction twice a week Clas 
week Ope 1 t h · s once a 
. . ~ on y o t os~ who have had 101, 102, 103. Fall 
Wmter, Sprmg. By appomtment. ' 
108. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE 
Vocal expression 
strangely neglected. 
2~ Hours 
in . the interpretation of the Bible is 
It Is the purpose of this course to help 
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the student to understand the spirit of the Bible in its differ-
ent forms. The literary, narrative, didactic, oratic, allegoric, 
lyric, dramatic and epic spirits are studied. A part of the 
year will be devoted to the readings of the parables, the art 
of the Master. Class. Two and one-half hours. Fall. (Not 
offered in 1936-37.) Fee $3., except to students taking indi-
vidual instruction. 
109. TECHNIQUE OF SCENE PRODUCTION 2 Hours 
Theory of scene construction, including design, color, 
light; the use of materials; and actual training in the con-
struction of scenes for specific plays. Two hours. Fall, Win-
ter, Spring. Fee $4. 
110. DRAMATICS 2-5 Hours 
An interpretation of one-act and full-evening plays, with 
special emphasis on character presentation, balance in group-
ing, setting, and atmosphere. Students are required to ap-
pear in numerous and varied roles in regular productions 
under the direction of the instructor, some of the productions 
being given privately before the group, others being given in 
the workshop annual tournament, while others are used for 
the major activity of the College Lyceum. Applicants for 
this course must be approved by the instructor. The course 
runs each quarter. Two to five hours' credit each year. Fee, 
$9 a year. No student received for less than three quar-
ters. Fall, Winter, Spring. 3:15, 4:15. 
111. FUNDAMENTALS OF MAKE-UP 3 Hours 
This course is a laboratory course designed to prepare the 
student to do satisfactory work in simple personal make-up 
for the stage and in the make-up of others. Students are 
required to observe and gain actual experience in the make-up 
of casts for Workshop and Campus Players productions. Fee 
$3, except to students in individual instructions. 
112, 113, 114. ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 
9 Hours 
A beginning course. The laboratory method is used, 
speeches by the students being attended with round table 
discussions and lectures by the instructor. The aim of the 
course is to lay the foundation for direct, forceful manner of 
speaking, to help the student to think and speak freely and 
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well before an audience. Open to all students. No credit iM 
given unless the full course is completed. Class. Fall, Win-
ter, Spring. T., Th., S., 3:15. 
115. DEBATING 2 ~ -5 Hours 
Enrollment in this course will be limit ed in order to giV~ 
more intensive training. A text is used as the basis of th 
course, but work will consist largely of actual debates. Cred·it 
is given only to those who make the inter class or intercol-
legiate debating teams. Fall, Winter, Spring. W., F., 3:15. 
201, 202, 203. VOCAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY 
AND DRAMA 3 Hours 
A more advanced course in the interpretation of different 
forms of poetry, the analYJ>is of plays and character roles 
together With their actual presentation in single impersona-
tions or in group productions. Individual instruction twice 
a week. Fall, Winter, Spring. By appointment. 
204. PLAY PRODUCTION 2-5 Hours 
An advanced course in the actual co.aching and production 
of one-act and full evening plays. The course covers the 
general principles of staging, lighting, costwniilg, make-up, 
and interp1·etation of roles and the play as a whole. With the 
suggestions and criticism of instructor the student is -a llowed 
to work out complete details fo r the dramatic production, 
t rain the a ctors, design t he costume and setting and dixect 
and supeJ;vise the lighting and st age effect s and make-up. 
Some of these productions are given privately before the 
dramatic club ; others are given _pu.blicly at intervals or are 
reserved for the w orkshop t ournament. It is designed to 
give the student a thorough preparation for organizing and 
directing dramatic activities in h igh schools or communities. 
F all, Winter, Spring. 3:15, 4:15. 
205. STAGE LIGHTING 2 Hours 
A special course in the fundament~Is of lighting, the 
proper arrangement of lights, the use of various lighting 
machinery, the creation of unusual as well as customary light 
effects. Fall, Winter, Spring. Th., F ., 7:00-. 
210. PEDAGOGY OF INTERPRETATION 
3 Hours 
A cou!se in the principles underlying the teaching of inter-
pretation, accompanied by observation -and practice. The 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 99 
course is designed for those who plan to teach publi: speaking 
and dramatics in high schools or privately, but Is. o?en to 
other juniors or seniors with experience and trammg in 
speech. Fall. 
III. JOURNALISM 
107. ELEMENTARY JOURNALISM 5 Hours 
The fundamentals of gathering and writing news; the 
work of press associations; news values. Spring. 11:30. 
221. REPORTING 2~ Ho~rs 
Assignments on local papers and the college paper. Wm-
ter. 9:00. 
223. PRINCIPALS OF ADVERTISING 2 ~ Hodurs 
The fundamentals of advertising in relation to mo ern 
business activities. Spring. 9:00. 
VIII. HOME ECONOMICS 
Students wishing to specialize in home economics must 
finish at least nine majors in the department. Bec~use of 
the ever-widening scope of the field of home eco~om~cs and 
of the need for fundamental background informatiOn m ~ach 
division of the subject no girl can expect to become proficie~t 
in all phases during a four-year college course. For this 
reason one of the three sequences outlined ?elo:V should be 
chosen by the student according to her maJOr mterest and 
abilities. There is little difference in the re~uired co~rses 
for the first and second years except in the km~ of science 
d d After this general introduction to the entire field, the 
nee e . h d' t' f the third and fourth years permit choice in t e Irec wn. o 
student's vocational aims and seek to develop capacit_y for 
leadership in the respective divisions. ~y pro~er choice of 
electives students may qualify for teachmg durmg the com-
pletion of either sequence. 
SEQUENCE A. CLOTHING AND RELATE~ A_RT 
For students interested in applied arts, des1gnmg and 
decorating, and in clothing and textile buying. 
SEQUENCE B. FOODS AND NUTRITION 
For students interested in dietetics, public health and wel-
fare work. 
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SEQUENCE C. ECONOMICS AND HOME MANAGEMENT 
For students interested in consumer buying, adult educa-
tion, institutional management and general home making_ 
SEQUENCE A 
CLOTHING AND RELATED ART 
FIRST YEAR 
Courses Hours 
English 101-102 _ 10 
Home Econ. 100, 101, 102.__ 15 
Science Group ___ 10 
Art --------------------------------------- 3 
Bible ------------------------------------ 5 
Education ---------------------------- 5 
48 
THIRD YEAR 
Con.:-se~ H011n -
H ome Eeon. 201, 211, 2J.3 _ 15 
Psychology - - ----- 5 
*F rench or Spanish_ _ _ 10 
Bible ___ 5 
Electives --- ---- 15 
50 
SECOND YEAR 
Courses Hours 
English 105-106 _______________ 10 
Home Econ. 111, 12L ________ 10 
History 101-102 - ---- 10 
French or Spanish _____________ 15 
Bible ___ -------------------------- ___ 5 
50 
FOURTH YEAR 
Courses Hours 
Home Econ. 221___ _ 5 
History 201, 204 __________________ 10 
Bible 5 
Electives __ 25 
45 
SEQUENCE B 
FOOD AND NUTRITION 
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Courses Hours 
English 101-102 _____ 10 
Home Econ. 100, 101, 102 __ 15 
Chern. 102-103 ____________________ 10 
Art ------------------------------------ 3 
Bible 5 
Education - ----- 5 
48 
Courses Hours 
English 105-106 ------ 10' 
Home Econ. 112____ __ 5 
Bacteriology - -- --- 5 
French or German______________ 15 
Bible ------------------------------------ 5 
History 101, 102 __________________ 10 
50 
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THIRD YEAR 
Courses Hours 
Home Econ. 202, 204 __________ 10 
Chern. 201, 20 10 
*French or German____________ 10 
Bible -- 5 
Electives - - - ----- -- 15 
50 
FOURTH YEAR 
Courses Hours 
Home Econ. 212, 222 __________ 10 
Physiology - -----
Bible 
Electives _ 
5 
5 
25 
45 
SEQUENCE C 
ECONOMICS AND HOME MANAGEMENT 
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
Courses Hours 
English 101-102 10 
Economics 101-102 _____________ 10 
Home Econ. 100, 101, 102 __ 15 
Art 3 
·------ 5 Bible 
Education - - ---- - - 5 
48 
THIRD YEAR 
Courses Hours 
Home Econ. 203, 204, 213 __ 15 
Physics 104, 105 10 
*Language 10 
Bible 5 
Electives --- - ------ 10 
50 
Courses Hours 
English 105-106 10 
Home Econ. 111, 112, 12L 15 
French, German or 
Spanish - - - - -- 15 
Bible __ 5 
Electives --------- 5 
50 
FoURTH YEAR 
Courses Hours 
Home Econ. 223 ___ _ 
Sociology 101-103, __ _ 
Bible 
5 
10 
5 
Electives --- ----- 25 
45 
*Not required of students presenting high school ~red it 
for language. Educational or child psychology and sociology 
strongly recommended as alternates. 
Suggested electives pertinent to each sequence and from 
which students should choose as far as possible are as follows: 
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CLOTHING AND RELATED ART 
Home Economics 112 203 20 
103; History 205; Art 11,0 11i 11~ ~~58, 240; Sociolo~y 101, 
103. ' ' ' • 219; Education 102, 
FooDs AND NUTRITION 
Hom~ Economics 114, 121, 213, 111 225 240· 
207; Sociology 101, 103; Education 102, 103: ' Chemistry 
ECONOMICS AND HOME MANAGEMENT 
Home Economics 114 225 240 
Speech; Business Admini~tration 1I5~~ucationh102, 103, 115; 
matics 101. ' eograp Y 115; Mathe-
TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS 
Students wishing to t h h 
carefully the requirement eac o~e economi~s s~ould note 
part of this catalog and sshforlcdertificates as glVen. In another 
' · ou consult the he d f th ~~ent for requirements in the state in whi~ toh t e :-
l.!lg IS to be done. Sue~ students" should ele . e. . ea -
one of the above, preferably Se uen ct, In ~ddition to 
Economics 114, 222, 225, 240. q ce C, the followmg: Home 
COURSES 
100. INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL AND HOME 
STANDARDs 
A practical le ture d . 5 Hours 
velop in the girl ac con;ci:;:~:r::: _ course intended to d~­
dress, pers-onal groomin a . ndards _a~d good taste In 
fitness. Aints to bel tbg nd hygiene, nutrltiOn and phygical 
P e student acquire s · 1 · · wholesome, refined personart d • OCia poise and a 
nled conferences fo . . · I y, ~ 0?timlllll health. Sched-
lems. Requil"ed ~f :llg~:~; specific ald with individual Prob-
Fall, 3:15. Spring, 2:15. ge freshman and sophomore girls. 
CLOTHING AND RELATED ART 
1 0 1. CLOTHING 
The se~ection of materials sim le d . . 5 Hours 
construction dealing with wash f £-. eSignmg~ and garment 
value of worn garments, their a r_lc_~· .. ~nalys!s of economic 
t ion. Fee. $3 WJ te possibilities and reconstruc-
, . m 'r, T., Th., S., 8:00; Lab W F ·8 10 . , ., ., - . 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 103 
111. CLOTHING 5 Hours 
Prerequisites, Home Economics 100, 101. The selection 
and use of designs and finishes suitable for wool and silk 
problems. The alteration of patterns, fitting problems, press-
ing and budgeting. Fee, $3. FalL Lect., T. Th. S., 8:·00; 
Lab., W. F., 8-10• 
1 21. TEXTILES 5 Hours 
A study of consumer problems in the choice, care and cost 
of various fabrics. Facts of production, and marketing proc-
esses to give skill in recognition of fabrics and in evaluating 
materials new and old. Spring. 8:00. 
201. ADVANCED CLOTHING 5 Hours 
Prerequi~ite, 111. The selection and construction of cloth-
ing suitable for infants and small children. The handling of 
sheet materials, tailoring, and the development of simple de-
signs through draping. Fee, $3. Fall, 1:15; Lab., W. F., 
1:16-3:15. 
211. COSTUME DESIGN 3 Hours 
Prerequisite, Art. A study of the development of costume 
through past generations to the present time. The design 
principles and their application to color and figure types with 
special emphasis on individual figure and color analysis. The 
development of original dress designs for various occa.sions. 
Given 1936-37 and in years alternating with 221. Fee, $1. 
Winter, 11:3fr .. 
213. HOME PLANNING AND DESIGNING 5 flours 
Prerequisite, Art. A study of the home from the st and-
point of utility, beauty and economy, including housing stand-
a,rds, plans, elevations and some landscaping. A brief sur-
vey of styles of domestic architecture an.d furnishings and 
theh· application to present day planning and furnishing. Fee, 
$1. Fall. 11:30. 
221. PERIOD FURNlTURE 3 Hours 
Prerequisite, 113. A study of the styles of interiors and 
furniture f r om ancient to modern times in relation t o theu· 
present day uses. Special problems in interior decorat ion. 
Given in 1937-38 and in years alternating with 211. F ee $1. 
Winter. 11:30 . 
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FOODS AND NUTRITION 
102. FooD SELECTION AND PREP 
. --!'-- genera] course coverin . ~ TION 5 H 0(1(' 
utilization of the more g the selection, preparation uml 
around meal planning ~nd :=~en ~ood ~aterials and built 
Lect., T. Th. S., 8:00· Lab W .F!l'Vlce units. Fee $3. Spring 
' ., . 8-10 • 
112. Foon BUYING . . , . 
Prerequisite, 10(} 102 A 5 H o·ur 
point of culinary vaiues, .pres:r~:~ of foods n·om the st.and-
~rd products, g,;ades and labels ~n, costs, markets, stand-
ee $3. Winter Lectures T Th aSn consumer responsibility. 
20 ' . . . ., 8:00; Lab W F 8 
2. EXPERIMENTAL C ., . ., -10. 
Pre. . . OOKERY S 1., 1 equtsite, 112 and 0 • . . 7. ours 
probJelllS of cookel; and /g~n•c. chennsh•y. A study of the 
physico~chemicaJ chan . oo U~ozation in the light of the 
L b W . ges occurrm.,. F ~a 
a ·• · F., 1:15-3·15 G' ... ee w • Spring 1·15 · 
108~9 · · IVen 1936-37 alta-~ti:n . ' · ' · · ' '"" ·= g With Bioi. 
212· Pru ClPLES OF N 
Prer . . VTRITION 5 H . . equ1s1te, 112, and organic ch~mi' ours 
:feqUISite, Ph"·siology C stry. Parallel o:v pr~ 
. " · oncerned 'tb . ~ 
metabolism of foods and th . . WI the digestion and 
for different ages. Fee $4 ; l;~quu-ements of a normal diet 
222 FrEl..D N>r . a ' 1:15; Lab., W. F., 1:15-8:15 
. l v TRITION . 
Nor~alnutrition and health wit . 5 Hours 
prevention of malnutrition· a . . h. e.rnphasLS on Cl:IUSes and 
problen:s through contact ~t:~~~~on _of Principles to field 
$2. Wmter, 1:15· Lab W F . en m grade sChools. Fee 
' ., . ., 1:15~3:15. 
HOME MANAGEMENT 
114· HOME NURSING 
A Practical course concerned . 3 Hours 
convalescent in the hom fi t ":th_ the care of the sick and 
ta · f e, rs aid m em ries or special cases D . ergencies and die 
for th 1 • esJgned to meet th -ose P anning to teach h . e requirements 
S., 3:15. ome economics. Spring, T. Th. 
203. ~OUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
SelectiOn of equipment fo th . 3 Hours 
cal'c. Emphasis on the valu r de home, Its operation and 
e an use of labor-saving equip-
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 105 
ment and electrical appliances, their efficiency, cost, care and 
repair. Spring. T. Th. S., 9:00. 
204. CHILD DEVELOPMENT 5 Hours 
Growth through the prenatal, infant and preschool stages. 
Care and feeding of the child. Needs for normal physical, 
motor, social, emotional and language development in the 
child and methods of meeting these needs. Observation and 
practice with children in the nursery school. Spring. 11:30. 
213. HOME PLANNING AND DESIGNING (See under 
Clothing and Related Art) . 
223. ECONOMICS OF THE HOUSEHOLD 5 Hours 
Prerequisite, Economics, 5 hours. Application of the 
principles of economics to the problems of the household, 
such as expenditures for food, clothing, shelter and other 
consumer-purchasing problems. Family relationships. Win-
ter. 3:15. 
224. HOME MANAGEMENT 5 Hours 
Cottage residence in home management house. This 
course is designed to give each girl an opportunity to apply 
knowledge gained in previous courses of food preparation, 
housekeeping, household finance, hospitality and various group 
relationships in a home atmosphere. Prerequisite 223. Spring. 
225. TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS 5 Hours 
Prerequisite one major in methods of teaching. A study 
of the development of the home economics movement, cur~ 
ricula, the planning of courses and methods in teaching. 
Fall. T. Th. S., 9:00. 
231. ADULT EDUCATION 3 Hours 
This is a course in the methods and materials of parental 
and adult education designed to meet the needs of those whose 
professions make it necessary to educate and direct the think-
ing of parents and other adults. It is especially adapted to 
home demonstration agents and others interested in social 
welfare. Winter. T. Th. S., 9:00. 
240. PRACTICE TEACHING IN HOME ECONOMICS 
8 Hours 
Required for certificate to teach home economics in high 
schools. Fall, 3 hours; Winter, 2 hours; Spring, 3 hours. 
Time to be arranged. 
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-IX MATHEMATICS 
. ~tudents specializing in . 
mmm:nun of 45 hours in tb ~themahcs must complet 
must be in courses not o e epa.rt:Jnent. At least 25 hou 
Courses 102, 1Q3, 104, 200,P~~1 t~ ~eshmen and sophomol"'' 
The student is urged to ' ~ 202 are -required. 
both French and German an:cinll"e a reading knowledge ot 
hours we:tk in General Ph . o Complete not less than 0 
. YSlCS. 
1 OO. SOLID GEOMETRY 
This course is o 
geometry f pen to students 
or entrance credit. Fall. 
101. ALGEBRA . 
3 Hours 
who do not offer solid 
1:15. 
f (Equivalent to two enbance "t . 5 Hours 
tr
or: first, students presenting Ielllll tshm algebra.) Designed 
ance units in a1geb . . ss an one and a half 
. halt ra, second stude t en-
one- entrance units- in a1 ' n s presenting one and 
su~ that they will be unable ;e~ra but_ whose foundation is 
matlcs 102. (No colle e ~ ? credztable work in Mathe-
second type.) 5 hours. g w:;:~ ~~1~ow,ed students of the 
1.02. . COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
Rapid review of elementary a! . 5 Hours 
gra~hs; ra.tio, proportion and . . ~ebra; function concept· 
matical induction and the b" vaz:atwn; progressions; mathe~ 
~ers; theory of equations· ~o:I~l theore·m; complex num-
tJal fractions. infinite '. g nthms; determinants. pa 
·t . ' series Prer . . • r-
um ·s m algabra. Fall. 8:00.· equJSite: Two entrance 
1 0 3. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY 
Development and use of tri 5 Hours 
tional relations; sums and . gonometric functions; func~ 
a~gles; identities; inv~se fu:!:re~ces of_ angles; multiple 
triangles. Prerequisite· M them liS,_ logarltbms; solution of 
(Credit not aUowed if. t.. a· ahcs 101 or equivalent 
· · l"l&'Onometry · fl' · 
mlmmum entrance credits) w· t Is o et·ed to satisfy the 
· ln er. 8:00. 
l 04. ANALYTIC GE . . OMETR'Y 
. Properties of the straight line . . 5 Hours 
tJon of axes; polar coordinate~· ' t~e Circl~, etc.; transforma-
Mathell'\atics 103 S . , come sectiOns. Prerequi· "t 
· Pl"lng. 8:00. SI e: 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 107 
105. SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY 1 Hour 
Recommended for major work in mathematics, and for 
students of engineering. Prerequisite: Mathematics 103 
1 hour. Spring. 10:30. 
106. MATHEMATICS OF INVESTMENT AND 
INSURANCE 3 or 5 Hours 
The theory of compound interest; annuities; sinking funds; 
interest rates; theory of probability; mortality tables; some 
work in the elements of statistics. Recommended for students 
with major work in Business Administration. Prerequisite: 
Mathematics 101 or equivalent. Spring. 2:15. 
200, 201, 202. DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL 
CALCULUS 15 Hours 
A study of the fundamental principles of the calculus. 
Differentiation and integration of functions; maxims and 
minims; curve tracing; the integral as the limit of a sum; 
problems in volumes, areas, rates, velocities, etc.; centroids; 
series; partial differentiation; multiple integrals. Prerequisite: 
Mathematics 102, 103, and 104. Fall, Winter, Spring. 9:00. 
203. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 5 Hours 
A study of the solution and application of ordinary dif-
ferential equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 200, 201, and 
202. Fall. 11:30. 
204. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 5 Hours 
A continuation of 203. Spring. 11:30. 
205. SOLID ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY 5 Hours 
Metric theory of planes, lines and quadric surfaces in 
Euclidean three-dimensional space, emphasis on the use of 
determinants and matrices. Prerequisite: Mathematics 200, 
201 and 202. Spring. 11:30. 
206, 207. THEORY OF EQUATIONS 10 Hours 
Complex numbers; the solution of quadratic, cubic, and 
quartic equations; theorems concerning roots of equations; 
geometric interpretation of algebraic results; determinants; 
and symmetric functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 200, 
201, and 202. (Not given 1936-37). Fall, Winter. 11:30. 
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230. THE TEacfiiNG OF MATREMA.ncs 
Modern trends in teaching lllatheznatics in 
schools; general and specific lllethods; current probt 1 
reqUisite or corequisite: Mathematics 200, 20J, 
Open to juniors and seniors. Fail. T. Th. S., 2:16. 
X. MODERN LANGUAGEs AN 
LITERATlJREs 
The courses offered in tnodern languages ltleet tb 
both of tho,. Who nn,,t have reading knowledge of a to 
I"'""''"' a. ., a;a to ""''kin other field, "'>d of tho W~h to 'P•ciaJ;zo in th, dop"""'••< Stndont, who n' 
th, """" "'tL.f.., !Orily "'o u1 d """"' to ""'"'' a good '" 
llllllciation, be able to read accurately and readily, and h 
SOJlle .knowledge of n:todern Writers. 
Those specializing in either F:t·ench or Spanish tnus·t 
plete -' 1,,,. fOrty.fi., ho.,, in the I"'""'"' """''' 1 
""-""dOd that student. >najO,ing in ono of th.,e J • 
liUages work out a first or second tninor in the other. 
Tho "l"tion of a langoag, "' an ald to '"""alizaU • 
in other deparbnont. •hon)d be made after ad,;eing With th 
hOad of ono•, >najOr dOparlment, Tho" """"""" to maj., 
in"'""" >nay Well ••!oct •;ther Fr.,h or Spani•h; a know). 
•dg, of""'" ,, '"i"blo. Frond or a.,.,,., i, """'n"nded 
for thoe, 'Pecia)izing in any •cieneo and for P>e-medio.J students. 
Stnd.,t, """nting on, '"'" of ent'<.neo credit i.n Fr.,h 
" SPont,b from "".ndary Ooboo), •hould bog;, thoU- ""'" 
.,;th F>-onoh 102 or Spa.nl,h 102; tboee Presenting two en-
tra.noo •uhJoot, may bogin .,;tb Frenib 104 or Spa.n;,b 104. 
I. FRENCH 
101. 102, l-03. ELEMENTARy FRENCff 
Tboroogb drill in Fronch gra.nunar and oxoro;,, in con. 
ven.ation, """'"'""" and ""ding. Fa!t Wintoc, Sprtng. 11:80. 
15 Hours 
104, 105, 106. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 
15 Rours a,.,,,.ar ""'"'• ""'""ition and """"'•tion with road. 
ing, fro>n modorn French Writ.,.,. FaJJ, Winter, Sprtng. 9,00. 
OF COURSES DESCRIPTION 109 
2 FRENCH NOVEL h f the novel in France. 
0 I, 20 d. of the rise and gro~allo Winter. 2:15. 
A stu Y d reports. ' 
10 Hours 
. s lectures an 
leadmg' C MPOSmON AND 2Y, Hou" 
204. FRENCH A ~ION · riting =d •p•ak-
CONVERS dvanced student~ I_n w f the language. A course for mor_e a . given to the IdiOm o 
h AttentiOn IS 
l•g Freno . 5 Hou" Spring. 2:15. DRAMA 
205. FRENCH CLASSIC 
Winter. 2:
15
· CH DRAMA 
5 Hours 206. CONTEMPORARY FREN 
S ing 2:15. 
pr . OF FRENCH 1 0 Hours 9 SURVEY 
208, 2~IiERATURE orts. Fall; Winter. 1:15. 
t es 
readings, and rep 5 Hours Lee ur • 
RoMANTICISM ticism in France. 
2 1 
0 FRENCH wth of Roman . f the rise and gro A study o 
Spring. 1:15. 
II. GERMAN 
15 Hours Y GERMAN · t ELEMENT AR mar with persisten 1 0 I. 1 0 2' 1 0 ~. d of German g:~m t gether with the 
A systematic stu _Y d compositiOn o . 8:00'. 
. . conversatiOn an Winter, Sprmg. 
m=re m . plo da,.ic.. Fall, 15 Hour• readings of sim GERMAN 
lNTERMEDIA TE but especial em-104, 105, 106. . w i• =d• of gromm:~ion =d the "'ad-
A thorough revie composition, conve;s II Winter, Sprmg . basis is placed ~pon se and verse. a ' 
P e difficult pro ing of mor 
''"· III. SPANISH 15 Hou" 
y SPANISH · · It ELEMENT AR . moderately difficu 1 0 1 1 0 2' 1 0 3. the readmg of d constant sys-' f grammar, "ters an . t 
A study o odern wrr '. . Fall Wm er, h · fly from m positron. ' selections, c ~e versation and com tematic drill m con 
Spring. 9:00. 
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104, 105, 106. INTERMEDIATE SPAN1SH 
Grammar review, composition, and conversation, wi th r 
ings from representative Spanish authors. Fall, Wl11 Spring. 1:10. 
15 }/ 
20!. MODERN SPANISH FICTION 5 Hor{t 
A study of the best prose Writers of the nineteent h r 
tory, such as Alarcon, Beequer, Valdes, Mesonel'o Roman 
Pe;reda and Valera. Reports and discussions. Fall. 2:15. 
202. CONVERSATION AND COMPOSffiON 
A thorough review of grammar with B-ll:ercises in eomp 
sition, both 01·a1 and written. Winter. 2:15. 
2 Hour 
205. MODERN SPANisH DRAMA 
A study of the development of the drama in Spain sin ' 
the Golden Age. Spring. 2:15. 
206. SURVEY op SPANISH LITERATURE 5 Hour 
5 Hour 
The course is based upon Northup's Introduction to Span. 
ish Literature with collateral reading of representative selec-
tions. Lectures and reports. Fall. 11 :30. 
21 0. SPANISI{-A.MERJCAN LITERATURE 
A :rapid survey of Spanish ..<Unerican literatore since colon-
ial times based on Coaster's Literary History of Spanish 
America and Wejsinger's Sp;mish-Ameriean Readings. Out-
side readings. :Winter. 11:30. 
211 . Sp ANI Sf! DRAMA OF THE GOLDEN AGE 5 Hours 
Readings from the dt·ama of t}Je Siglo de O:ro. Lectures and reports. Spring. 11 :80. 
5 Hour 
212. PROSE AND POETRY OF THE GOLDEN 
AGE .5 Hours 
A study of the most important writers of non-dramatic 
prose and poetry of the period of the Siglo de Oro. Collateral 
.readings, lectures, and reports. Spring. 11:80. 
229. THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES 
A course in the methods and materialS for the teaching 
of Spanish and French, with some attention to Latin, in high 
schools. Must precede or accompany all practice teaching in 
Spanish or Frene.h. Winter. 2:15. 
3 Hours 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE~ 111 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL 
XI. EDUCATION 
f 11 freshmen students . · uired o a d't · Physical Education IS req 0 e hour of college ere I IS 
and must be ta en e h desire credit for I . 
k very term. n · 't 
for those w o 
given each term 3 Hours 
PL s AND GAMES · II 
101, 102, 103. AY nization for the grades. Fa , Study of playground orga 
Winter, Spring. 3 Hours 
5 106 
GYMNASTICS · posture 1 04' 10 ' . . calisthenics, lung exe:cises, 
Work in marehmg,. F II Winter, Sprmg. 1 b d exercises. a • 
and genera o Y ASTICS 1 Hour 
GERMAN GYMN . 107 
SWEDISH AND . Primary Gymnastics 
· k· credit 1 hour. d lop Three hours per wee ' . t' larly adapted to eve 
h' urse IS par Ieu b 1 e and will be given. T IS eo . to improve carriage, a anc ' all parts of the body' 
poise. Fall. GAMES 2 Hours 
S CALISTHENICS, . 't 108, 109. TACTIC,. it 1 hour each. Prereq~ISI e: 
Three hours per week, ered es are a continuatiOn of 
· 101 These eours Winter Physical EducatiOn . h . door and outdoor games. , 101, and will include bot m 
Spring. 1 Hour 
11 0 SWIMMING . er with more advanced 
rr'he art of swimming for the begi:~ for it including life-
instruction for os th e who are prepar ' 
saving methods. Every term. 1 Hour 
11 3. WRESTLING 
r Each term. Amateur wrest mg. 1 Hour 
114. TENNIS tice Each term. Instruction and regular prae . 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
XII. II ipped 
. he library are we equ 
Both the laboratories and ~ 'b ry contains a large num-
for the physical sciences. The h~~~try and physi~s, together 
ber of th~ b~st wor~h:n l~~~r~tory is supplied With all the with periodicals. 
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necessary and usual equipment f or Undergra duate com·sca, 
including standar d cabinets, water, gas, electricity, a dis. 
tillery, calorimet er , electric furnace, oven, analytical balance, 
etc. Complete equipment has been a dded for ore, coal and water analysis. 
Students planning to ma jor in chemis,try must complete 
fifty hours exdosive of 101. They should also plan to finish 
fifteen hours in physics and courses in mathematics, includUJg 
two in calculus. It is strongly recommendeq: t ha t they a cquire 
a reading knowledge of German or F rench dllri.ng the- co'urse. Gerznan is preferred. 
PRE-MEDICAL COURSE 
Suggested P1·ogram_ for two-yea r pre-medical students : 
Qr. H.rs. English 101, 102 _ _ 10 
Chemistry 101, 102, 103 __ 15 
Bi ology 101, 102, 103_ 15 
Electives ---. 5 
SOPHOMORE YEJ;..R. 
Ql·. Hrs. 
French or German 101, 
102, 103 - ·------------ 15 
Ohelllistry 201, 202_____ 10 
l'hysics 103, 104, 105 _ __ 15 
Electives _ 5 
Othet· desirable courses are Biology 201', 202, 203; Cbezu_ 
istry 104, 105; Psychology; College Algebra; Trigonometry; Economics ; Social Science. 
All standard medical s<!hools req·u.ire a t leas t 90 quarter 
hours of college wo~ for ent rance, but it is strongly recom-
mended tha t whene.ver possible a student should spend four 
years of pre-medical work and a r range his work so as to 
meet the requirements for a B . . S. degree with a m,ajor jn Biology or Che.rnjstry. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE S 1J3 
I. CHEMISTRY 
. l for the four-year course The curncu urn . . 
are majoring in chemistry Is as follows. 
for those who 
SECOND YEAR FIRST YEAR Term Hours 
Term Hours 5 10 chemistry 101, 102, 103...... 05 5 12 Chemistry 104, 10 --
10 English 1 --English 101, 102 .. _______________ Mathematics 106, 1017 ..... ___ 10 Mathe~atics 104, 105 ________ 10 
2 
103 15 
... 0 Biolog_y 10-1, 10 ' --·----... 6 
. l S . e 1 
Socia Cienc Bactenology .............. ____ ·-·--
Bible -- ! Bible --- ------ 5 Elective ----- --
50 51 
THIRD YEAR FOURTH YEAR 
Term Hours 
Chemistry 201, 202, 204 ____ 15 Term Hours 
German or 
15 French 101, 102, 103...... ' 
Chemistry 205 .. ______________ .. _ 1~ 
Physics 103, 104, 105 ________ _ 
Mathematics 202, 203 ________ 10 
Elective ·- 5 
German or 
10 French 104, 105 .............. __ 
English 1106. 5 
Electives* -- 10 
*Preferably in Chem-
45 istry. 45 
GENERAL CHEMISTRY 12 Hours 
10 I, 102, 103. . . ivin a general knowl-
A course of inorgamc c~emisftryh, ~istrgy together with a 
edge of t e aws a ts and their most importan 
h l nd theories o c e ' t 
study of the more common elLemetn s 1·15 T Th. S.; Lab., 
d F II Winter ec ure . ' . . L 
compoun s. a ' . it $2 per term. Sprmg. ec-
W. F. 1:15-3:15. Fee $5;1 ~lel~\5. Fee $3; deposit $2. 
tures, T., 1:15; Lab., W., · · 5 Hours 
Q ITATIVE ANALYSIS 
104. UAL . nd identification of the more 
A course in the separatwn all" . s The lectures deal tall" nd non-meta Ic Ion · 
common me Ic a l ical reactions, special em-
with the chemistry of the ~~a r of mass action, solubility 
phasis being given to th:na:~:~~:t~~ns two hours and labora-
product, etc. Lectures . "te. Chemistry 103. Fee 
week Prereqmsi . Th tory nine hours a · T Th 9·00· Lab., T. · d "t $S Spring. Lectures, · ., · ' $7; epos1, · s., 1:15-4:15. 
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105. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
A continuation of the r . 
Chemistry 104 F p ecedmg 
Th 9·00· L b. ee $7; deposit $3. 
. , . , a ., T. Th. S., 1:15-4:15. 
201, 202. 
course. 
Winter. 
5 Hour., 
Prerequisil:t·. 
Lectures, T . 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
A study of the meth d f I 0 Hours 
the more important orga:i~ o preparation and properties or 
and proof of structure are s~o;p~unds. Theory of reaction:-~ 
three hours and laboratory ~ ~~ . Leetures and recitations 
Chemistry 103 Fee $7· d SI~ ours a week. Prerequisite·· 
T. Th. S., 8:00: Lab T ,Thepo1si1t $5. Fall, Winter. Lectures. 
, ., . ., : 5-4:15. . ' 
203. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
A more advanced 5 Hours 
d 
course of orga · h . 
an 202. A survey of th . me c emistry than 201 
a t' e paraffm ethyl roma Ic series will be studied ' ene, acetylene, and 
three hours and laboratory . h Lectures and recitations 
Chemistry, 202. Fee $7· d six 'to$urs a week. Prerequisite· 
Th S , eposi 5 w· t . 
· ., 8:00; Lab. T. Th., 2 :15_5:15. · m er. Lectures, T. 
204. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
A study of the mo t . 5 Hours 
g . s Important meth d f ravimetric analysis chemi· l I o s o elementary 
r 't t" · ' ca ca culations t L eci a Ions two hours and I b . ' e c. ectures and 
requisite: Chemistry 105 aForatory mne hours a week. Pre-
Lectures, T. Th., 9:00· L b Tee $5; deposit $3. Spring, 1938. 
' a ., . Th. S., 1:15-4:15. 
205. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
A study of the most . 5 Hours 
volumetric analysis chemi~~portant ~ethods of elementary 
recitations two hou;s and I b calculati_ons, etc. Lectures and 
requisite: Chemistry 105 a Fora tory nme hours a week. Pre-
Lectures, T. Th., 9:00· L .b ee $5; deposit $3. Spring, 1937. 
' a ., T. Th. S., 1:15-4:15. 
206· QUANTITATIVE A · NALYSIS 
A study of the more d"ff· It . 5 Hours 
volumetric analysis are ~a~cu. me~hods of gravimetric and 
recitations are two hours de II~ this course. Lectures and 
~~erequisite: Chemi,>try ~~3 a ;;atory nine hours a week. 
lime to be arranged. . e $5; deposit $3. Fall. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES llG 
207. CHEMI:STRY OF FooDS 5 Hours 
A study of the source, composition and adulteration o£ 
foods. Especially for home economics students. One lecture-
recitation and twelve laboratory hours a week. Outside read-
ings will be assigned. Prerequisite: Chemistry 202. Fee $8; 
deposit $5. Any quarter. 
II. PHYSICS 
A deposit of five dollars will be required of each student 
who registers for physics. Breakage or damage to apparatus 
in excess of the deposit must be paid before credit will be 
given for the course. 
101, 102. GENERAL PHYSICS 10 Hours 
An introductory course covering the general principles of 
physics with reference to mechanics, heat, sound, light, mag-
netism, and electricity. For students who hav~ had no high 
school physics. TJrree lecture-recitations and four laboratory 
hours a week. Fee $5 each term. Fall, Winter. Lectures, 
T. Th. S., 11:30; Lab., W. F., 2:15-5:15. 
103, 104, 105. GENERAL PHYSICS 15 Hours 
A course dealing with_ the development of formulae and 
their application in the solving of problems. An attempt is 
made to give the student a certain facility in translating phy-
sical conceptions into mathematical symbols and mathematical 
formulae into physical ideas. Fall term. :J'yiechan:ics and heat. 
Winter, sound and light. Spring, magnetism and electricity. 
Prerequisite, high sChool physics and trigonometry. Fee, $5 
per term. Lectures, T. Th. S., 11:30; Lab., W. F., 2:15-5:15. 
XIII. SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Courses in social sciences are an essential part of a general 
education, as well as a necessary preparation for many pro-
fessions. 
The library is especially well supplied f or the departm nt . 
It contains practically all the la1·ge st andard wor'ks dealing 
with American, English and European history, including the 
Cambridge series, numerous governmentnl p ublications ; val-
uable sour~e material in American history a nd current peri-
odicals. 
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Students wishing to specialize . th . . . 
complete at least fort fi h . ~ e socia l scJ.ences must 
Y· ve ours m th d 
should include 101-103 107 108 2 e epartment. These 
to teach the so~: -1 '. . - . ' Ol-202. Students planning 
. ......., sciences m hi h h 
Socwlogy 101 Econonu· 101 G g sc ools should include 
' cs ' overrun t 10 101, or History 22·6 It : en 9, Geography 
. . IS r ecommend d th t h 
m the department acquire d" e a t ose who major 
or Frenc~ a rea mg kn.owledge of Spanish 
I. HISTORY 
I 0 I· MEDIAEVAL EUROPE 
This course covers th h. t 5 Hours 
century. The barbari· e . Is or! of Europe to the sixteenth 
· an mvaswns the . 
society to meet the new d • . reorgamzation o£ 
th C nee s, the religious 
e rusades are set forth in th . . movements, and 
ments of the Renaissance F Ieiir r8elatwns to the new move-
. a . :00. 
I02, I03. INTRODUCTION TO C 
CIVILIZATION ONTEMPORARY 
These two courses consist of the his . I 0 Hours 
1500 to the present but "th . toric movements from 
after 1815 Winter' S _wi special emphasis on the period 
· • prmg. 8:00. 
I07. THE UNITED STATES 
A survey course dealin . . 5 Hours 
ments. Open to freshm g ":;th coloma! and national move-
en an sophomores. Fall. 11:30. 
108. LATIN AMERICA 
A survey course of all Hispanic America. 
2~ Hours 
Winter. 11:30. 
109. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
An analysis of th f d 3 Hours 
with the various f et· e era!, state, and local government 
h unc Ions and powers d th eac to the other. Spring. an e relation of 
20 I' 202· ENGLISH HISTORY 
This course deals with th f _ 1 0 Hours 
religious, literary and e · . : un~a~_entals of the political, 
_pie and the developmentcoofn oEmicl_achti.viti~s of the English pea-
t · ng Is mstitut" t 1me. P rerequisite 101 103 F . IOns o the present ' · all, Wmter. 9:00. 
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204. THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEONIC 
WARS 5 Hours 
France on the eve of the revolution; influence of the poli-
tical and social philosophers; causes and results of the revolu-
tion; the Napoleonic wars. Prerequisite 101-103. Spring. 9:00. 
205, 206. PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATIONS 10 Hours 
This is an intensive study of the political, social, and 
economic development of the United States. The first course 
covers the period from Washington to Lincoln; the second, 
from Lincoln to the present. Prerequisite, 107. Fall, Win-
ter. 11:30. 
207. CONTEMPORARY EUROPE 5 Hours 
This course deals specifically with the epoch-making events 
that began with the World War in 1914 and includes develop-
ments down to the present time. Prerequisite 102~103. 
Spring. 11:30. 
208. THE REFORMATION PERIOD 20 Hours 
This course deals with the Renaisance Background, Medi-
cean Italy, The Hapsburg-Valois Rivalry, The Lutheran 
phase of the Reformation. Fall. 10:30. 
209. THE REFORMATION PERIOD 20 Hours 
This is a continuation of the preceding. It deals with the 
Reformation in other lands than Germany. In the main its 
dominating personality is John Calvin. Winter. 10:30. 
211. CRITICAL PERIOD IN AMERICAN 
HISTORY 20 Hours 
The close of the Revolutionary War, the weakness of the 
Articles, the feeling of disunion, international complications, 
and the formation of a new constitution. Prerequisite 107. 
Winter. 2:15. 
217. THE RECONSTRUCTION PERIOD 2 y;; Hours 
The various theories of reconstruction receive adequate 
treatment. An understanding is sought for the constitutional 
and economic phases of the period. Prerequisite 107. Spring. 
2:15. 
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220. OUTLINE OF CHINESE HISTORY 
5 Hours 
This course naturally divides itself into three sections : 
a very brief study of the lon,g period from 2000 B. C. to 1279 
A. D.; a fmi:her outline of the period beginning with the 
Mongol Dynasty, and closing with the beginning o:f the Re-
public of Ch:ina in 1911; and a still more complete outline of 
the history of the Republic, continuing from 1911 to the 
present. Winter. 8:00. 
226. TEACHING THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 3 Hours 
A course in the methods and materials of teaching history 
and the social sciences in high schools. Required of all who 
plan to teach the soCial sciences. Same as Education 226. 
Fall . 2 :15. 
II. SOCIOLOGY 
I 0 I. PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY 5 H oars 
The course is planned as an introduction to the entire field 
of sociological relations. Spring. 11:30. 
I 02. INTRODUCTION To SOCIAL 
PSYCHOLOGY 2 Yz H oars 
A course of the nature of this cannot be exhaustive in any 
field. The aim of the course is that the student may get ac-
quainted with social problems from the standpoint o:f the 
psychologist. Winter. 11:30. 
I 03. RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
3 Hours 
The problems of rural life, rural schools, and community 
organizations. Fall. 2:15. 
III. GEOGRAPHY 
I 0 I. FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOGRAPHY 3 Hours 
A survey of regional geography, including climates, tem-
peratures, moisture, rainfall qualities of soil, locations of 
river systems, mountain ranges, etc., and the aspect of geog-
raphy affecting racial divisions and human population. Win-
ter. 2:15. 
Il5. I NDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY 
3 Hours 
This course deals with the natural resources of the country 
and their relations to commerce and business. It covers the 
business development of the outstanding nations. Spring. 
2:15. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL 
119 
. . ized to meet the needs of 
The School of Music IS org~ ant the cultural develop-
three types of ~tudents: those ~u: :f music; those who want 
ment to be attamed through a s ydvanced professional train-
h aration for more a . 
a thoroug prep e themselves for teachmg ing; and those who plan to prepar 
Fine Arts. 
DEPARTMENTS MAINTAINED 
. work in Piano, Voice, Violin, 
The School of Mus:c offersddition to the violin, it includes 
and Public School Music .. In a t The work of each de-
work in o~her o~chestral mst;~~:~u~ses in Speech, i~cluding 
partment IS outhned below. h D tment of Enghsh and 
. d . A t see t e epar 
Dramatics an m r • f A t . the College of Arts and Speech and the Department o r m 
Sciences. 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 
e of Bachelor of Music is 
The course leading to the defg.ret nsive study not only in 
· d t ver four years o m e ' . t 
des1gne o c~ f fi iency in the major subJeC , 
achieving a hig~ _degree 0 d~::ta~ding of the theoretical and 
but also in attammg an un_ I A t Academic subjects, such 
aesthetic principles of Musica r . History and Principles of 
as English, Psychol~gy, Langhua~e, e of Bachelor of Music. 
Education, are required for t e egre 
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP 
th' ear one free scholar-The Music Department ?ffers,d ~s y These scholarships 
d rt nt voice an plano. 
ship in each epa me ' f t tanding talent who are with-
are granted to students o out~ . studies. The scholarships 
out sufficient means to pursu_e t'elr Scholarship application 
d d by J'ury examma Ion. .
11 are awar e . ding examinations WI blanks and detailed informatiOn regar 
be mailed upon request. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
All candidates for the _B~cheldor h~fg:~:~::l:g~;e ::s~t ;:;~ 
graduated from a commiSSione 
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p1ete sufficient amollllt of literary work to rank them as col 
lege freslun.en. AIM, piano students must be able to pl 
with fair accuracy and in a creditable malllle-r the mater! 
outlined in the third grade of the Prepa.ratory Department, or 
selections of the same standard of merit and degree of ditfi . 
culty. This does not mean, however, that only studeuts abJ 
to meet these requirements can study piano, but students may 
enter as beginners and do preparatory work until they are 
able to do the work of college standing. 
Voice students should have had some previous musical 
tl-aining, but not ·necessarily vocal training. 
Violin students should have covered the ground of the 
t hir d grade of the Preparato.ry Department, or the equivalent theJ·eof. 
Candidates for the Bachelor of MW!ic degree must meet 
the foregoing requirements in their major applied subject, but 
may receive college credit in their minor applied subject 
without previous training in that subject. 
Credit in applied music is based on the number of hours 
spent in daily practice with the necessary number of lessons, 
provided progress is satisfactory. Thus two hours are granted 
for one hour daily practice, four hours credit :for two, etc. 
No credit will be granted for chorus or orchestra except 
to Bachelor of Music candidates who take it for training in 
Ensemble. To them, one hour each term for one year may be granted. 
AU students of applied music will be required to take two 
lessons a week, with one exception, viz:. students majoring in 
an applied subject may take one lesson a week in a minor applied subject. 
Students may receive credit for class instruction in the minor applied subject. 
Practice rooms arE! provided, and absence from practice is 
counted the same as absence from classes. 
A senior recital in the major applied is required. Students 
who major in Public School Music and candidates for the 
A. B. degree with a major in music will not be required to give a recital. 
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COURSES OF STUDY . 
L d' to the Bachelor of MusiC 
Outline of Course _eah Amg Applied Major 
Degree Wit n 
THIRD YEAR 
FIRST YEAR Term Hour., 
Term Houro M . Applied 201-202-203 12 
Major Applied 101-102-1~~ 1~ H:~~ony (Analysis) 221- 6 
Minor Applied 101-102-1 3 222-223 ----~------. -- 3 
Elementary Theory 12L__ 6 Ensemble 211 ---- 6 
Harmony 122-122___ _ _ 6 Counterpoint .251-252-253 __ 20 
Appreciation 111-112----------
10 
Electives ----
English 101_-102__________________ 5
Electives (Lib. Arts)._ .. ______ _ Bible 
Bible 48 
SECOND YEAR 
Tern1 1Ivurs 
Major Applied 104-105-106 12 
Minor Applied 104-105-~06 6 
Sight Singing, Ea;r Tram-
ing and DictatiOn 131- 6 
132-133 
124-125-126.__ 9 Harmony . 
11
4-
*History of Music 
115-116 -·----
Electives (Lib. Arts or 
Ed.) 
Bible 
9 
8 
50 
47 
FOURTH YEAR 
Term Hours 
Major Applied 204:205-206 12 
Form and Analysis 224-
225 -
Composition 226•.- - - - -
Instrumentation and 
6 
3 
Orchestration 214-215 ____ ~ 
Electives -------
Bible 
47 
to first and second year 'II be offered *Music History WI 
students every two years. . I t 15 hours of modern 
·n b required to e ec f . a no Voice majors WI • e t elect at least one year o ~~ . 
Voice maJors mus . us piano trammg language. b' t unless previo f . 
. or applied su JeC ' In the case o voice 
as ~d ~:~der further study ~nnece~sa~:~rs may be subtracted wo~ s if the instructor advises, Sifix t year and added to the 
maJor , . nt of the rs ' t ay 
from the voice req~nremde that the practice requiremen m 
· II ed m or er · d ts electives a ow ' · · g voice stu en · not be too heavy for begmnm 
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Outline;{ Cour~e Leading to the Bachelor of M . 
egree wtth a Major in School M . ustc 
' USlC 
FIRST YEAR T 
HIRD YEAR 
Term Hours 
Voice 101-102-10'3 6 Piano 101-102-10S·~~~~---··-··· 
6 
Elementary Theory 121····-- 3 
Harmony 122.-12.3 ------
6 
Appr_eciation 111-llZ~~~~~~~~~~ 6 
English 101-10.2 ·-·-··-·--·- 10 
Electives (Lib. Arts ---- -
or Ed.) 
Bible ---- 10 
47 
SECOND YEAR 
A 1
. Term RouTH 
PP 1ed Subject 102-104_ 
106 .~~ 6 
Pub. Sch. Methoci;l~-
142-143 ·--------------- 10 
Si~ht Singing, Ear ",fr~j~~ 
mg and Dictation 131-
132-133 
Harmony 124.:."1"25~126________ ~ 
History of Music u4-i15~-
116 ---··--·-····--···-·-·-·· 
Electives (Lib. Arts 
or Ed.) __ 
Bible 
9 
10 
47 
. Term HmiTs 
Applied Subject 201-202-
203 . 6 
H. S. Methods 241-2~ 6 
Harmony (Analysis) 2Zl~-
222-223 
Ensemble 211-~--- 6 
Counterpoint 2S1-252-253 : 
Electives 
Bible ------,----------------------- 20 
47 
FOURTH YEAR 
Ob Term Hours 
servation and Practice 
Teaching 240 9 
Form and Anal;;--22.4-· 
225 <--.._ 
Compositio;;-;z6- 6 
Instrumentation ~-Or- 3 
chestration 214-2lS 6 Electives ·--
Bible ·-·--··----·-·-··--·-·-·-·-·-· 25 
49 
Students must include in th . . 
(5 hours) and Education 104 (5ei~ electives Education 102 
second year. ours) not later than the 
Course Leading to the A B D . 
. . · · egree wtth a 
MaJor m Music 
Applied Subject Term Hours 
History of Musi -------- -- 24 
Sight Singing E Tr · -···· 9 
' ar aining and Diet ... ___ 4 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 123 
Harmony I_______________ 6 
El. Theory 3 
Appreciation 6 
Courses in Lib. Arts _140 
Total _ _ _________ ___i9.2 
DESCRIPTION OF APPLIED COURSES 
Unlike courses where students pursue the same general 
plan, instruction in piano playing and singing involves spe-
cial adaptation to the needs of each individual pupil. The 
primary aim is to lay a thorough technical foundation, at the 
same time seeking to establish right habits of musical think-
ing, in order that between the technical means and the aesthe-
tic result, no line can be drawn. 
In piano, the correct hand form, proper action, nerve and 
muscle control are established. In voice, the best methods of 
breathing and tone placement are employed. Coupled with 
these two aims, there is a careful study of the work of the 
great masters which are used through all stages of advance-
ment in order that the emotional and intellectual faculties 
shall be developed in company with the technical, and the 
student grow in sympathetic understanding of all that is in-
volved in artistic playing and artistic singing. 
PIANO 
PREPARATORY 
For convenience in grading, this work is divided into three 
grades. This does not necessarily mean three years, as the 
student is advanced as rapidly as his ability and application 
to work make possible. 
GRADE I 
Special attention is paid to hand position, properties of 
touch, notation, and rhythm. 
Beginners' Exercises and Studies by Koehler, Loeschhorn, 
Meyers, or others. 
Easy pieces. 
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GRADE II 
Major and Minor S 
Biehl o cales, one oct h 
K ' p. 114, and Loeschho ~ve, ands separate. 
unz-Canons. rn, p. 65, books 2 and 3 
Sonatinas by Cl . • · 
p· ement1 K hl 
Ieces ofequal grade. ' u au, and Loeschhorn. 
. GRADE III 
MaJor and Minor Scales t 
Koehler, Op. !M2. ' wo octaves, slow tempo 
Meyel's- Second Etud . 
HeUer, Op. 47. e Album. 
Sonatina . s or easy sonata b 
Pleces of equal d s Y Clementi, Haydn d M M gra e. , an ozart 
ore advanced k . . 
essary. wor Is supplied in th · 
Is grade when nee-
101, 102, 103 COLLEGIATE COURSE 
ScaJes-2 3 ·.,_dF4IRST YEAR PIANO 
T h . ' 'co.u notes at M M 8 6-12 Hours ec meal and I 'edal E . . . 0. 
D~vernoy, Op. 120 xerc1ses. 
Difficult sonatiDas' aand Be~ens, Op. 61. 
lau, -Haydn, and Mozar~d easiest sonatas by Clementi, Kuh-
B~ch-Easier works 
Pleces b 1 • • Y c assiC and lat 1 04 er composers. 
,105,106 SEco 
Scales i ·. ' ND YEAR PIANO 6 
100. n vanous rhythms and t h -12 Hours 
A 
. ouc es-4 notes at M M 
~~- . . 
Czerny, Op. 299. 
Bach- Inventions 
Easier sonatas b . H 
Pieces by clru>sicy an:f~' Mozart, Beethoven. 
2 0 1 2 0 2 a er composers. 
, , 203. THIRD YE 
120 Scales in various rhythms a!~ PI~NO 6-12 Hours 
A
. ouc es-4 notes at M M 
~~~ . . 
Azerny, Op. 740. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 125 
Bach-Inventions or Well-Tempered Clavichord. 
Sonatas by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (or concertos). 
Pieces by classic and modern composers. 
204, 205, 206. FoURTH YEAR PIANO 6-12 Hours 
Scales-Rapid, and in intervals. 
Chopin Etudes, or Bach Well-Tempered Clavichord. 
Sonatas or concertos by Beethoven or other standard 
composers. 
Pieces by classic and modern composers. 
VIOLIN 
PREPARATORY 
GRADE I 
In this first year, the student will acquire a foundation in 
technic, the correct way of holding the instrument, and the 
free use of the bow arm. Teaching material will include the 
following list of studies or their equivalent: 
De Beriot, book one (first position). 
Wohlfahrt-Elementary Studies. 
Gohy-Eberhardt-Violin Method, book one. 
Herman-Op. 20, Book !-Studies for Beginners. 
Easy Pieces by Krogmann, Bloch, and others. 
GRADE II 
Knowledge of major and minor scales (in octaves) and 
their formation. 
Wohlfahrt-Op. 45, Book I (first position with bowings). 
Sevcik-Op. 1, Book I. 
Schradieck-Technic. 
Kayser-Book I. 
Hrimaly Scale Studies-Section 1. 
Easy Pieces by Dancla, Bloch, Mcintyre. 
GRADE III 
De Beriot-Book I (second and third positions) . 
W ohlfahrt-Op. 45, Book 2. 
Kayser-Op. 20, Book 2. 
Sitt, Hans-Op. 32, Book 2. 
- ------- - --------~ ~ 
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Schradieck-Technics. 
Sevcik-Op. 1. 
Scales. 
Fingc;r and Bowing Stumes 
Pieces-M;ittell p o1 · 
G L · op ar graded course, Book I Part I eorge elunan m; · . · ' · 
ria l ;., t'"' .., ·t thr - ~I~ces In firs t p osition. Other mate-~· ile urs ee pos1t1ons, 
Easy· sight reacnng of grade 2 mat erial. 
101, 102, 103. 
COLLEGIATE 
FIRsT YEAR VIOLIN a. Studies. 
De Beriot-Book 1 (4th and 5th Positions). 
Kayser-Books 2 and 3. 
Sitt, Ha.ns-Op. 32, Books 2 and 3. 
Mazas-Op. 36, Book 1. 
6-12 Hours 
Dont-Op. 38, and 39. 
b. Technic. 
Schradieck-Technical Studies. 
Singer-V0 • 349. 
Hrimaly Scale Studies. 
Sitt, Hans-Scale Studies. 
Schradieck Scale and Chord St d' S 'k u 1es. eve1 bowings. 
c. Pieces. 
Adoration, Borowski; Waltz from Faust G d 
. Angels Serenade, Braga, etc. ' ouno ; 
Slght Reading of Grade 3 (preparatory) Material 
104, 105, 106. SECOND YEAR VIOLIN 6 12 H . 
a. Studies. - ours 
Mazas-op. 36, Book 1. Dont-Op. 37. 
Kreutzer. 
b. Technics. 
Sevcik-Op. 1, Book 1. 
Sevcik-Op. 8 and 9. 
Scales in three octaves and in th. d 
c. Pieces. ' lr s. 
Concerto~ of Accolay and Seitz, six Dancla Airs, 
. easier Kreisler pieces. 
Sight reading of first Year material. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
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201, 202, 203. THIRD YEAR VIOLIN 
a. Studies. 6-12 Hours 
Kreutzer. 
Rode. 
Sevcik-Op. 7, Books 1 and 2. 
Scales in three octaves with bowings. 
Concertos, Sonatas by Mozart a.nd Beethoven. 
b. Pieces by Wieniaushi and Vietitemps, etc. 
Sight reading of second year material. 
204, 205, 206. FOURTH Y EAR VIOLIN 6-12 Hours 
a. Studies. 
Kreutzer-Fiorilla. 
b. Pieces. 
Sevcik-Op. 7, Books 1, 2 and 3. 
Concertos of Mendelssohn, Bach (A minor and E 
major), Mozart (D. and A.) 
Pieces by Covelli, Mardini, Handel, Beethoven, and 
modern composers. 
VOICE 
It would be imposs ible -to outline a course of tra ining 
suitable f or all students, sin.ce so much depends upon the indi-
vidual ability of the pupil. No methods are adhered t o strict ly 
and only a general idea. of the work can be given. 
101 , 102, 103. fiRST Y EAR VorcE 
6- 12 H ours 
Production of tone by couect brea thing and proper tone 
placement. Vocalizes consist ing of vowel pract ice and exact 
articula tion of consonant s. Singing major and minor scales, 
ar peg gios and easy secular and sacred songs in English. 
104 . 105, 106. SECOND YEAR VOICE 
6- 12 Hours 
Continued drill in brea thing and tone pladn.;; more difl'i-
cult exer cises in voca l teclutic requiring greater veJo •ity in 
scales and a rpeggios. More difficult secular and sncred 
songs f rom cla ssics with perhap an easier operatic aria or 
selection from a or a tor io. 
20 1, 202, 203 . THIRD YEAR VOICE 
6-12 Hours 
Continued development in teclmical power· study of diffi. 
cUlt and complicated melodic and rhyth.mic figures . Mach 
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attention given to interpretation . 
posers as Haydn Hand 1 G dand the stod.y of such com-
s ' e • ouno Brahm F chuman Saint;.Saens Ma~n . u' Ch ~· ranz, Schubert, 
. ' <aJOWe ' adWJck, etc. 
204, 205 , 206. FOURTH YEAR VorcE 
.A,cq uaintance with 'd 6-12 Hours 
. a Wl e range of s lit modern and c1 · · · ong eratuxe from 
. . assic composers will be made. Ens . 
mg, study of operas and 0 t . emble smg-
Italian songs. Also th Ta ori~s? and F rench, German, and 
Hageman, etc. e compositions of Kramer, La F orge, 
DESCRIPTION OF THEORETICAL COURSES 
121. ELEMENTARY THEORY 
. ~ study of scales, intervals, and 
wntmg. No prerequisite. Fall. 
122. HARMONY 
3 Hours 
the mechanics of music 
. Study of principal triads and th . . 3 Hours 
swns. Prerequisite· Theo 121 eir. connectiOn, and inver-
123. HARMONY 
. ry · Wmter. 
Study of secondary triad 3 Hours 
ninth. Prerequisite. H s and chords of t he seventh and 
· armony 122. Fan. 
124, 125. HARMONY 
Study of Modulation 6 Hours 
Winter. . Prerequisite: Harmony 123. Fail. 
126. HARMONY 
Altered chords and foreign tones. 
mony 125. Spring. 
3 Hours 
Prerequisite: Har-
221, 222, 223. HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
Analyzation of the harmonics 6 Hours 
posers, both classic and d used by the master com-
126. Fall, Winter, Spring.mo ern. Prerequisite: Harmony 
110 .. GRADE SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS 
Designed for those preparin t . 3 Hours 
Spring. 3:15. g 0 teach In the grade schools. 
Ill' ll 2, 113. APPRECIATION 
ter,~;~~:; of music literature. No prerequisite. 6 Hours Fan, Win-
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 129 
131, 132, 133. SIGHT SINGING, EAR TRAINING AND 
DICTATION 6 Hours 
This course is to develop ability to write from dictation 
easy intervals and scales, then with rhythm, and later melo-
dies in rhythm in the various keys, and simple two-part melo-
dies and primary triads. It also includes practice in sight 
singing, and oral dictation. Fan, Winter, Spring. 
114. HISTORY OF MUSIC 3 Hours 
The study of the evolution of music from music of Anti-
quity through the Polyphonic Period. The influence of indi-
viduals and of political and social movements on the growth 
of music is studied. No prerequisite. Fall. 
115. HISTORY OF MUSIC 3 Hours 
This history of music of Classic and Romantic Periods. 
Biography of outstanding composers and study of their style 
of compositions. Prerequisite: History of Music 114. Winter. 
116. HISTORY OF MUSIC 3 Hours 
The study of Modern Music with special attention given to 
the recent advance in America. Prerequisite: History of 
Music 115. Spring. 
211. ENSEMBLE 3 Hours 
Training in chorus, quartets, orchestra, string ensembles, 
etc., is considered training in Ensemble. Ability to perform 
with others is as essential to the wen-trained musician as 
solo performance. No prerequisite. Any term. By ap-
pointment. 
251, 252, 253. COUNTERPOINT 6 Hours 
(Two hours each term). Counterpoint in two, three, and 
four parts, combined species, and fugue. Prerequisite: Har-
mony 123. Fail, Winter, Spring. 
224, 225. FORM AND ANALYSIS 6 Hours 
The study of musical form as represented by the longer 
works of great composers. The structure of various designs 
and patterns in which music is written is studied in detail 
and the student is able to understand the construction of 
music in his repertory and of music he hears. Fan, Winter. 
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226. COMPOSITION 
3 Hours 
A study of melody writing and short compositions for 
piano, voice, and combinations of instruments and voices. 
Spring. 
214, 215. INSTRUMENTATION AND 
ORCHESTRATION 
6 Hours 
Study of the instruments of the orchestra and how to ar-
range music for them. Fall Winter. 
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
COLLEGE CHORUS 
The College Chorus is the largest and most outstanding or-
ganization of the m'Ullic department. Students from any 
department of the college are privileged to be members. Two 
divisions are .maintained, a senior, 4nd a jnnior, and eligil;lllity 
is dete1·mined by individual examination. Students who have 
had no vocal training are admitted to the junior chorns divi-
sion where trainfug in breath control, tone quality and intona-
tion, diction, and sight reading is given. Examinations are 
given individuals desiring them at the close of each term to 
determine eligibility to the senior division. Both sacred and 
secular music of the highest type is studied. 
The chorus is a member of the State Federation of Music 
Clubs, and has a part in the Choral festival of the annual 
state convention. It is also available for a limited number of 
out-of-town engagements. Trios, quartets, octettes, or other 
small ensembles of men's, wamen's, or mixed voices are also 
maintained and are available for out-of-town engagements. 
Cost of supplies and regulation uniforms and federation 
dues is defrayed by the members. There are no other fees. 
One-hour rehearsals are held regularly, twice a week. 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA 
The College Orchestra is maintained during the year, and 
holds regular full rehearsals once each week with additional 
rehearsals of the separate sections. 
Members defray the expense of music and supplies and 
furnish their own instruments. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 131 
The orchestra appears frequently in recitals. dEverty stuo; 
. t · rged to take a van age dent who can use an mstrumen IS u 
this splendid training. 
PUBLIC RECITALS 
The department of music presents recitals duri~~ _th~ ye·a~ 
by members of the faculty and by students of su Jelen PI o 
ficiency in their _grade to afppetar. . the development of the 
This is one Important ac or m . . . 
pupils talent, self-confidence, and executive abJhty. 
REGULATIONS 
No deductions will be made for lessons _mis~ed -~;c::: ~ 
the case of protracted illness. Lessons missfe II" WI on holi-
. of illness. Lessons a mg 
made up except ;n case Pupils must register with the regis-
days are notbma_ e _up. of each term before lessons will be trar at the egmnmg 
given. 
COST OF MUSIC COURSES 
PIANO, VOICE, OR VIOLIN 
k term -------------------$20.00 Two lessons per wee ' per ------------------------ 12.00 
One lesson per week, per ter 6.00 
Two class lessons per week, per term. d t ) 
(No classes offered for less than 4 stu en s. 
THEORETICAL COURSES 
. H' t and Appreciation, and Theoretical courses, Music IS ory h t f $3 00 per 
Methods courses will be charged for at t e ra e o . 
term hour. 
FEE FoR PIANO PRACTICE 
One hour daily practice, per term ____________________________________ $ 
Two hours daily practice, per ter ----
For each additional hour. 
REGULAR FEES 
En trance fee, per year------------------------------------------------------------$ 
Activity fee, per term -------
Library fee, per term 
2.00 
4.00 
1.00 
9.00 
3.00 
1.50 
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GRADUATES OF 1936 
GRADUATES OF 1936 
~nderson, B.M .L - Oklaholiia 
0 . P. Baird, B.A. M 't!/h _ Tennessee 
roc Barton, B.A. - --Alabama 
Mona Leah Bauer, B.A. ___ · Arkansas 
-B~ lbs Binion, B.A. - .Te:xa.s 
Eugene Boyce, B.A. Tennesse~ 
Firm H. Cagle, B.A~--- - -----Tennessee 
._ Nola Marie -capps, B.A·-------.. Texas 
- Evelyn Jone.s Carpenter, B.A Tennessee 
----Eloise Coleman, B.A. --·- Tennessee 
- Ernestine Copeland, B.A._____ .. Texas 
- Gladys Cullum, B. A._ --Arkansas 
.-James Ral·din Frazee, B.A.~ ~ "ffid. Kentucl."Y 
Cyril Hendricks, B.A. /)?I lrfllf.1/' k'2'1A --Arkansas 
. · , . i.!IF, 1 ' ' ~ Arkansas 
'-tSlifford Huddleston, B.A. Tenness~e 
-dlr.-~::-. ijams, LL.D._ - ---Tennessee 
~e.n Holmes Jennings, B.A. ---Arkansas 
Clar~ece Kelley, B.A·----~------Oklahoma 
Sam W. Linn, B.A. ---Arkansas ~thryn Mattox, B.A. ---- Oklahoma 
a)Jene Mitchell, B.A._ __ - --Mississippi 
"'Eunice McNeelis, B.A. --Tennessee 
1-G'ertrude Harding Paine, B.A. --Georg:ia 
'"'Dona Pursley, B.A -----Texas 
VCourtney Ryland, B.A__ Missom:i 
---J..lo¥4-G. Sanderson _ Tennessee 
r'Robert Taylor, B.A. , ~ . - Tennessee 
ennet~ . ~B.A 2> 1:1' --1/'!L_ lb 3(1. Califomia 
J,.. Florrie dean W akenight, B.A. .Arkansas 
Comti:e~Y-;mglill.g, B.A.~ .Arkansas 
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GENERAL INDEX 
Admission 64 -----~--·--------___ -__ -___ -__ _ - __ 36 Absences 
Advanced Standing· ___ _ 
AmountofVVork: __________________ _____ __ 
67 
71 
72 Ancient Languages __________________________________________________ _ "----
Application for Entrance - --------------
Arts ---------
Athletics - -------------------
Auditorium and Stage ________________________________________________ _ 
13-14 
. _73-75 
31 
23 
30 &~ - n 
B. A. Degree____ _ 70 
B. M. Degree 70 
B.S. Degree_ · --- . _ 75-79 
Bible and Christian Education.. ________ 31-32 
Basketball, Tennis, Baseball, Track______________________________ 12 
Bequest, Suggested ------- ____ 24 
Biology Laboratory 79-83 
Biological Sciences 4 
Board of Trustees 81 
Botany _20-23 
Buildings 83-87 
Business Administration ---·-------
Calendar ___ 20 
Campus 28 
3 
Campus Players - ____ 51-58 
Certificates, Teachers' ------------ _ 25 
Chapel -- .113 
Chemistry - - ______ 36 
Class Absences 19 
Climate . _______ 44 
College Club - G·l 
College of Arts and Sciences _ 
6 Committees ------ .59-Gl 
Courses 71 
Course Numbers -·-------·---------
Debating ---
Degree, Requirements for ~~--------
Discipline . ) 
Domestic Science (see Home Economics 
•.. 27, 98 
_ G7 
34 
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INDEX 
GENERAL INDEX-Continued 
Economics ·- Ht: 
Education _ 87-:IJ 
Educational Standing ------ ------ ·- :20 
English and Speech___ - 91-!1:1 
Examination ___ .37, li:, 
Entrance __ ~- 66 
Expenses --- - ---38- 6 
French - - ---
lOR 
Geography -----------------~18 
German ---- ----·----- ·------109 
Glee Clubs __ ·------------- 29 
Government --- -·---- -
Grade Points (see Honor Points) 
Grades 
29 
Graduates 
Graduation, Requirements for: 
---- 37 
• .....132 
School of Music~---------
Greek -------- ----119 
72 Har~g Colleg e, The Name 
Purw~e ----- -------- 17 
17 History ----116 
History of the Schoo 16 
Holidays 36 
Home Economics -------------------------------------------------------25, 57, 99-105 
Honorary Social Club __ 30 
Honor Points _ 67 
Honor System 34 
Hospital __ ---- 43 
Information for New Students ________ 38 
Intelligence Tests - - -- 65 
Junior and Senior .Require}llent-s ____________ _ 69 
Laboratories _ __ 24 
Library - ---- -- - 23 
Mathematics ---- - --106-108 
Officers of Instr uction__ -- 6-10 
Orchestra ___ - -29, 130 
' 
INDEX 135 
GENERAL INDEX-Continued 
112 Pre-Medical Course 1 
Physical Education _ ___111 
Physical Sciences 115 
Physics ---··---- 3 
Piano 41 
Rent -·· _ 41 
Tuition ·--- ·----- - ____________________ 67 -68 Plan of Work________________________________________________________ 87 
Psychology ----- 34 
Regulations -------------------___ -_-_-_ -_- 37 
Reports to Parent s 41 
Rooms 
Scenery ------·- -- 19 
25 ·----School Activities - ----· 62, 63, 119 
School of Musk_,_____________ _______l28 
Theoretical Courses -- - - · - - --_-_-_-__ _ 40 
Scholarship, Cash 131 
Science, CosL .. ------------------------------------------·----------------= == 79 
Biological _____ .111 
Physical ---------- 34 
Social Requirements 18 
Sociology _115 
Social Science 30 
Societies 109-110 
Spanish ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - 95 
Speech, Departm:nt o 20 
Standing, EducatiOnal - - --- ------ - -- 26 
Student Activities 51-58 
Teachers' Certificates ----- 37 
Transcript of Credit ·-- --- - ---- 11 
Training Schoo'-- -,_-_-_ _____ ______ _ . 39 
Tuition --- - 35 
Tobacco 5 
~~ 41 
Tuition 7 
Voice 41 
Tuition 30 
Women's Clubs ____ - 81 
Zoology ----------------------
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